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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
WKW

THE

Burrill National Bank

1

ELLSWORTH

OF

—

meeting.

offers you every possible banking accommodation
within bounds of safety. We want your business.

2% credited monthly on checking accts. of $500 and over
4 percent., compounded semi-annually, in savings dept.
Both Check and Savings

Departments

U. S. Government supervision.
tions yearly. Foil particulars by mail,

ADVERTISEMENTS TBIH WEEK.

Bar Harbor A Union River Power Co.
Borrill Nat’l bank.
P E Kearns— City market.
Strand Theatre.
Union Trust Co.
Merchants popularity contest.
A H Mayo—Notice of foreclosure.
Exec notice—Frank 8 lord.
Stockholders Uuion Trust Co
Annual

under

are

Moore’s Drug Store.
Hardwood for sale—F H Osgood.
•*
-F Q Smith
In
bankruptcy—Lester H Coombs.
Wm E Whiting—Day-old chicks and hatching eggs for sale.

Century Theatre, Bluehill,
CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at

6.42 a m. 4.28 p m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.10a
m, 6.22 p m.

Two examina-

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
4T ELLSWORTH

or

call.

In

POSTOPPICB.

m.
m.

MAILS OLOSB AT POSTOPPICB

Ooi.no West-10.40 a m; 6.50 pm.
Going East—6.1S a m; 3.56 p m.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
an

WEATHER

All Have Equal Chance to Win

READ CAREFULLY; THEN GET BUSY !
The merchants listed below have “joined forces” to award a bright and shining
Five Dollar Gold Piece each month for the next six months to the favorites iu the
community—a f& Gold Piece to the SCHOOL GIRL having the largest number of votes
daring the first month, another Gold Piece to the SCHOOL BOY having the largest
number of votes daring the second month, a third Gold Piece to the BOY BABY
having the largest number of votes during the third month, a fourth Gold Piece to
the GIRL BABY having the largest number of votes daring the fourth month, most
popular unmarried woman fifth month, most popular married woman sixth month.
Votes will be given at all of these stores FREE with every ten centB* worth of
goods purchased, for cash. Votes to be deposited in a Ballot Box which will be conspicuously displayed for a month in each of the stores connected with this co-operative gift plan. In order that the progress of the balloting may bc|know*n, the Ballet
Box will be opened each week, and a Bulletin showing standing of the contestants
will be posted in plain sight near ti e Ballot Box. By having the Ballot Box and
“election” in one store one month, in another store the second month, and so on, ALL
the merchants will give the contest equal publicity. Remember, though, that ALL
the merchants give votes with every 10 cents’ worth of merchandise sold at their
stores, throughout all the months the contest runs, each month’s votes to be depos.ted in the “co-operative” Ballot Box.
Month When Ballot Box will
be in Each Store.

H. Leland, Fruit, Confectionery, Cigars, Tobacco,
Smith A Head, Clothing,
M. L. Adams, Dry Goods,
K. F. Robinson Co., Jeweler,
h. K. Whillhg, Groceries and Meats,
< eutury Hool Shop, Exclusive Hoots and Shoes,
C.

The several masonic bodies will elect
officers next week
Blanquefort commandery on Monday evening, Acadia
—

chapter Tuesday evening
lodge Thursday evening.

and

Lygonia

Mr. and Mrs. Dcniel J. Doherty, of
Melrose, Mass spent Christmas with Mrs.
Doherty’s parents, C. E. Monaghan and
wife. Mr. Doherty returned home Monday, Mrs. Doherty remaining for a short

During the short but severe blizzard
Sunday evening, the electric light wires
became

were

$5 To the Winner Each Honlh

These Merchants Give Votes
for **5 in Gold” Prixca.

Prank H. Bonsey is spending the holidays with his parents, Capfc. Roland C.
Bonsey and wife. He expects to return
next Monday to Springfield, Mass., where
he is employed.

burdened with snow and several
broken or burned off, leaving many
homes in darkness. The company quickly

hour before mail closes.

IN POPULARITY CONTEST
fifes Cost You Nothing.

Sunday.

Miss Carolyn Smith, of Salt Lake City,
sends The Aeebican a copy of a special
edition of the Deseret News, of that city,
which pictures attractively the natural
and commercial resources of Utah and its
bustling cities.

MAILS BBCBIVBD.

$30Q1VEN AWAY

will be out of town next

In his Absence the pulpit will be supplied
by a student from the Bangor theological
school.

visit.

effect Sept. 1iff, 1916.

From Wkst—6.42 a m; 4.28, p
From East— 11.10 a m; 6.22 p

Annmaoncitt*.

The score was 29-16
Monday evening.
against the Ellsworth team.
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of the Baptist

church,

January
February
March

April
May

June

IN

ELLSttORTU.

Por Weak

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
Dec. 28, 1915.
[From observations taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor A Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight.J
Weather
Precipconditions
Temperature
itatiou
Wed
20Thurs 19—
Fri
40Bat
28Mon

39—

46—

46—

3235—

Miss
Boston

forenoon afternoon
clear
clear
fair
fair,rain
rain.fair
fair
fair cloudy,rain
rain
rain,snow
fair
cloudy

39—

27—
82—

A.

12 m
3040-

snow

Tillie Hawkes
for Christmas.

was

.08
.76
.04
.77

repaired the damage, and Monday
ing all wires were in service.

even-

The Ellsworth woman’s club will meet
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Fred L.
Mason on Beal avenue, instead of with
Mrs. R. E. Mason, as first announced. It
is expected that this will be a work meeting, sewing for the soldiers in Europe,
and the ladies are requested to bring

needles, thimbles, etc.
Mrs.
Pettengill announces

that the
New Year’s day.
! She has obtained the great nine-reel
feature, *’The Spoilers,” originally booked
for this house for Christmas. There will
cloudy
be afternoon and evening performances.
at home from William Farnum and Catherine Williams
have the leading roles in this great pic-

I. Richardson was at home from Seal
Christmas.

EVERY

-®

FORTUNE

next

Strand

will

be

open

began with

a

with $1.00

or

humble dollar.
more,

Hancock

County Savings Bank,
Ellsworth, Me.

Established 1873,

ture.

OBITUARY
popular married woman. The merchants
uniting in the plan are Charles H. InGEORGE H. BROWN.
land, Smith & Head. M. L. Adams, E. F.
Robinson Co., S. K. Whiting, Century
George H. Brown, formerly of EllsVotes will be given with
Boot Shop.
worth, died December 24 at his home in
each 10-cent purchase at either ot the
Sioux Falls, S. D., in the ninety-third year
stores during the contest.

Among Ellsworth people who attended
Lejok lodge, 1. O. O. F., will elect offi- the dedication exercises of the new Odd
Fellows building
at Bar Harbor were
is now being circulated
cer« next Friday
A petition
evening.
Sheriff F. O. Silsby and wife, Charles W. among the larmers of Ellsworth and
George P. Woodward, of Boston, was in
Joy and wife, Harold Higgins and wife, vicinity lor an agricultural extension
Ellsworth for Christmas.
L. W. Jordan, Edgar A Mitchell, H. F. school to be held here the latter part ol
Austin L. Maddox, of Norwood, Mass.,
Wescott, C. I. Staples, J. H. Leland, Fred January or early in February. Twentyis visiting his father, Capt. Addison MadHunton and L. M. Bel'atty.
five petitioners are necessary to ensure the
dox.
Arthur B. Mitchell received this morn- school, and about fifteen have already
C. W. Grindal has purchased an autoing from the Pacific coast a Christmas signed the petition. This is a matter in
truck for use in his coal and grain busipresent in the shape of a twenty-pound which the farmers of this vicinity should
ness.
Puget Sound salmon.

a

dance at

Society hall

him

by

The

fish

was

sent

interest themselves.

Last year Hancock

Robert

AT THE CITY ITARKET

Bny

the

Following Cash Order:

Specials:

KEARNS

e:

P.

of his age.
Mr. Brown

Aug. 31,

The American Office

PRICE,

half-pound

SPOILERS

THE

the

at

strand

An Unequalled Offer

*

FOR PATRONS of the REXALL STORE

DOLUARDTOWN.
Burnham Floyd
Jerome last week.

visited

his

brother

Mrs. Helen Sargent has gone to Milliher son Frank.

nocket to visit

New Years’ Afternoon"- Evening
Matinee,

ioc

and

20c.

Mrs.

Evening,

10c

and 25c.

Pettengill

$10

V 1 vf

Dinner Set for $ ?
20 COUPONS AND

Qft

V “I'/O

2 COUPONS with every 25c purchase of Rexall
Remedies and Toilet Preparations
or Penway Candy— Violet Dulce, Harmony or Bouquet Jean ice
Perfumes and Toilet Articles—Symphony lawn Stationery—Maximum or
Monogram Rubber Goods.

Liggett’s

C. C. BURRILL & SON
-INSURANC E-countries
leading companies of this and foriegn
1867.
Established
Estate.
Real
Productive
Improved,

Representing some of the
Nosey

to Loaa on

When you have accumulated 20 of these coupons, return them to us with $2.08
in cash, and you will be entitled to oue of the 42-piece Colonial Dinner Sets which
we have on, display
dl,
in our store window.

E. G. MOORE, Druggist,

William Spencer and wile spent Christmas week with Mrs. J. A. Stack pole.
Walter Bbnsey and wile entertained
John Smith and Mrs. Ernest Sargent and
nine children at Christmas. Alter dinner,
a tree, with gilts
distributed by Santa
Clans, was enjoyed by all.

was

with his

born in Clinton, Me.,

During the California gold
went to California

he

brother John.

He

OF

THE

RIVER.

Raymond Cousins, ol Barry, spent Saturday and Sunday with relatives here.
Capt. Albert E. Ciosson, ol the State
week

boat Virginia, spent a lew days last
with his sister, Mrs. C. G. Fullerton

remained

there about two years, when he returned
to Maine and then went to Sherbrooke,
Can., where he was engaged in lumbering.
In 1861 he was engaged by his brother,
Warren Brown, as superintendent of his
mills in Ellsworth, where he married and
settled. In 1883 he, with bis family, went
to South Dakota.
He is survived by his widow, iBabell,
only daughter of the late John L. Moor,
of Ellsworth, and five children all married. They are—Albert, in the oil business at Tampico, Mexico; George, in the
Sioux Falls office of the Rock Island rail-

road; Ferdinand, a physician, practicing
Sioux Falls; Mrs. Annie Brown Orton,
of Ortonville, Minn., and Mrs. Helen
Brown Clancey, of Springfield, S. D.

at

Relatives here

are

three

brothers of Mrs.

Brown—Henry L., Nathaniel and Frank
P. Moor, and several nieces and nephews.
He had one nephew eighty years old.
“The

In

Birth of

a

Nation.”

spectacles, one of the triumphs proclaimed throughout the world
is D. W. Griffith’s great picture, “The
Birth of a Nation,” the most glorious
spectacle ever presented to man and expected to be the pinade of film art for the
next

screen

twenty years to

One may have

come.

big productions in the photodrama—
“Quo Vadis”, “The Fall of Pompeii”,

seen

“Cabiria” and others—but before “The
Birth of a Nation” all of these must bow.
Its showing at the Bijou theater, in
Ellsworth for three days commencing
Jan. 13, will undoubtedly be the signal
for a rush of people to see this spectacle,
of which such a tremendous amount of

notoriety

has been

spread.

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday evening, Jan. 12, at Methodist vestry—Supper served by men of the
society; 20 cents.
a&ucrnjjnnnufi

Day Old Chicks and
Hatching Eggs
I
for

am now

booking

orders

day-old chicks and
hatching eggs from one of
the
heaviest
egg-laying
strains of certified, Barred
Plymouth Rocks.
Chicks $15 per hundred; $8 for fifty;
$4 for twenty-five.
Hatching eggs, $8 per hundred; $3.50
for fifty; $1.50 per setting of fifteen.
Eggs for delivery March 1. Chicks
after March 21.

WILLIAM E. WHITING, E,rrh’
with

MOUTH

patrcl
a aAAnAAananariananArianar
f rWWWWiWWWWTWVWVWW

1823.

mine excitement

Butter Paper Printed at

pound

now—

yours

on

Harbor for

There will be

Begin

!

deposited in the

Gerry, of Seattle, Wash., held a most successful school, and plans
Friday evening, after «the basket-ball a former Ellsworth man. The fish, kept to have another this year. The expense,
game.
freshly packed in ice by the express com- it is estimated, will not be more than 25
Miss Shirley Dodge and Miss Ella Edda, panies on its long trip across the country, or 30 cents for members for the three days.
The petition is now in the bands of H.
of Bar Harbor, are visiting Mrs. E. M. arrived in perfect condition.
F. Whitcomb, and farmers interested
Dodge.
At the Methodist church next Sunday
should not delay seeing him, signing the
Austin K. Russell and family spent morning there will be a concert, with
and making sure the three-day
Christmas with Mr. Russell’s brother in illustrated sermon. In the evening, motion petition,
school for Ellsworth.
Brewer.
in
three parts, “The Life of
pictures
The entertainment and ball at Hancock
El 1bworth and Orono high school bas- Dante.” In the Sunday school at 11.45,
hall last evening was largely attended.
ket-ball teams will play at Hancock hall the subject of the lesson in the boys’deIt was given under the management of a
partment will be “The Sower”, illustrated
Friday evening.
men ot Ellsworth as a testilantern slides and one reel of motion few young
The men of the Methodist church will by
E. Cooke, janitor and
There will be special music at monial to Fred
pictures.
serve
in
the
supper
vestry Wednesday
in appreciation
all the services. Prayer-meeting Thurs- manager of Hancock hall,
12.
evening, Jan.
ot hie efficient services and help given in
day night at 7.30.
H. C. Dodge and family, of Bar Harbor,
the past m arranging amateur theatricals
The schools of Ellsworth will reopen
The people
for the benefit of the hall.
spent Christmas with his parents, George
for the winter term next Monday. There
F. Dodge and wife*
responded loyally, as the work of Mr.
have been a few changes in teachers. Miss
83.36
28 lbs Lard
Cooke is appreciated by all. The musical
Mrs. Flora Devereux was at home from Annie Scott has been elected
assistant at
Tinkers gave a novel and interesting en.40
Orono to spend Christmas with her sister, the School street school in
10 lbs sugar
of
Miss
place
tertainment of instrumental and vocal
Miss Delia Hopkins.
Martha Milliken, resigned; Miss Margaret
83.76
and introduced some novelties also
G. F. Newman and wife spent Christmas Hurley has been elected assistant at the music,
in the music for the Dali which followed.
with their daughter, Mrs. D. Shirley West Side grammar school, which has
Ice-cream and cake were served in the
Norris, in Bar Harbor.
heretofore been without an assistant, and
board ot trade room. In all, it afforded a
Other
True
has
been
elected
teacher
of
Rebekah
will
Miss
Officers
Nokomis
Lyda
lodge
pleasing entertainment and a most enstreet
school
in
of
Water
Miss
25c
be installed next Tuesday evening. Sup- of the
place
2 Cans Peaches,
25c 3 Cans Corn,
joyable party, and its financial success
R.
Stock
Annie
bridge, resigned.
per will be «erved at 6.30.
was gratifying to the
thoughtful pro12#Ctt>
3 Cans Peas,
25c Cal. Prunes,
News has been received by relatives in moters.
Alden P. Sprague, of Han Francisco,
Cal., spent Christmas here with his Ellsworth of the sudden death from heart
trouble of Mrs. Fannie S. Black, at her
mother, Mrs. G. M. B. Sprague.
Will Not Content Will.
Whit- home in Elgin, 111. Mrs. Black was the
Charles Haynes and Morton
There will be no contest of the will of
comb are at home from the University widow of William H. Black, jr., who died
in February, 1909. She was a Massachu- late B. S. Higgins, of Bar Harbor, as refor the holiday recess.
non
JQQQQQQQQQOO^OOOOSOOOQQQOOODDOQOQQOQOQQDOQ of Maine
setts woman, and had visited here several ported. according to W. B.
Marshall,
Miss Calista Hamor went to Springfield,
no
near
relatives. who tells the Bar Harbor Times that no
times. She leaves
Mass., last week to spend the holidays Three sisters of her late husband live action will be taken to
oppose provisions
with her sister, Mrs. Donovan.
here—Mrs. Maria Perry, Mrs. Harvard of the will by the paities whom it was reE.
of
C.
The next meeting
Monaghan’s Greely and Miss Mary H, Black— and an- ported would do so.
senior dancing class will be held next other
The will was hied in the probate court
sister, Mrs. Celia Dickey, lives in
followed
by an extra.
Tuesday evening,
for Hancock county. Dec. 15. by Deasy &
Green, Me.
at home from
Miss Madella Hagerthy
merchants
Six Ellsworth
have en- Lynam, attorneys, with a petition for proWestbrook seminary to spend the Christ- tered into a
contest
to run bate by Abner W. Wallace, who is named
voting
parch
and
vegetable
grease-proof
Best quality Bed Lion water-proof
mas recess with her parents, Dr. George S.
the
first six
months
of in the will as executor, and a hearing was
through
to
ink
comply
ment paper, printed with especially-made butter-paper
Hagerthy and wife.
the new year.
A prize of $5 in gold ordered at the January term of the prowith new law. Ttiere is cheap* r paper on the market; none better
The Three B class of the Baptist church will be awarded each month, as fol- bate court which begins Tuesday. Jan. 4.
By the provisions of the will, the bulk
will give a social at the vestry to-morrow lows: First month, most popular school
including paper and printing:
Members of Mr. Dunn’s and girl; second, most poplar school boy; | of Mr. Higgins’ estate was left in trust in
evening.
shares to his brother. A. L. Higgins.
size, $1.25 Mrs. Curtis’ classes are invited.
third, most popular boy b by; fourth, equal
500 sheets
size, $1.50;
and his sister. Mrs. Mary Jane Tripp,
“
“
“
The Ellsworth high school basket-ball most popular girl baby; fifth, most popu- |
“
2.00
1000
2.25;
unmarried
most both of Bar Harbor; |5.000 was left to a
woman; sixth,
team played Jonesboro high at Jonesboro lar
half-brother, Arno Higgins, of Boston,
DON’T Cheapen Your Butter By Use of “LOPPY” Rubber Stamp
fl.000 each to his half-sisters, Mrs.
c-urrlittnunt*.
|! and
C. L. Higgins, of Machias, and Mrs. W.
♦o*o*040*o*o*o#o*o^o*<*o*o*o*o«a#a*o*o#o*o«o*CK*040*o# i B. Marshall, of Bar Harbor.

If Yon

?££££“ 1. No. 51.
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NURSE

e ice

much experiand training in

Massachusetts would
like

cases.

ty

made

Special-

of

pnea-

Will also do oostetrical work.
Recommended by Ellsworth physicians.
Apply to Miss M.
Elizabeth Oooeins, Ellsworth Falls, Me.
Telephone 36-4.
monia and

fever

cases.

WK8T BHOOKavil.i f
loyal u an (boat oI the English, bat
simply mors to lesih.
Morrill Farrow 1. at boms
(rom Utai
We blame the German ruler along, bat
Characteristic Attitude of the K««college lor tha holidays.
■Dim >t "im
be is not alone to blame. It is the amneh People la War Tlaaes.
Tb.au.mar Anaab.il., Oapt.
Ar„ ™
bitious military offlciala. They sought
IU Motto: “Helpful and Hopeful.-’
again on tha root, to Belfast.
ICoatrlbeted to Tee Anucu by Capt. Ed.
conthe
Kaiser's
ersr-they encouraged
A. Richardson. of Deer file. |
Miaa Roaa and Baby Pair brother
ceit and ambitions—and they have found
Lesson L—First Quarter, For Jan. The purposes of this column are succinc y
>n
Mo matter how peaceable one may be, war a-plenty. Every one knows that their boma from CaaUns high school.
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the onut >1
TO MY MOTHBS.
2, 1916.
Tha
Cbriatmaa
their
sale
and
bare
been
and sapper at
hopefull
very successful;
or bow much be abhor*
benefit, and alms to ue helpful
war, there la armies
th.
Four score and ten thy years—fonr score and
baa been a failnre.
chapst last Tnuraday was a uucces. v„
Being for the common good. It Is for tbs com
something In the perversity of man nary
"
tea.
moi pse—a public servant, a purveyor of InMost every one has heard of the toast procuds, f30.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES. formation and suggestion, a medium for the in What (tore of (miles, what tale.al*a! of tears! wbich attracts him towards the scenes of among German naval officers, for some
Mias Rath Tspley was operated
UM
terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicit* What gleams of hope, alas! what glooms of conflict. Hence this writer was pleased
years back, “To the Day!” meaning to last week for appendicitis st the
fears!
communications, and It* success depends largely
Webn,,
to see for the day when they should meet a British
visit
to
England—hoping
Castiue.
lately
She
ia
or
hospital,
Comwhich
A (pacioos pilgrimage,
tongue
pea
doing well
Tsxt of the Lesson, Acts i, V 14—Me.n' on the support given it in this respect
To psraphraR, with
fleet in conflict.
E. k\ Cummings and
munication* must be signed, but the name of Not e’en thine own, can trace for following himself something of what energy the
ory Verses, 10, 11—Golden Tost, Epfc.
family ,OTn.
Commodore Perry’s classic refeet
latitude.
and
writer will not be printed except oj permission.
the
are
into
Cbriatmsa With Vlra. Gumming.
straggle,
patting
English
iv. 8—Commentary Prepared by Rev.
parent,"
now say, “We bare met
^
might
Communications will be subject to appro* nl or Through the straight gate along the narrow
they
port,
the
war.
with
Edwin icrarb and wife. North
other matter* connected
Bluebill.
D. M. Steams.
way—
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
In starting, tbe most interesting matter enemy and-escaped.”
Dei. 26.
Address
ToMsog.
Pillar of fire by night, of cloud by day.
will be rejected without good reason
England was wise in the madness of
be tbe possibility of
Luke tells us that In his former
ail communication* to
Sore, worthy Guide, peerless thy Paraclete.
| might supposedlythat was but
OH cl AT POND.
little more her nary. She is indeed “mistress of tbe
submarines—and
treatise, his gospel, he had written of
Thk America*.
What ministry of love enwraps thee ronnd.
Misa Bertha Colson spent last »«.«, m
a
nearly sea ”, which this writer impatiently
klL-wurtfc. Me.
possibility—pretty
Fanning thy vital spark, which else could than
all that Jesus began to do and teach,
"
questioned some montbJ ago, just after Bangor.
scarce
mythical.
and this book, which we begin today,
crime.
Lusitania
tbe
Withstand tbe breath of casual coarser airs. ;
When approaching the entrance ol the
E.
N.
Williams
and
wife
spent ChristTBS OLD AXV TUB SB*.
might well be called the record of that
Germany may get through with a whole
a twice-blest ministry in which is iound
are sudin thick
Irish

Jflutual Benefit Column.

SUNDAY SCHOOL

IK THE WAS

•boat again, bat he will probably ion* the remainder of the term.
How we appreciate the prleeleoaaeea of
I
health when one of oar household le till
hope all tbe etotera are well, aa well as Aunt
beet
wishes
for
a
and
I
Madge,
repeat every
happy Christmas to yoo all.

KONB.

_

which Jesos continued to do and tench
through His apostles, notably Teter
and John and I’aul and the evangetlsts Stephen and Philip. Note the order of the words “do and teach-’ and
the many places where the order is
the same or the parallel words "seen
and heard.” The doings are seen and
the teaching Is heard (Mark ri, 30;

We cannot
Acts iv, 20: I John t, 3).
properly teach what we have not first
learned to do. The day in which He
was taken up carries us back to the
taking trp of Euorh and Elijah and on
ward to the taking up of all true believers at His coming to the earth for
His people (1 Tbess. Iv, 1G-1S). In the

forty days between His resurrection and
ascension He showed Himself alive at
least ten times and after his ascension
twlre to Paul, also to Stephen and
John.
trolled

The

same

Him

Holy Spirit who conHis death qpake

before

by Him after His resurrection and, as
always, concerning the kingdom of
God (verses 2, 3).
Note how thin book, like the whole
Bible, begins and ends with the king
dom of God (Acts xxvlii, 23. 31), but
observe that the kingdom
alwaymeans dominion over all things on the
whole earth, given to Christ by the
Father and by Christ shared with HLredeemed. It was at hand and preach
ed by John the Baptist and the Lord
Jesus and the twelve and the seventy,
but being violently rejected and the
King crucified It was posti>oned till tit
shall come again, according to I.uke
ill, 11, 12: Acts ill. 20. 21. The disci
pies understood, and rightly, too verst
6), that the center of the kingdom will
be a restored Israel for apart from a
righteous Israel and the throne of the
Lord at Jerusalem the long predicted
kingdom cannot be. Tbe kingdom be
lng rejected and postponed and tht
time of tbe King's return knotrn only
to God. He is gathering from all the
world an elect people who shall reign
with Him when He shall come again
to set up His kingdom.
This Is the
mystery hidden In the ages past and
revealed specially to Paul (Eph. Ill
3-6). To this end the Holy Spirit has
been specially sent to testify of a risen
and glorified Christ, who is waiting
at the Father's right hand for the
building of His body, tbe cburch. His
Eve. who shall share with Him the
dominion as truly as Rebecca and Bath
shared with Isaac and Boas all their
wealth.
The disciples were to wait for the
special power for this service and. wit
nesslng the power of the Holy Spirit,
then bear witness for the Lord from
Jerusalem unto the uttermost parts ot
the earth.
The great testimony la that Jeans
Christ to risen and alive forevermore
at the right hand of the Father and
gladly receiving all who come onto God
by Him and are willing to live in the
power of His resurrection life and help
to gather from all nations His holy
Church.
Mere human wisdom cannot grasp Hit
purpose, nor can the best scholarship
understand or be of any use to Him
apart from the only power and the only
When He
teacher, the Holy Spirit.
had spoken His last message to them,
while they beheld He was taken up
(verse 9), or as it Is written In Lake
ixlv, 50, 51. “While He blessed them.
He was parted from them and carried
With what utter
up Into heaven.”
amazement they must have seen Him
ascend from their midst and how steadfastly they must have gazed upon Him
until the cloud hid Him from their

sight!
nr

uo

uui

mju»

i-uui

any

uur

suiu

be was swept away la a whirlwind
with horses and chariot of fire. This
was a quiet, visible taking as He talked
with them and blessed them, suggestive of the fact that He la still blessing or ready to bless.
As they, in wonder and awe, watch
ed the ctond that hid Him from theli
view two men stood by them an'!
said very plainly that as He bad gou<
so He would come again In like man
ner.

One result of this message was that
they worshiped Him and returned to
Jerusalem with great joy and continued In prayer and praise (verse 14;
Luke xxlv, 52, 53). There la no more
Joyful topic than that of the coming
again of the Lord Jesus to the earth U
welcome His people and then beck to
Olivet with His people to set up rjh
Kingdom, with the throne of David as
Its earthly center (Zeph. 111. 14. 15;
Zech. xlv, 4. 9; Luke 1. 32. 33). These
heavenly messengers may have been
angels, for angels are sometimes called
men. as In Gen. xvlll. 2. or, for anght
ire know, they may have been Moses
ind Elijah.
But it Is the message of the heavenly
•mvoys that should bold os and be earnestly proclaimed, “This same Jesus
shall so come In like manner"—not
death, nor the destruction of Jeruaa
lene, nor even the coming of the Holy
Spirit as another Comforter, but this
name Jesus Christ

Twas

a

faithful old year,

sc

will

drop it

a

As
past it departs.
Ere «e hurry along with a laugh and a song
Its successor to ciasp to our hearts.
But no matter how good acre the things that
it takes.
Or the pleasures that vanish from view,
There are better to come, and so let us be off
With the old year and on with the new.
—By Minna'.Irtiug tn LesitVs.

—SeUeted

“growingold”,

and

The sweet content,

and it is

Long may the “muffled foot” avoid thy door,
May year still grow to year, if bat to show
The spreading radiance of thy sunsets’ glow—
And to enrich for others memory’s store.
God grant tbe wicket gate which men call
DeathGuard of the shrine where thy son! treasures

poem
letter follows it.

kind of

signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All comin unication* will be subject to approval by
tbe editor, but none will be rejected without
be

good

reason.

such

a

destroyed.

is not very

Porinton, Mowdoinhaiu; lady assistant
stt wire4, Mrs A L Roberts, West Kenne-

little more loneliness in life
As the dear ones pass away;
A bigger claim on the heavenly land,
W’ith every passing day.
A little further from toil and care,
A little leas way to roam;

bumt.
_

SEDGWICK. 244.

24,

Dec.
were

first

the

conferred

one was

drawing near to a peaceful voyage
And a happy welcome home.

on

and
two

second

degrees

candidates, Yu3

elected to membership.

At tbe

next meeting the third and fourth degrees
Dec. 31 there will be
will be conferred.

William Todd Helmuth.

roll

call of all tbe members, and each is
a
to answer by
poem or

requested
quotation.

MABBAPAQVA, 477. SOUTH BLUEHILL.
grange conferred tee third
and fourth degrees Dec. 22, and received
two names for membership. A Christinas j
tree and program wa> enjoyed by ail. Refresbments were served. Tbe installation
of officers will be held Wednesday even- j
ing, Jan. 12.

Maaaapaqua

{

_____

GREEN MOUNTAIN POMONA. 28.

j

The newly-elected officers of Green
Mt. Pomona grange are:
Master, W L
Pratt, * Haworth; overseer, Charles L
Shand, Bar Harbor; lecturer, Martin A
Garland, Lakewood; chaplain, Grace
Wilbur, Sorrento; steward, William Ball,
Hancock; secretary, Julia Noyes, Sullivan; treasurer, F A Noyes, Sullivan;

]
j
i
1

steward, George Fogg, Salisbury J
Cove; Ceres, Prise>j)a Dav is,^ Ellsworth j

assistant

_

Falls ;~Pomons. Effie ShsiuT, *Bar*Harbor;
Flora, fclsie Estey, Ellsworth; gate-keeper,
Louis Jordan, Hancock; laay assistant
steward, Mary Shand, Bar Harbor.

realise som*thing£of how the yean
“fly” when we learn that Kuth is in high
school. It seems but a few days ago she
was at the reunion (don’tymind, Kuth, if I
say it) a little girl. Thanks, Are, for your
good wishes and Killeu’s also.
Now cornea another old fneud of the
column.
We

j

ARBUTUS, 450, SURFY.
The newly-elected officers of Arbutus
grange are: Reuben C Oagood,\ master; J
H H Clark, overseer; Herbert Lord, lec- !
turer; Ernest Blaisdell, steward; Harvey
Nellie
Treworgy, assistant steward;
Nevsils, chaplain; Sadie McKay, treas- i
Rosa Carter, secretary; Everard
urer;
Young, gatekeeper; Helen Clark, Ceres;
Marie Osgood, Pomona; Angie Treworgy,
KlorapHira Lord, lady assistant steward?
glnstailation^will be on Jan. 7, if pleasant; if not, the*first pleasant evening ol
Nellie M. Wood
the following week.
will be installing officer. Supper will be

Dear Aunt Madge a nd'. Staler $:
While I am kept at home from church
by illness in; the family this morning,
and
a
have
little
leisure
I
time,
thought I would write a few notes and
cards of Christmas greeting to friends, and
am reminded that I have not contributed to
the M. B. Column for some time, perhaps not
since last Christmas. So here is my greeting
to you, one and all:

comfort, ]oy and peace.
Ana plenty of Jove aud laughter;
A heart of courage to face the world.
Ana whatever is coming after.
1 with you

served.

Yes, and whatever is coming after. How

RAINBOW, 2U3. NORTH BBOOKSV1IXB.

Dec. 23, thirty

were preeent.
(The lecpresented |»n interesting program.
Mo program will be presented at the next
meeting, it being the election of officers.

t
,

arer

■

English system was* the very

laxative and expel the worms
and
waste. Tone the system end help
restore yonr child's health and bsppy disposition. Only 36c. at your druggist.

prophet may

now answer.

£ smeponocnrt.

an-

j

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

Itching, bleeding, protruding or blind piles
have yielded to Doan’s Ointment.
Me. at all
stores.—Adet.

week with W. A.

—

1 would like to make the next voyage to
Germany and aee how tbinga look there.
I doubt if the hearta of the people are aa

Country
Right Liniment.

“Down East,” aa they say of Maine,
there lived good old Doctor Abner Johnson. It was in a little country town whsre
•very famUy knew the value of keeping a
good liniment on hand.
They were nard working people, often
exposed to cold, and nearly everybody had
the
“rbeumatix," especially muscular
rheumatism, and hard work gave them
sprains, bruises and such pains.
The doctor studied and experimented
and Anally found a recipe for a liniment
that took the
pain right out of all thaaa
ft
to get right at
the troubles and takas the pain
away
quick. Yet it is ao harmless you can taka
It inside as well as rubbing it on the skin.
So the recipe found by good old Doctor
Abner Johnson was put op in bottle and
called “Jobneon’s Anodyne Liniment”.
Probably you have heard of it many times.
Whenever you want a good liniment, remember and buy “Johnson’s
Anodyne
Liniment”, the ncipe of old Doctor Abner
Johnson.
It can be brought wherever
medicines are sold.

»i(j

Estabrook and

Bangor,
J. R. Soerman

waa in Bangor last
week
H .rold Archer visited his father, j.
^
An her over Christinas.

Christmas
dance

in

celebrated

was

the

ball

here be s

Fridry evening

Cbriat maa trees for the little ones.
Mr. and Mrs. Patterson visited A.
g
Haynes and wife in Bangor
Since bis return, Mr. Patterson bs.
been
quite ill.
Dec. 27.
ihome

recently,"

NORTH BROOKSVUeLE.
attended State grsnge.
George Dow, of Bernard, is visiting ha
aunt, Mrs. Harold Cbetto.
Annie Urindle

W. A. Garno has sold the Aaron Jones
to Edward W. Parkins.

place

C. W. Griudle and wife visited J. M. Fender and wife at Bangor last week.
Anna Perkins, teacher in the high
school at Sullivan, is home (or two weeks
Misses Gtadya Nevella and Thelma
Smith, of laleaboro, are visiting Mattie
Grtndle.
Dec. 27.

C.
ATLANTIC.

Adalbert Torrej ’a
completed. He will

new

home

is

nearly

move

there

iu

about

two weeks.

Nearly all the tWbermcn bare tbeir
traps up, and are preparing to baul up
tbeir boalaMiss Goldie Staple* ia at home lor two
seeks, alter which she will return to continue her school work.

Dec. 27.

J.
iUKUTUfCTaui*

WHY YOU ARE NERVOUS
The nervous system is the alarm system
of the human body.
In periect health we hardly realize that
we have a network of nerves, but when
health is ebbing, when strength is declining, the same nervous system gives the
alarm in headaches, tiredness, dreamful
sleep, irritability and unless corrected,
leads straight to a breakdown.
To correct nervousness, Scott's Emulsion is exactly what you should take; its
rich nutriment gets into the blood and
rich blood feeds the tiny nerve-cells while
the whole system responds to its refreshing tonic force. It is free from alcohol.
Scott & aowse, BloomScld. H I

ROAD TO HEALTh IS
THROUGH THE KIDNEYS.
No person alive is stronger ;ha

his

kidneys. The minute the kidneys become disarranged or clogged with waste
the warning is Sashed
throughout

the entire system. The greater part
of all sickness today esn b* avoided
by keeping the kidneys working pro-

perly.
O. A. Parcher, the popular druggist,
can tell you of many well known people in this city whom Snlvai. the
standard kidney remedy, has restored
to health, often after they have tried
many other methods of treatment »ith
little or no benefit.
Tbit remarkable kidney remedy i*
guaranteed to help the worst case of
lazy, sluggish, or clogged-up kidneys,
or

the general

headachy, kinky-backed,

general, played-out rondition that afflict* people suffering with kidney
trouble. Solvax does not simply re_
lleve. It aims to care.
No other kidney remedy has such a
large percentage of cures as SolvatIt is so large that O. A. Parcher is
perfectly safe in standing ready to refund the

price

to any customer whom

it does not help.

Bailtoab* anti Steamboats.

Warm.
Central
Raii&cad

—

Harvey Staples baa been quite ilL
war.
Bert Cooaina moved away(laat week.
The enemy’* fond hope* ol damaging
Lanu Hatch went to Brockton, Mesa., England by mb marina, and by anaring
the life oot of her by Zeppelina have
laat week.
I
[ birthday.
George Leech and wile,; with daughter failed. The former gallantly eocceeded
The sick one is the boy, now grown to te a
Bel'va, have bean visiting their daughter, in murdering larre nnmbeta of Innocent
second-year college man. A grip.oold which
people; the latter haa killed a few, tint
Mrs.
Banish Walker, in New Portland.
is epidemic is keeping him in bed a few days.
I
neither haa done any material damage to
On Christmas day Homer Lowell and i
When he felt unable to get up and dress, I
government or to government property.
called his physician, who found fever tem- wife entertained a large number of relaOne night four children were alee ping
perature on first visit, but on second, normal tives and friends. A Unejtime and a Una
in one room (which may abow that it waa
temperature, so we hope he will soon be dinner were enjoyed.
a poor family;.
Two of them had atolen
Dee. 27.
H.
out to another room tor refreehmenta, and
Many C hi Id re u have Worms.
were aaved.
A Zeppelin dropped a bomb
Worms are a common childhood ailment.
Trent Eggs.
They make children irritable, nervous and
into tbo bed-room and the two remaining
A trout egg takes from thirty-five to
restless, besides robbing the body and mind
little innocent onea died in tbeir aleep.
of proper nourishment. Watch your child.
to batch, according to the :
Examine the stools and at first signs of sixty days
And that ie about the kind of “glorious
worms give vour child a treatment of Kickstemperature of the water.
ancceea” that Zeppelina have achieved.
poo Worm Killer. They kill the worms, act
I will enclose a poem that perhaps Aunt
Madge will use. and which may interest some
whose mothers still remain with them in
“length of years". It) was dedicated by the
writer to his aged mother on her ninetieth

a

no

—

O

A

poisonous

which

powerful,

—

The Slate grange hat* elected officers for
Masthe ensuing two years as follows:
ter, W J Thompson, South Chins; overseer, John E Abbott, North Berwick; lecturer, C O Punnton, Bowdoinham; steward, Daniel E Foster, Augusta; assistant
steward. Arthur L Roberts, West Kcnnebunk; chaplain, A E Morse, South Pans;
treasurer, E E Additon, Greene; secretary, E H Libby, Auburn; gate-keeper, S
K Cushman, Steuben; Flora, Mrs W J
Thompson, South China; Pomona, Mrs
J E Abbott, North Berwick; Certs, Mrs C

A little more halting of the gait.
And a dalluess of the ear;
A growing weariness of the frame
With each swift passing year.
A fading of hopes, and ambitious, too:
A faltering in life's quest.
And a little nearer every day
To a sweet and peaceful rest.

as

England bss to fear, and aucb conditions are possible, but not probable.
If Germany gets through in the best
possible shape, what will tbe tarvest be?
Will tbe Kaiser snd military continue to
role with iron band, or will the people
show their power? It isjan even question,
that

in any
have been cap-

submarine

net, but several
that way and taken into port,

submerged,

countless

fact, active work has been done through
tbe district chairmen in the various contithesis of Germany's—perfect freedom. I
Men might come and go— no question, no : gressional districts under the direction of
the
the
congressional committee of
innocent
until
everyone
espionage
National Woman Suffrage
association,
proven to be other slue.
whose chairman is Mrs. Medill McCorNow, in war, England is trying to know j
mick. This committee hss done much efabout things, but can never be so “knowfective work for tbe amendment in Washing” as the enemy. There is a difference j
tbe past two years.
in tbe personal temperament.
The Eng- j ington
Tbe Stile association be'ieves in workliabman is too honest hearted ha cannot
ing indefatigably for tbe federal amendso easily practice “ways that are dark and
j
at this time, but it also
tricks that are vain” which may be re- i ment, especially
believes in tbe need of educational work
qcrired by the su< c ssful spy. But he is j
in tbe Bute so that when tbe amendment
now keeping an eye on things st home.
j is submitted tbe sentiment may be strong
Every citizen, as well as stranger, is now
to secure its adoption by tbe
registered and carries bis identification { enongh
card in his pocket.
This registration ol legislature.
Tbe policy of the Congressional Union
citixens is believed to tie in preparation of
has been to hold tbe national party in
conscription —which will come if the wars
for tbe submission of
last long. But tbe government is timid— power responsible
tbe amendment, and it it tails to do this,
fears the people, fears internal trouble, if
to work to defeat tbe members of that
not aerious revolution, in caw of couparty in tbe suffrage states, even if they
acription being applied or attempted.
supporters of tbe
In times of external peace tbe Britiah bsd been staunch
amendment in Congress.
This policy is
government has been too easy, too lenient
tbe cause of tbe removal from tbe Natowards internal violence in continuous
riotous strikes, until tbe rabble bad come tional association of tbe Congressional
to believe that it* will and actions were Union. This anti-party policy is the ditbe law. In times of transportation stop- rect opposite of tbe strictly non-partisan
attitude of the national association, which
page by violence there has been no Grover
not oppose any political party as
Cleveland there to say “tbe malls shall does
man
because of bis party
go", and to send an army to tee to it. such or any
Unlawful violence should be met by affiliation.
The State association la affiliated with
virulent action of government in order to
tbe national, and is non-partiaan in its
protect a misguided people against itself.
Tbe policy of the freedom end eeae of policy.
Hblbn N. Batbs,
the people, carried to exoeaa, becomes a
Pres. Maine Suffrage Aaa’n.
government fault.
Tbe upper and middle classes of tha
Tbe “Maine Girl” la New York.
English are high up amtag the finest
Tbe “Maine Girl” has a place in tbe
peoples of tbe eertb; the lower, tbe drinking class, are among the lowest that a latest attraction, “Hip Kip Hooray," at
nation may De burdened with. U baa tbe big Hippodrome in New York, in the
been asserted that half the earnings of tbe “Ballet of the States”, la tbe midst of
lowest class go for family-drink, and the tbe beautiful pageant of tbe commonman
himself does not
drink it all. wealths, there come upon tbe stage six
Nothing admirable can be looked for to pretty maidens representing Maine.
Tbe costume of tbe “Maine Girl” is decome from
such
conditions. Bat It it
It la of dark
true that certain powers among tbe upper scriptive of tbe Ashing girl.
clan (not to ny “better” clan) are some- blue satin with a white sporting waist
Tbe skirt is emwhat responsible for the habite of the under a blue coatee.
lower. They oppose temperance measures broidered to give tbe effect of a number
of playful trout chasing and jumping
because they own Ike breweries.
Some thirty-odd years ago 1 knew Eng- after each other. Tbe very large picture
land better than Maine, and I do not hat tbe young lady wears is also adorned
with a Ash. A Bah net and a basket slung
see that the human equation has
changed
moch since then. The men of busineu over her right shoulder add tbe last
touch.
are admirable-generally old firms, with
far greater regard of reputation than for
EAST BLL'EHILL.
any unworthy gains. I have never niled
Annie M. Ridley tame been appointed
away from that county without lively
pOstmisatreea here.
feelings of personal admiration at heart,
Mi«» Beulah Gr indie tuu returned to
and also with impatient feelings of disCantina normal acbool.
gust for the other kind. The latter feelMiaa Ruth Grindle baa returned to Abing, perhaps, shows a lack of proper
Christian charity.
bott, where she ia teaching.
In my calling one Bees much of the
E. C. long and wife are apendlng two
lower orders.
Around the docks tbe weeks with their son, A. L
Long, in Fortvilest do moat congregate
looking lor land.
work with a weak eya and tor a drink
Mrs. Archie long and son Gerald, are
with a sharper one
with the Up of the apending the holidays in Waltham, Maas.
Mrs. K. B. Long and son Malcolm are
beggar and tbe impudence of the vicious.
a few weeks with Mrs.
Long’s
Regarding the war, one does not aea In spending A.
Twinning and wife, in BurlEngland much ot 1U effects, save tha pas- parents,
ington, Mass.
sing of men in costume of war, and inDec. 27.
K.
creasing numbers of weary looking
women
in tbe coelome ot grief. 1 believe it was Thackery who said “A English dearly loves a lord.” He also dearly
Doctor Found
loves gold braid and tinsel—all the trapthe
ping! and adornment of officialdom or
Tbe

Friday, Jan. 21—Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with North Seagwick

Jjair

greeting.

catch

in

Maine Suffragist.
Portland, Dec. 24,1915.
To the Editor of The American:
An article has recently appeared in the
public press in regard to the formation of
a branch of the Congressional Union in
Maine, which was so expressed that one
ment always practiced the most ingenious
not familiar with the situation might resystem of foreign and domestic espionage !
eaire the impression that the State assoof any country on earth.
In times of
ciation was not interested in the Susan B.
peace everyone was known to tbe police,
amendment.
As a matter of
and all his movemerts noted and recorded. Anthony

STATE GRANGE OFFICERS

little we know what that is from year to year,
▲t this time a (year ago 1 was visiting my
mother, and wrote cards of Christmas greeting for her to many frieuds, who will, I am
sore, pause to remember her a little time at
this season and think of her as gone just a
little while
before, beyond our earthly

a

The net is made of flexible wire rope
the sixe of a pencil, meshes a yard square,
and is buoyed up by sir globes, while two
steamers hold it stretched across the submarine’s possible pathway. The “sub",
when

whose

Dear Aunt Madge:
1 think it is too bad for you to be left alone
ao many times to fill the column, bnt 1 suppose there are some others who feel as I do,
that there is not much that I can say that will
interest any one. I stay at homo' so much
that it ia very interesting to 'me to read the
letters and see what others are doing.
1 was mnch pleased with the description
that Anal Maria gave o£ her wedding night.
My married life did not go on as pleasantly
as hers.
My first husband only lived five
years, and left me with two little boys to care
for, one an infant. They have been a groat
comfort to me. I lived a widow nine years,
and married again and am now a widow again.
My father lives with me^and he has passed
his eighty-ninth birthday.
He«ia well, bot
quite feeble. Bath is in Bangor attending
school.
1
her
home next Batorexpect
high
day for the Christmas vacation.
As I have nothin£of interest to write. I will
wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
Aax.

to

as

armies

and if its fins, rudder, periscope or screw
become entangled in tbe net, it is helpless.
If this writing were for tbe British
Thi* column is devoted to the OrtDfe, npress, the censor would cut out all of this
of
to
the
Hancock
county., detail.
unniti
ecislly
The public and tbe enemy are not
The column ia open to all grangers for the
supposed to know of such scenes. But,
discussion of topics of general interest, and
in tact, tbe enemy knows everything—befor reports of grange meetings. Make letters ;
Tbe German governshort and concise. Ail communications must ; fore it happens.

As we tread life's pathway o’er,
And a littie nearer every day
To the ones who have gone before.

—

Ash

and othera bare been

May lightly, gently, without shock or Jar,
Swing to the pressure of thy parting breath.

GBOWING OLD.

A

a

practicable

tured in

grange._

A little more gray in the lessening
Each day as the years go by;
A little more stooping in the form,
A little more dim in the eye.
A little more faltering of the step

hordes,
is naturally successful, but to attempt invasion over seas would be quite a different
Intermatter snd here different results.
nal disorder or serious revolution is all
with efficient

two small

mas

■'in

Umon^ tt>c (Grangers».

appropriate,

by Are,

for

were

—Fusd G. Wihtbb.

in contrast with the
It comes
We have but to
Christmas bells of joy.
remember that “at eventide it shall be
light”, and we shall see tbef glory of the
west at the sunset hour, and be strengthened and comforted by its crimson glow.
is sent

dragging

fishing

monstrous

are—

too.

The next

spring, like dew the thirsty

ground

!

cruisers

were

a net half a mile long,
“sub”. We barely sailed
clear of the net. One would not think it

o

Refresh love’s

found

further up channel there

through all restraints dis

played,

weather,

ourselves''surrounded by a skin —borders intact —but she ran never
Fighting
fleet of small British scout ships. That ronqnnr or invade England.
mace the
path lock safe enough, but upon her ow n grounds or nearby borders,

| denly

psid,

by B. K. $.

Dear M. B. Friends:
A Christmas greeting was sincerely extended to >on list «ttk, though even as 1
begin this letter to you the 25th is not yet
with us. Nevertheless, according to the
custom of the season sod in all good faith,
I wish you each and all a Happy New
Year, though the last M. B. column of the
year will be printed and read by many of
you before the dawn of 1916.
1 think it must be the influence of the
fading year that has caused the nieces
who have so kindly favored us with letters
and clippings, to touch the chord of “age”

channel,

For constant tendance, constant sweet reward.
The ready smile, prompt for slight service

tear.
into ibe

QUARRIES. FACTORY

LOCA-

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS
and CAMPS
located on tfaa Una of the

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROA
(in opportunity to thoae deairing to mete
Ufa.
a change in location for a new etart In

Undeveloped Water Powers,
Unlimited Raw Material,
and
Good

Await

Farming Land

Development.

Communications regarding location*
invited and will receive attention
the
when addressed to any agent of

are

MAINE CENTRAL,

or

to

Industrial bureau,
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
PORTLAND, MAINE.

36b m uunmi.

---—

UatrtUratnta.

man was

"our doctor A Strange I
«»S AT BUI Experience

suffered years from dyspepsia and
I a pent MTS.00 without
llrw complaint.
three bottles of
r(U«f. I was cured by
Favorite Remedy
p, David Kennedy'*
It in our house
w, nave always kept
|1imw_h's our doctor, always at hand.”
Cate It 111, N. T.
Mr. James Cook,
Favorite Remedy I* *uch
Dr- Kennedy'*
medicine because It hits the
family
d^at
-l

common ailment*—disordercause of most
liver and
ed digestive organs (stomach,
restores right action of the
It
tiowsls)
Itomach. liver and bowels, removes Impure
conditions; helps to cleanse, heal and
snd bladder. Has
strengthen the kldneyasuccess.
Write Dr.
wonderful record of
N. Y., for
Kondout,
Co.,
Kennedy
David
bottles at drugglatn
tree trial, barge

of joy to

message

CATARRH SUFFERERS
Ouuutwd by O. A. Parcher
to Relieve or Money Refunded.
The popularity and increase in sales
of Hyomei here in Ellsworth are
unique in the annals of medicine.
Such astonishing successes bare t>een
made by this remarkable remedy that
the proprietors have authorised <}. A.
J’archer to sell everv package of Ilyemei under an absolute guarantee that
it will knock out cartarrh for good.
If it does not, the purchaser can hare
his money refunded by Mr. Parcher.
Hyomei is no ordinary remedy. It
is pronounced the only method of
treatment that sends by direct inhalation to the most remote part of the
air passages, a balsamic air that destroys all catarrhal germs in the
breathing organs, enriches and purities the blood with additional ozone,
and gives permanent and complete
relief from catarrh.
The complete Hyomei outfit is inexpensive and consists of an inhaler
that can be carried in the vest pocket,
and a bottle of
a medicine dropper
Hyomei. The iunaler lasts a life time,
if
one
bottle
does
and
not cure,
an extra bottle can be obtained for a
trilling sum. It is more economical
than any remedy advertised for the
cure of catarrh, and is the only treatment known to us that follows nature
in tier methods of treating diseases of
the respiratory organs.

Hyoniel

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST

PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal a .tenlion to all details. Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St, Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone s-6.

CLARION.
Whether it’s

range or a fui

a

uace—if It is a

“Clarion”,

it is

to meet every requirement
Made by tbe Wood Bishop Co.
sure

Bangor.

J. P.

Sold by

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street.

FUR

Ellsworth.

COATS

FUR-LINED COATS
at DAVID
FRIENDS
New line of Mackinaws direct
from factory, sold cheap.
REPAIBING of all KINDS

We want a few more agents, one in
town, to handle our Glove
I.adies
Cleaner and Silver Polish.
can
Send for
make good money.
terms. A. W, LEWIS, Medfleld, Mass.
each

“Unitarianism;
what it is and what it is not”.

Free

booklet. SEND POSTAL TO
J. W. Tickle,

Ellsworth, Maioo

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
KM*

M

tf laMtfry Wwk.

NAPHTHA CLtANINS

Good* colled (or and delivered
Special attention to parrel poet work

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
State Street,

iRA

B.

Proprietors

Ellsworth, Me

HAGANS

Civil Engineer*
Land Surveyor.
Cu npMtof liicttwl

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

P. 0. Box 7

Commission ffietctjant*.

POULTRY SHIPPERS
SHIP TO

For the HOLIDAY TRADE
6000 PRICES
PROMPT RETURNS

39-41 Commercial St.*

Boston, Mass.

;; Was It Coincidence
I!
pernatural?
;;

Sn- !I

or

;;

__
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By F. A. MITCHEL.

::

I am a doctor. One
night I was called up to attend a woman who had
suddenly beeu taken 111. My horse had
gone lame the day before, so X was

obliged

to walk.
I passed over the
mile that separated me from the patient with her husband and was well
satisfied to have his company, for,
though a part of the way lay through

a

village,

this was unllghted. Not
person did we meet on the way, and
scarcely a word could I draw from
even

a

my companion, who was much distressed about his wife.
I asked him what he supposed to be
bis wife’s ailment.

This time I received
response, but not one that would'
help me In deckling upon any treatment.
He told me thnt her trouble
was mental; that she had worried herself Into a breaking down of the sysa

tem.

They-had but

one

child,

a

daugh-

ter, who, being grown, had left them.
The mother not only grieved for the
absent one, but had become convinced
that she was in danger.
I asked the man if ills wife had any
reason to suspect such a condition, and
he told me that so far as he knew she
had not. But he added that she had
Riven evidence of seeing beyond the
limits of what could be discerned by
the senses: that she had known without lielng informed of happenings many
miles distant from her.
Years before
One
a son had left them for the sea.
night the mother awakened her husband and told him that their boy was
struggling In the water, then that lie
was dead.
A month later news came
that the vessel In which the young
All this
man sailed hud lieen wrecked.
looked to me ns if 1 would meet a

hopeless

case.

And as s Kin as I stepped into the
sickroom and saw her 1 knew that
But
she was in a critical condition.
the ase wjis not hopeless, anil I worked with an the ingenuity 1 possessed
Mv efforts were in vain.
to save her
An hour after my arrival she died.
It Is questionable If any medical man
At
ever gets used to losing n patient.
least I never get used to it. We are Illtrusted with the whole responsibility
of the life of the Invalid. When our
efforts are successful we feel a pleasurable sensation; when the patient dies
on our hands we are apt to feel that
had we adopted another line of treatment the result might have been different.
I left the stricken household to walk
Above, the stars were
home alone.
shining Just as calmly, as silently
liefore I had entered the house where
lay the invalid. 1 wondered If a power to bridge the vast distance between
them and us had been given the disThe planet Jupiter
embodied spirit.
stood high In the east. Had the woman been borne to a vision that could
take in the planet's Immensity? Could
she move with the instantaneous rapidity of electricity, and was she already passing the far distant Neptune
the great vacuum that sepon Into
arates our sun from other fixed stars?
I was passing through the village
and at this moment was before the
only church It contained. Suddenly
the stillness was broken by a clang.
I started as if a clap of thunder Instead of a village clock had struck
as

upon my sense of hearing. Stopping,
I looked up to note whence the sound
enme, and some moments passed before I realized that what had startled
me came from the striking of a metal
clapper on a metal tiell. I waited for
the next stroke, but It did not come.
The clock had struck one hour after
midnight.
1 passed on, but In a moment turned
for a glance at the quaint little building. deserted except when services
were held iu it. while every other
house In the village contained human
Tbe church aud spire being
beings.
white, I could easily distinguish them
In the gloom.
Is that a ray of light glimmering
through the slats of the great arched
window?
Imiiosslblel The church is the last
place In the village to be lighted at
such an hour.
Nevertheless,

mere is u

biuuuici

only come from an artificial light.
Had I been superstitious there would
bare been something uncanny In seethe
ing light In a church when all
houses where people lived were dark.
But with me the discovery had a conwhich
trary effect The loneliness by
I had been surrounded was broken.
There was light, and light at that time
of night meant human beings. I felt
that there were persons In the church,
and I felt, too. their companionship.
I confess curiosity was the chief motive power that induced me t« turn,
retrace my steps, go up on to the little
pillared porch before the tower and
I thought I could hear voices
listen.
Irithin. •'Turning the knob, I found the
door unlocked opened It and entered a
vestibule. A screen stood between me
and the body of the church, and. stepping to its side, the interior was recau

vealed to me.
At the other end of the building were
me
three persons. One of them faced
and was evidently waiting. The other
two were a man and a woman. The

talking earnestly to the woaan, evidently trying to persuade her
to do something, which 1 judged wi*
to consent to a marriage then

.gad

DAIRY and

the other man, whom I surmised to
be a clergyman. But she resisted.
In the clergyman I recognized a person who had long been familiar to me,
and I knew he was not a clergyman.
I could not understand the situation.
In the olden time mock marriages were
used to entrap innocent girls, but in
these days we seldom hear of them.
Nevertheless I suspected that these

CREAMERY

there. Taking her by the hand, he
attempted to draw her to stand before

men were

trying

to

practice

a

decep-

tion on this woman.
She turned away from them and
started down the aisle. The man who
was persuading her caught her and
drew her back, pouring pleading words
into her ear.
This time he tried a
little force, urging her up before the
supposed clergyman, whom I heard say

harshly:
m.

u in

area

or

mis

vacillation.

lr

going to marry this man let
us proceed with the ceremony; If not
let us go."
you are

At the same time the would be groom
changed his manner from persuasion
to something resembling severity, and
I could sec that they were trying to Influence the girl to do that which she
felt she ought not to do. In this way
she was Induced to stand before the
clergyman, and he began the marriage
service. But he had spoken only a few
words when she broke away from
them and ran like a deer down the
aisle.
The groom ran after her, but
she had got the start of him, and the
distance was short. She ran Into my
arms.
Whether It was the shock at
finding a man where she had supposed
there was no one or she believed she
had been headed off In her flight I
know not, but she gave a shriek.
“I
"Fear nothing,” I said to her.
am a friend, a protector.”
This reassured her, and she clung
to

me.

The would be groom came up and,
looking at me, angrily asked, “Who are
you, and wluit are you doing-here ?”
"Who I am," I replied, “does not
matter, and what I am doing here Is
Just at present I am
self evident.
keeping this girl from an imposition.
I don't know who you are, but I do
know that the man who Is playing
parson Is u livery stable keeper from
whom I have occasionally hired a
horse.”
Before I had finished the liveryman
disappeared through a door back of
the pulpit. The other stood, evidently
uncertain what to do. The girl, who
had received from me information
which astonished her, turned upon the
man from whom she had escaped like
a fury. He took the dressing she gave
him with b 'W 'd head. She finished in
“If I have done wrong It has been
love of you.”
“Don’t you believe that story," 1
sahl to the girl. “A man who loves a
woman does not try to draw her into
a mock marriage.”
I saw by the man’s appearance, his
manner and his dress that he was
what we call high bred, and It was
plain that he had no intention of marrying the girl. But I saw no advantage In discussing the matter further.
"Will you come with me?” I asked

through

her.
me?” said the other, with a
pleading look.
There was evidence of the man’s
power over her. for she hesitated a
moment, then put her arm through
Leaving
mlue. and I led her away.
the man in the church, we stepped out
into the night.
There were the same stars in the
heavens that I had seen hut a few
minutes before, but I looked up at
them with a different feeling. Then,
there was mingle^ with the awe I felt
in their solemn grandeur a sense of
my human insignificance, uselessness.
Now there was In me the consciousness that I had saved a fellow being
from wreck.
There was another feeling. I could
not get rid of an impression that the
spirit of the woman I had seen pass
from life to eternity might have had
“Or

something to do with my having passed the church in time to save a soul,
though I had failed In saving a life.
“Where shall I take you?" I asked
the girl.
“Home.”
Instead of going in the direction I
would go she turned and walked the
other way. As we proceeded she gave
Site had been
me her story in brief.
There she
to the city studying art.
had met the man from whom I had
He had courted her, but
saved her.
she had suspected him. To get rid of
his influence she had started for home.
He had taken the snme train and played his game so well that he persuaded
her to go back with him as his wife.
The rest I knew.
We were walking over the same road
I had traversed In going to see my
patient. Then I had had a companion,
Now
a man suffering from anxiety.
my companion was a girl who had
Somebarely escajicd a great evil.
where down In me was a glimmering
sensation that alb these happenings
I
were parts of a connected story.
looked up again at the stars, wondering If they knew what was but a faint
Impression to me.
The house where lay my last patient
was on the road we were traversing.
When we reached it the girl stopped.
“This Is”—
I gasped.
I have come back to my
“Home.
father and mother.”
For the first time In my life I shirked a professional duty. I should have
prepared this girl for what she was to
I could not bring myself to do
meet.
so. I took her hand, kissed It and with
a “God bless yon,” sobbed rather than
spoken, turned away.

CASTORIA
For Infants and Children.

UNPROFITABLE COWS.
Animals of 8hort Lactation Period Not
Worth Food and Cara.
A number of years ago we had a cow
that had the habit of falling abruptly
when the season was about threefourths over, writes a correspondent of

The Kind You Have
ANfcgeiable PreparatfonGrA*-

the Iowa Homestead.' Up to that time
she was a splendid cow. giving a good
mess of milk, aujj good milk, too, but
without nny apparent cause all at once
she would begin to fall otT in milk
yield, and no amount of care In feeding
or coaxing in other ways would avail
to bring her back until the beginning
of another season. And I was unwise
enough to keep that cow on the farm a
good many yenrs, although I know now
that she robbed me of a great deal of
money for feed and care.
With ray present experience I would
<turn such a cow off as soon as I became satisfied that she bad this bad
I

Always Bought

ALCOHOL 3 PEH CENT.

similating ihe Food anillteguh
tingUtfSttmaisandBowtscf

ness and Rest.Contalns nciitw

Not Narcotic.
•thj

fr.eanBiMLaak
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1

Thirty Years

Centaur Comma
NEW YOBK.

Tmt.

At6 months old

j3CENTS

Doses
Ms********** Ml **********
*
*
The Ayrshire cow here pictured is* *
*
who
has
of
Willowmoor,
Just
*
* Lily
* completed her fifth consecutive offl- *
* cial record for advanced registry *
* with a record of only 426 pounds of *
* milk less than the present record *
* of the world’s champion Ayrshire *
* for milk and 37.96 pounds more fat. *
* Her average for the five years Is *
* 16.991 pounds of milk and 672.47 *
* pounds of fat, with a grand total of *
Of 84,991 pounds of milk and 3,362.36 *
% pounds of fat far the five years. *
* I-ily of Willowmoor was bred and is *
* owned by J. W. Cllse, Redmond, *
*
tig Wash.
*
*
*********** * **********

It Is more than a habit. One
may by the right kind of treatment
fault.

overcome

a

Wrapper.

CAST0R1A
TMK eCNTAUR OOMMNV, NSW VOW* OITV.

Forget to Get

Don’t

Ballard’s Golden Oil
The greatest throat and lung remedy. No opiates ;no alcohol
25c and 50c at alljdealers.
On sugar, pleasant to take.

bad habit but this is some-

thing that is born with the

cow,

as

us are.

We do not always stop to think what
it means to have a cow finish up her
season’s work several months before
she should. We lose not only the milk
she should give, but all the feed and
care we bestow upon her comes to
nothing, or almost nothing. One thing
every dairyman may well aim to do is
to get about him cows that will be long
milkers.

GETTING

BULL ON FEED.

Treatment For Animal That la Weak
From Excessive Bleeding.
Several times you have had Inquiries
about what to do after excessive bleed
lug following dehorning, writes J. E
Allyn In Hoard's Dairyman. We had
such a case. A yearling bull of some
value became so weak that he could
stand only with difficulty and wholly
refused food or drink for nearly twc
dnys. Apparently nothing would tempi
him.
The llrst expedient 1 tried was frest
milk. He would not drink, but every
three or four hours I "drenched” him
with a pint, which he would readily
swallow and which probably helped
him to bold on
Finally th* second
day, after several trials, I found thal
a pinch of salt on his tongue seemed tc“
This sel
arouse his Interest a little.
me to puzzling over what I had heard
about Intravenous injections of salint
solution that physicians use In th<
Not being excase of loss of blood.
pert In that sort of thing. 1 did nol
care to venture exactly that, but Instead offered him a warm brine tt
Rather to my surprise he
drink.
drank it readily and perhaps a hall
hour later began to eat a little. From
that time on everything seemed to gc
Veil, and In a few weeks the “old man”
•ras himself again.

Pumpkin 8»eds For Cows.
Pumpkin seeds are nutritious, and
there Is no danger whatsoever In feeding them to milk cows. There is a comidea afloat that

Injurious, but it is

pumpkin

a rumor

there Is no foundation.

BROOKLIN.

a

rule.
We find it in cerAiu family reIf the mother is addicted tc
lations.
being a short milketj her offspring will
be apt to have the same characteristic.
The on If way I know of to overcome
such a failing in a family of short
milkers is to cross them with a bull
that is known to come from a long
milking ancestry. Some cows have the
characteristic of holding out a long
time. Another cow I had for many
years could scarcely be dried oft at all.
It seemed to me best to give my cows
a time of rest every year after a loifg
period of lactation. But when I tried
to dry that cow off I found I bad a job
of no small proportions on my hands.
She was as persistent in keeping on as
the other cow was in stopping. I am
sure I could have milked her the year
round.
Now, by taking a bull from a long
milker and mating him with a cow
that does not hold out long we may
get a cross that will hold out longer,
and so we may after a time breed the
fault out entirely, but does it pay;
Seems to me not, especially if one is
situated so that he can get a good cow
in the place of the poor one, as most of

mon

Exact Copy of

seeds ars
for which

Mrs. Georgia Foley, of Boston, is visiting Mrs. F. W. Cole.

Mrs.*A. E. Farnworth returned from
Rockland Wednesday.
Mrs. Lizzie Hamilton has gone to Massachusetts for several weeks.
Irwin Stanley, of Boston, is visiting his
mother, Mrs. Lizzie Stanley.
Everett Consins has gone to Datonia,

Fla.,

where he has

employment.

Mrs. Johnson and Mrs. Gray, of Islesboro, are visiting Mrs. Johnson’s daughter, Mrs. H. M. Pease.
Fred

Hamilton and wife have gone to

Hopedale, Mass., to visit
Mrs. Sterling Freethy.

their

daughter,

left Monday
Pembroke, Mass. They will also visit
their daughter in New York.
Miss Evelyn Gray, who is teaching at
North Anson, is spending her vacation
with her sister, Mrs. R. A. Flye.
The Christmas concert at the Baptist
church has been postponed for one week,
owing to the severe storm Sunday.
Charles Sherman and wife

for

Mrs. Adelaide Marks and Miss Addie
Marks were called to Somerville, Mass.,
Thursday, by the serious illness of Mrs.
Marks’ grandson, Thomas Forbes.
Charles

West

and

wife,

of

Roxbury; |

Fred Watson, of Dorchester, Mass., and
Julian Moore and wife, of Deer Isle, were
Christmas guests of M. A. Flye and wife.
F. W. Cole and wife gave a party Saturday evening in honor of their guest, Mrs.
Georgia Foley, of Boston. The evening
was pleasantly spent playing whist.
Mrs.
Charles West, of Roxbury, Mass., won
the ladies’ first prize, and R. A. Flye won
the gentleman’s. Mrs. M. A. Flye and T.
C. Stanley won the consolation prizes.

URIC ACID
SOLVENT
SO Cent Bottle (32

FREE

Dosesp
*

Just because you start the day worrlet
tired, stiff legs and arms and muscle*
an aching bead, burning and bearing dowi
pains In the back—worn out before the daj
begins—do not think you have to stay if

and

that condition.
Those sufferers who are in and out- oi
bed half a dozen times at night will ap
predate the rest, comfort and strength
our treatment gives.
For every form- o)
bladder trouble, scalding pains, or weak
ness, Its action is really wonderful.
Be strong, well and vigorous, with n<
more pains from stiff joints, sore muscles
rheumatic suffering, aching back, or kidney or bladder troubles.
The Williams Treatment conquers kid>
ney and bladder diseases, rheumatism anc
all uric acid troubles, no matter hou
chronic or stubborn.
If you have nevej
used The W.iniams Treatment, we will glv«
one 60c. bottle (32 doses) for your own ns
free.
Contains no alcohol or habit-form
lng drug. Does not affect the heart.
Bend this notice with your name and
10c.
to
and
address,
help **
Apa)
distribution
to
The
D*
expenses,
A. •Williams
D.
Company, Dept. 3128D
New Post Office
East Hampton,
Block,
You will receive by parcel post t
Conn.
regular 60c. bottle (32 doses), without charg<
and without incurring any obligation?. On
bottle only to a family or address.

Cut out winter
Go to summery

The decorations of the rooms were very
appropriate to Yuletide. Dainty refreshments were served, after which all were
invited into the den, where a Christmas
tree was found.
Miss Rachel Cole, who
acted at Santa Claus, dispensed appropriate gifts to all. Singing closed the

evening.
Dec. 27.

Une Femme.
SEAL COVE.

The Christmas entertainment at the
Baptist church Christmas eve was a decided success. A pleasing number was a
solo

by

Miss Carmen

Herbert
Harper.
organ. At the close of
the concert, a well-filled tree claimed the
attention of young
and
old.
Henry
Bartlett was Santa Claus.
Dec. 27.
N
Butler

was

at th9

K1TTKRY TO CARIBOU.
Tbe pure food department of the State
department of agriculture received notice
Friday of the seizure at the Eastern Steamship Co. wharves at Boston, by federal inspectors, of nearly 2,000 oases of Maine
packed Bardines, all from Lubec and North
Lubec factories.
address before the annual meeting of the Maine Automobile association
at
Portland last week, Hon. Benjamin
F. Cleives, Biddeford, chairman of tbe
Maine Public Utilities commission, asked
tbe support of that organization in obtaining bette^protectlon of the 1,200 unprotected grade crossings in the State.
He suggested the installation of what la
known as the “Antomatic Flagman”, as
well as warning signs at at a distance of
I
400 feet from each crossing.
in

|

an

WLat you save in coal and
clothes bills, and other
winter necessities in tbe East,
will pay for a few months'
stay in California.
extra

You can go there on the California
Limited train of luxury, or travel
economically in a tourist sleeper.
Fred Harvey meals, too.
The Grand Canyon of Arizona is
your way. Ask me for folders.

on

S. W. Manning. Gen. N. E. Agent
A. T. t* S. F. Ry.
336 ’Washington Street, Boston

SAVE BY MAIL!
Many hundreds ofonr patrons find
it simple and sate to do business
with us by mail. So will YOU.
Ask (or details.

Not Co.

Sniop BANK. EUsmrtti

A

POLITICAL JOURNAL

LOCAL AND

ruiu»Hn>

*YERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
AT TUB
HANCOCE COUNTY PUBLISHING OO

W. H.

Tires, Editor and Manager.

•eosertption Price—$2.00

.’ear; $1.00 for six
months; 5$ cents for three months, if paid
strictly in advance. $1 5$, 75 and 3$ cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rase of $2 pei
a

Advertising Hates—Are reasonable and will be
asade known on application.
Basineescommunications should beeddressed
so, and all checks and money orders made pay
sole to Tub Hancock County Publishing
0on Ellsworth, Maine.

This week’s edition of Tbe
American Is 2,400 copies.

Average

2,500

per week for 1911,
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Slate of Maine Christmas trees led
in the markets of the eastern cities,

commanding higher prices than
from
•

trees

other

Prices for
localities.
from <2.50 to <15
in New York and Philadelphia, according to size.

Maine trees

ranged

(H>S8!P.

has, however, got him into a
peck of trouble in his home State, the result
of which will probably be apparent when the
votes are counted next September.
Before he went to Washington. Senator
Johnson let it be known that the people of
chairman hails from a Northern state. tbe various towns and citiea of Maine mast
The South is in the saddle when the get together at the proper time and select
their candidates for postmaster.
At first
democrats role in
thought this seemed to be a fair and reasonable thing to do* but when it came to putting
the plan to a test all kinds of tronble deThe failure of a
vel >ped.
in which children of the
In Bar Harbor there were nine candidates
had
for postmaster.
Senator Johnson insisted
for a that the democrats most hold a primary and
<167,000, offered an
choose a nominee for the offlee. There are
Christmas
the steel magnate, only about 900 enrolled democrats in town,
which H. C.
and if a pr.mary had been held it is donhtfnl
to Bee.
He announced the if half that number would
was
have attended. Bat
before Christmas that he would suppose 900 had come to the primary and
voted for their favorite candidate.
all
in
full
the
accounts
of
the
Every aspay
the office had some friends and inin the bank. pirant for
41,000 children
dorsers.
If their strength had been about
alike, twenty-three votes might have been a
The retirement of
Ford from plurality. Does any reasonable person think
that such as important office as this should
is
the peace
ac
be filled in such a manner?
as the
of the end of
The leading democrats of the town and a
this
seri- large majority of th» candidates protested
most strenuously to Senator Johnson against
but
scheme.
holding a primary, but so wedded to his pet
of
what has taken
plan was the senator that be kept a republiin the peace party is obscured can in the office for six months, snd finally
many
reports, but this recommended the only candidate who voted
in favor of the primary.
very fact seems confirmation of the
Ellsworth, our next-door neighbor, is now
report that “many men of many ! all stirred np over a proposed primary, and
minds” aboard the peace
were bad blood is developing which will work great
unable to agree upon a program of i injury to the democratic party.
A primary was held in Dover last Saturday
and dissolution of the exto decide who should be the postmaster there.
has begun. Mr. Ford is reAlthough the polls were kept open from 2 to
ill. He has left the 5 o’clock, only forty votes were cast. Moses
party, but continues his financial sup- j Ames receiving nineteen votes. Gilman Gonld
twelve and John Ayer nine. Bion B. Anderport, turning the movement over to ! son, another candidate,
refused to have his
the Women’s International
Peace1 name used in a primary. Mr. Ames
may be
association.
His retirement is fol- the best man for the office, bnt nineteen votes
lowed by the announcement of Mrs. in a big town like Dover isn’t very weighty
evidence to prove his claim.
Inez Milholland
one of
This is only a fair sample of what is going
women in the party, that
the
on all over Maine, minus details of the rows
the
was doomed to
and and bitter party strife kindled by these nonwithdrawn.
she had
The
peace sensical poetofflee primaries.
If Senator Johnson expects to be reelected
will
he will hsve to change his tactics. In the
home from
and the war will first
place, be should satisfy himself that a
continue to a natural
conclusion. candidate has the ability to fill an office.
Peace proposals must come from Then he sbonid try to ascertain if, in addito the candidate's ability, he is popular and
within the warring
not from
accommodating. Of coarse we all expect
without.
This country and other him to
recommend real democrats for apneutral nations stand
to grasp pointment to office. After satisfying himself
the first
that will open that a man possesses the foregoing qualifications, the senator should “take the bull by
the way to mediation.
the horns'*before he has time to make trouble,
and make his recommendation before, not
BAR HARBOR ODD FELLiOWS.
He may
after, the term of office expires.
make mistakes. That is but natural; but a
Formal Dedication
of Handsome man of his excellent judgment would be far
New Home of Island Lodge.
less liable to select the wrong man than a
No more important or impressive event ward heelers' packed primary would be.

Thirty-eight of the flfty-six comchairmanships in the House of
Representatives are held by Southern
democrats, and only one important

is

The self-made man stalked into the
office of a great financier with whom be
bad an appointment.
“You probably
don’t remember me,” he began, “but
twenty years ago, when I was a poor mes-

boy, you gave me
carry—” Yes, yes!” cried
senger

Jm Salt.
Wm. Oke or John Metder place, socalled. on the east side Sorry Bead, in
Ellsworth, Maine, consisting of about fifteen
acres of land and good dwelling boose and
outbuildings. For particulars inquire of
Pukd L. Ma«os, Ellsworth. Maine, or John H.
Danpobth, Foxcroft, Maine.

THE

j

1

j
i

sleigh. 2 open

Green

j

j

WEST T RE MONT.
The concert and Christmas tree at the
Methodist church under the manage of
Mrs. A. A. Hopeus was a decided success.
Oaks and oofles were served to all.
Tnuu.
lice. 27.

WFST SEDGWICK.

with bis

family.

Peaslee and
home from Ialesboro.

Clyde Gray

are

Elizabeth and Martha Gray have
returned from Sargentvilie.
Misses

Maggie Carter is working
becca

for Mrs. ReSteele at North Brookaville.

All are pleased to know Mrs. Roland
Durgain is gaining rapidly from her recent

operation.
The many friends of Della

pleased

Gray

to know she has recovered

illness of typhoid fever.
Dec. 27.

dry.

Me.

Fbkd

G.

Telephone,

Desirable Tenement.
cltts,

THIRST

desirable

tenement.

ill

modern conveniences and stable. Foi

erly Dr. Greely house

on

nearly opposite

j

street,

;

to C. C. Bt

m-

south side of Main

Hancock hall.

App y

krill.

house of Mrs. L. J.
All modern improvements;
lights, bathroom, .hot
and cold water up stairs and down; hardwood floors, furnsce. good barn, large garden
plot. Inquire of John A. Stuart, Ellsworth.
State St.
Reeves,
HOUSE—Eight-room
electric
114

Special Metiers.
STOCKHOLDERS^

*

NOTICE TO
annual meeting of the Stockholders of
the Union Trust Company of Ellsworth
will he held at the baakiug rooms of the
company in Ellsworth on Tuesday, January
11,19 6, at 2 p m for the transaction of the
following business:
1. To choose s board of directors of the
company for the ensuing year.
2. To choose an executive board of the company for tbs ensuing year.
3. To transact any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.
Omas W. Taplbt, Clerk.
Ellsworth, Me., Dec. 29, 1915.

THE

CARD OF THANKS.
wish most sincerely to thank Dr. W.
L Haskell and wife, of Lewiston, also
our friends and neighbors who so kindly as
sifted us at the sickness and death of our
wife, daughter and sister. All that loviug
handscouid do was »o willingly done, and
the many beautiful floral tribute* came ao
freely and graciously, that words fail to express our gratitude and thankfulness.
Benjamin Havky
Mas Phsbb Havby.
Mb. and Mbs. Fbbd Donnbll
Mb. and Mbs. N. H. Williams.
Mb. and Mrs. Simon Bunxir.
North Sullivan, Me., Dec. 28. 1915.

WE

Stella Carter ia employed at Boy Alleo’a.
Eugene Gray, of Bangor, spent ChristMarion

or

Co Lrt.

Maine Odd

mas

m

Smith,
HARDWOOD—
Ellsworth,

ready

ward.

Whitten
H. or H

feet, two feet or sixlength. F. H. Osgood,

IS 13.

nations,

chaplaih; Bradley Morgage,
treasurer; Eva Bowden, secretary; Roy
Bowden, gatekeeper; Ada Leach, Ceres;
George Heath, Pomona; Lizzie Bowden,
Flora; Ruth Dority, lady assistant ste-

1

HARDWOOD—Four

teen inches
Ellsworth. Me.

propagandists
probably straggle
Europe,

Bowden,

buggies,

ONE
light too buggy Inquire of M.
W. Haynes, Ellsworth.

failure,

Castlne Grange.
The newly-elected officers of Qastiue
Everett E Leach,
grange are as follows:
master; Gilbert Leach, overseer; Lowena
Leach, lecturer; Austin Heath, steward;
John Dority, assistant steward; Addie

are

from

her

The mailorder haute it advertising
for your butinett. What are you going
to do about tit

GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.

L A F

H.

CARD OF THANKS.
desire to convey the acknowledgment of on sincere appreciation for
the many evidences of sympathy and respect
made manifest by word and deed upon the
occasion of the death of s beloved wife and
mothe..
Edward A. Johnson.
Edward A. Johnson, Ja.
Hblbn N. Johnson.
Lawrence, Maes., Dec. 17, 191ft.

WE

ANNUAL
annual

MEETING.
of the stockholders

meeting
River Telephone company
THEof the Union
will be held at he «>fflce of the clerk in Aurora
>

at 10 o’clock

Monday the 17th day of
January, 1916, for the purpose of electing a
board of directors for the ensuing y sr and
tbe transact ing of any o<her business which
may legally come before said meeting.
a. m. on

H. T. biLssY, Clerk.

Aurora, Dec. 19,1915.

Notice.
Pauper
contracted with the Cite of Eils>

worth
HAVING
support
need assistance

1

for those who
may
during flee years beginning Jan. 1, 1916, and are legal residents of
Ellsworth. I forbid all persons trusting them
on my account, as there is plenty of room and
accommodations to care for tnem at the City
Farm house.
Abthus B. Mitchum..
to

an

care

SCOTT

OSTEOPATH

CARD OF THANKS.
WISH to espress my sincere thanks for
manv acts of kindness by neighbors and
friends during ths long illness ana after the
death of my husband.
Has. Dabibl M. Canvas.
Bast Or land, Doc. 26,1916.

I

or rORECLO-l'KK.
Flora M.
and Helon

Smallld*e
8m llidge. both of Lawrence, county
WHEREAS
of E«»ez, commonwealth of MasuchawlU,

deed, dated August 2‘,
1911, and recorded in the registry erf deeds for
the county of Hancock, H aie of Maine, in
book 483. page 89, conveyed to the undersigned, Abram Gilpatrick. of the town of Mt.
Desert, county of Hancock. State of Maine, a
certain lot or parcel of land situated in said
town of Mt. Desert, bounded and described as
follows: Beginning In the middle line of the
private road leading from the public road to
cottages on Smallidge Point at the northwest
corner of a parcel surveyed In 1889 and sold to
W. W. Vaughan, thence following the mid-lle
of said private road northerly to a point one
hundred and eighty feet distant in a direct
measurement from a bolt on the eastern side
of said private road in the northern line of
the aforesaid parcel sold to Vanghan; thence
running due east three huodred and fifty feet
to mean high water mark on the western
shore of Gilpatrick Cove; thence generally
southwesterly by high water line to said
Vaughan’s northern line, the distance by
straight measure being two hundred and five
feet; thence following said Vaughan’s northern line about south eighty-seven degrees and
thirty minutes west, two hundred and fortyfive feet to the place of beginning, together
with the shore ana fiats contiguous to said
described lot, and ilso a right of way over
siad private road leading from the pnb ic
road to the lot conveyed to said Vaughan by
deed dated Oct. 29. 1891. as is more fully set
out in deed of N. C. Smallidge et alii
to
Helon Smallldge et alii da ed
Oct.
12, 1903, and recorded in Hancock registry
of deeds, vol. M. page 215, to which reference
is made for description. Said dot containing
one and one teeth acres more or less.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have not been fulfilled but have been
ana now are broken, now, therefore, .by reason of said breach of said conditions, the undersigned. Abram Gilpatrick. claims a fore
closure of seid mortgage and gives this notice
for that purpoee.
Abram Gilfateice.
Dated Dec. 22,191ft.

by tbeir mortgage

NOTICK or rOKEtX«»»(;RK.
Allen H. Tsinter. of Brooklyn, in the county of Hancock and
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
Jane 25. a d. 1914. and recorded in Hancock
registry of deeds, book 505, page 494. conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or
parcel of real estate situated in said Brookliu,
and bounded and descrioed as follows viz:
Beginning at a stake and stones on the highwav leading from Brooklin corner to
Naskeag
Point; thence tun ing south eleven d* greet
west »iity-»tven (67) rods to stake and stones;
thence sooth seventy-nine degrees east ten
(10) rods to a pine tree; tbence norih eleven
degrees ea«t parallel with th* first menrioned
line to said highway; tbence by said highway
to the first mentioned bound; sud whereas
the condition of said mortgage haa been
broken; now. therefore, by reason of the
• reach of
the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage and give this
notice tor that purpose.
A. H. Mato.
Bv P. B. Snow, his attorney.
December 2S, 191ft.

WHEREAS,

Is the District Coart of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
1 r- «._.__

I

creditors of Lester H. Coombs,
o
Buck*port, in the coantj of Hancock, and
district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the lftth
day of December, a. d. 1916. tbe aaid Lester H. Coombs was da!y adjudicated bankrupt;
and that the nrst meeting of his creditors
will be held st my office, Ellsworth. Maine, on
the 12th day of Jaooary,a.d 1916, at 9 80o'clock
in the forenoon, at which time tbe aaid creditors may attend, prove their claims appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
snob other business as may properly come be*
fore said meeting. William E. Whiting.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, Me., Dec. M. 191ft.

NOTICE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
off the last will and testament of
PRANK 8. LORD, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being reauirtd bv the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
tor settlement, *nd all indebted thereto are
requested tomsks p&jment immediately.
Adah M. Loan.
Dec. 91,191ft.

THE

description
property.

ovner.

Atherton, Melville j. lot land
bounded on north by land of
A J Carter, on south by estate of George F Greeley, on
west by shore. 110 acres,
Barr, heirs of Thomas W. *§
lot land bounded on* north
by land of George W Haynes,
on south by land of Hodgdon,
on west by town road, im

Value Tax.

ITS $19 a

Byrcn, 5-14 lot land
bounded on north and weai
of C P Weston, on
land
by
east by Isnd of Wellington,
on south by road. iS\ acres.
Blodgett. Eleanor E. lot land
bounded on north by road,
on east by land of Stephen
land of
Whitney, on west by
Msoel HaywarJ, on south
build1
1
shore.
cottage,
by
ing, 1 IS-100 acres.
Bracy. William H, lot land
bounded on north by Bracy
and Emery .on east bylland of
8 J and E N Wall*, on south
and
by land of DaeidonBracy
west by
Mary Banker,
land of C H Emery. 14 seres.
Clark, Mrs Frank, lot laod
bounded on north by J A
Somes, on east, south aod
west by land of ET Richardson. 2 acres.
Carter, R W, lot land bounded
on north by J A Somes, on
east by Echo lake, on south
by land if S ebb!ns and
Alien, on west by Bunker
lot, 74 acres.
land
lot
Cora,
Douglass,
bounded on north by land Of
Griswold, on earn by land of
Van Dyke, on south by Isnd
of Candace and town landing. on west by land of Winaor and Seal Harbor Realty
Co. 1 cottage. 1 stable, 5

I

156

875

4

It

91

94,990

449 00

No 1 lot land boo odea on
north end e*it by Great
pond, on math by land of
J J Homes, 55 acres.
No 5. 4 lot land b anded on
nortb by land of W H Gray,
on east by lot No 2. on aontb
by land of Ella Mason, on
west by land of W H Frsere an. 25 acres.
Not. lot land bounded on
north by land of estate of
Qiorge F Oreeley, on east by
land of Richard Heath, on
aooth by land of heirs of
Robert Lewis, on west by
pond and marsh. 50 acres.
heirs of George B, lot
Galley,on
west side of Great
land

pond. 48 acres,
G*eeley 1 Friend, 4 lot land

side of Hunter's
Beach Brook, known as the
Young lot. bounded on north
land of
by toad, on east by on
sooth
Pinto and Bracy,
by land of William T Walls,
on west by land of David
on

90

162

1

947

09

9 97

Bracy, 114
Greeley & Hale, N lot land

bounded on north by county
rosd.oo east b> land of WH
Bracy, on south by land of
Robertoff. “The Blake Lot”,

1>\

acres.

Grant. J, 4 lot land, undivided. bounded on north,
east, sou h and west by land
of W H Freeman, 1 acre.
Graves. Helen B. lot land
bounded on nortb by land of
A GUpatrick. on
east and
south by private way, on
west by and of J D Phillips,
1 cottage 11-28 scr s.
Had lock, beirs of William B,
lot land bounded on north
and east by land of Btebbins.
on south by laud of B W
Candage. on west by land of
H L Martin, 15 acres.
Harper, beirs of Nebemlah,
lot land on west side Great
Pond, 50 acres,
Hu bard, heira of E K, lot
land boanded oo north by
town road, on east and south
by land of W W Frasier, un
west by shore. 1 cottage, l7g
acres.
auptiD*.

lot land

e.uw»tu, *3
at Had lock

formerly of C

Oi

817«

4*

UK

McCormick. Annie, lot land
bonoded on north by land of
ChiUick. on east and south
by road, on west by land of
A A Hodgdon. 1 dwelling
I building. 4 acre.
Nash, heirs of Henrietta, lot
land bounded on north by
land of I Q Abbott and
others, oa south be land of
Richardson
Brothers, on
weat by shore,
dwelling
bouse, lift acres.
Nickerson. George, lot land
oa
bounded
north and eaat
by land of Rodney Hargent.
oa sooth by land of Holmes
sad Alien, oa west by road.

so

sn

ut

t»

it

acre.

No I, lot land bounded on
north be land of TC Higgins,
on aa»t be road, on west
by
land of Rodney Hargent. l
dwelling bonse, 1 dwelling.
5 buildings.
acre.
Odell, heirs of Lather, lot
land bounded on north by
land of Both Babbidge. on
east by Bound, on west
by
land of Richardson. 1 seres.
No 2 Lot land bounded on
north by land of Heth Babbldgs, on south by land of
Greeley. Hamlin and others,
on west by Rcho lake. »

41

Small id ge. Flora. 4 lot land
bounded on north by road,
on east by shore, on south
by land of W W Vaughan,
on west by priests way. 1
Smith. Al'.en T.l-ft lot at Otter
Creek bounded on north by
land of heirs of W T Walls,
on south by o'd Bracy lot.
on east byroad, on wc*; by
land of Walls, 1 MO acres.
Tarr. Angelina. 4 lot lend,
part of Oaorge F Greeley
ac.es,

Tracy. Ruth C.lot Isnd hounded on north by county road,
on east by land of George K

Gaels and graveyard, on
south by land of Rodlck. on
west by land of Davis and
Rodlck. 1 dwelling house. 1
building. 1 4 acres,
Whiting, heirs of 8 K. 4 lot
land bounded on north by
land of Holme* and *1 eu,
on south by land o' Biais
dell, Rodlck and Richard•on. on west by Und of P H
acres.

Whit ing. heirs of Henry, Jr, 4
lot land bounded on north
by land of Wellington, on
east by
land formerly of
fernery, on south by land of
Connors, ou went by land
formerly of Salisbury, 5
acres,

m

««

to

:x

10

0

Young, Ralph, lot land bounded on north by Und of Trust
Co, on cast by Hound, on
south by land of Allen Granite Co, Greeley. Hamlin and

190

others. * acres
No 2. lot land
bounded
north, eaat, south and west
by land of Greeley. Haml’.n
and others, 1 building. 5acres.
IK
100
Meekitt T. Ossa, Collector of rues
of the town of Mount Desert

5 13

HTATK OF

MAINE

Collector's Advertisement of Sal* oi Land* rt
Yon-Beeident Omen.
taxes on
Unpaid
of Trenton, in
the year 191ft.

lands situated iu the town
the county of HsncocMor

following list of taxes ou rosiest***
of non-ersTdent owners in the tows of
Trenton aforesaid, for the year 191ft, coaniit’ed to me for collection for said toes os
the 14(h day of May, 191ft, remains ucpwd;
and notice is hereby given that if ssid t***
with interest and charges are not previously
paid, so much of the real estatr taxed sik
sufficient to pay the amount due therefor,
clu> ing interest and charges will be »otd
without further notice at public auction *»
Evergreen hall in said town, on the first Mon*
day in February. 19lft, at 9 o'clock a. m-

THE

•18

18 87

100

2 70

Aotof
tax

do*

incld i*
deacrlption of
4 C“P
property.
Eit H E Darts. cottage lot * acre situ*
• 1*
A tod At PlrAAAOt B«ACh. Batside.
Name of owner,

280

875

878

10 13

80

81

8,000

87 21

80

2 48

108

2 70

1X987

849 80

»

185

80

185

MO

18 30

Ijm

3818

<•!«

pood,

H Frazier,
15 acres,
Hodgkins, heirs of Lswis *3 of
7 10 lot land at Hadlock
pond, formerly of C H Fra*
sier. 8 4-i5 acres,
Lawson, Arnold, lot land,
Sneep island in Someseille
harbor. 6 acres,
Lawson, T W, lot land bound*
ed on north by land of
Greeley and Hamiin.on east
by Sound, on south by land
of Eugene Hale, on west by
county road, 185 acres,
Morrison, Elmer J. lot land
on west side of Great Pood,
1 acre. Reference is made to
Hancock county registry of
deeds, eoi 405, page 43.
No 3 Lot land on west side
of Great Pond.
Reference
is made to Hancock county,
registry of deeds, sol 455,
page 20. l acre.
No 8 Lot land on west side
of Great Pond, formerly
taxed to Harrison W Hodgkins, 4 acre.
Merchant, Albert, 1 dwelling
house. 1 building,
Moran, eetate of T F, H lot
land bounded on north by
Charlton Yarnell, on east ny
S

acre*.

Rlace,

© 2, \ lot land bounded on
north by land of Maine Co.
on east by land of h E Freojaan. oa couth by the Ham.
ue’.s estate,
on
west by
shore. 9 % acre#.

Riggins,

east

acres.

Haynes.

estate. 1*4

Fennelly. heirs of William. *a

lot land bounded on north
and east by land of R L
Grindle, on south by land
formerly of H A KenqIson,
on west by land of heirs of
Richard Heath. S3 acres.
No 2, l4 lot land bounded on
north and east by Holmes
and Alien, on west by road.
8\ seres.
Freemsn. heirs of Lewis, lot
land bounded on north by
land of A J Carter, on east
by land of Peters aod others,
land of M J
on south by
Atherton, on west by shore.

„

acre.

11,775

acres.

•

■

m

Mount Deeert M Maine Coact
Land Co.
lot land bounded
on north by land of George
W
on couth by land
of Hodgdon. oa went by Lunt

4

acres.

No 1,3% lot land bounded on
north ny land of Maine Co,
on east
by land of Allen
Freeman, on sooth by the
Barnoels estate, on west by
shore. 58* acres,
Blatedell, estate of Samuel P.
lot land bounded on north be
town farm, on east by land
of Mab 1 Hayward, on west
acres.
by county road.
No 1 lot land bounded on
north by land of Somes and
others, on south by land of
Rodick, on west by road. 4*s

I..

of W H Free man, on
by load of Maine
oa west by chore.

THE

Name of
of

street,

Harbor, Maine

r

company,

5 on cm.

acres.

WILLIAM SEMPLE

Bar

..

Boyd.

StoreL Ellsworth. Me.

To the

*1 * ■

tun on land *1100104 In the town of
Mount Desert, in tba county of Hancock,
for the year I9V9.
folio*ring list of taxes on real estate of
the town of
non resident owners in
Moont Desert, for the year 191&, committed to
me for collect ion for said town, on the list
day of May. remains unpaid; and notice ia
hereby risen that if said Uses. Interest and
charres are not preeioual> pa*d, so much of
the real estate taxed, as is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including interest and
charges, will be sold at public auction at the
Neighborhood House, In said town, on the
flrrt Monday In Pebrnary, 1916, at 19 o'clock

SPECIALTY MADE OP

NOTICE

■

Unpaid

FIN,

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of PortEnd, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter? typewriter supplies
Cor. Mam and Water StA. (over Mcore's Dray

X)H

t 1

legal 3fotta»»

Maine

ALICE

■

MADE,

IP" desired

99 MA,N

rI

11 i l-f-^T-T-*

8

Ellswortii,

NONE BETTER
TERM

| CLCITICn
FMFNT
1,
J.

c

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLDG.
ROOM

PAYMENT

EASY

DENTIST

X.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo
Luca* County,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he ia
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney A
Co., doing business in the City of Toied >.
county and State aforesaid and tnat said
firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of HALL’S
CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 886.
A. W. Gleason,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Core Is taken internally and
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for test! onials,
free.
P. J. CHENEY A CO., Tolada, O.
Sold by Druggists, 76c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

P.

BILLIARD

Boissevain,

Fellow circles bas hapthan the formal dedication of the new lodge home of Island
lodge at Bar Harbor last Thursday night
by the grand master of Maine Odd Fellows, John E. Banker, himself a member
of the lodge. Air. Banker had the assistance of nearly every member of the grand
Guests were
lodge.
present from all
the various Odd Fellow and
Rebekah
lodges of the vicinity.
The impressive dedicatory ceremonies
began at 8 p. m., and lasted about an
boor. The first step was the building of
an altar, and the symbolic stones were
brought in by the heralds in turn, first the
arge white base, representing Parity, then
the various colored stones representing
Friendship, Love and Truth; then to
finish, the mottoes of the encampment.
Faith, Hope and Charity. These were
lain in place with appropriate ritual work,
tome of the most dignified and impressive
ever seen here.
Then, in a brief form, but every word of
it fraught with meaning, Grand Master
Banker pronounced the hall dedicated to
the purposes for which it was built, and
banded back the keys to the noble grand.
The heralds proclaimed from their various
stations the dedication, scattering in torn
pure water, fruitful seed, fire and flowers
throughout the lodge. Following prayer
by the grand chaplain, Bev. W. A. Richmond, of Fort Fairfield, the ceremonies of
dedication were closed.
Following the ceremonies came speeches
from representatives of Island lodge, Mt.
Deaert encampment and Unison Rebekah
lodge, as well as from prominent visitors,
and an address by Grand Master Banker. ;
A banquet was served at the close of the
ceremonies. Dr. J. H. Patten, than whom
no man has done more to secure the completion of the handsome new building,
acted meet happily as toastmaster.

F.

CIORD

J

pened for years

X)

Specialties: Nervous Diseases,
WOOD SAWS, genuine Olentangr,
Diseases or Stomach.
t guaranteed SO'
t6 *5. smaller sixes in.
Send
80.
for
tables.
$14
Treatment end Conanltatinn, by Appointproportion. Tilting
catalog Thobndieb Machine Co.. Portland,
in EH .worth on Friday,.
ment,
Me.
Addreaa, Eastern Trust Bid*., Bancor. Maine
Telephones ISSSand nta-l
and pool tables; good condition. Telephone either 62-5 or 69 3 for
'.information. Fbank R. Moots, Ellsworth.
2-tgal Notirre.

j

in

message to
the financier.

a

“Where’s the answer?”

j

opportunity

Vacuum Cleaners,
suers, Post Card* of local news.

ffrofraiumai Cam

R.

o

A) stays Reliable, Always Up-to-date, Always Alive to Customers’
w 1,1
teresta. Always Guarantee Satisfaction.

!

there

:

Iiwitt* k ft* MhK 1m fna * Ira* Hmi a , ^
Sheet Music end Music Books,
Mot OCT else. Bicycles, Sewina
Mac bine*, Victor end Edison Talking Machine*, iSrpetrriteni

tem-

will be on every permanent road.
W hen issues of bonds for better roads are
voted oo, this matter of maintenance
should be provided for.
“In many case* the permanent road will
be far easier to maintain by the ordinary
tax levy than were tbeold, unimproved
highway*. In such case* the new road,
instead of adding to the local burden, will
lighten it.”

depositors

leading
plan

csTAauat

aWMt art tost k [Mn HUM.

surely

Pittsburg savings
bank,
city
deposited savings aggregating
opportunity
really magnificent
gift
Frick,
quick
day

operations,
pedition
ported seriously

maintenance

Old Reliable MUSIC STORE

:

road, permanent
can be kept in really good
or

porary, which
condition for less.
Some charge for

Washington.

ship

probably

no

IIIIHWIIHIKII

hHH

twenty year* or more by the expediture
of from f25 to fK per mile a year. There

mittee

Henry
expedition
generally
cepted
beginning
widely-advertised, perhaps
ously-intended
visionary
Knowledge
just
place
by
conflicting

aobrnisrmmi.

A Parmer Who Moved to Town.
Eight Million Voau Worker*.
(
Io the Jannary K'eam’i Bama Coasla Pena and Pirssld# U the itoqr of a
A wild violet, picked on ChrietmM day
poaiaa. Secretory of Labor Wilson, in des- farmer who sold his property to Hew in the
by O. L. Milan, of Svio’i Island, came to cribing the new federal employment bu- city, because his city friends “wore good
tbe American office this week.
reau, a* ye:
clothes, had money jingling in their
“To-day there are. In round numbers,1 pockets, went to the movies, belonged to
The poultry-keeper* of Otis who hare about to, 000,000 persons ten yean of age Hobs, and enjoyed a yearly vacation”.
man pays
experimented on feeding their hens and over engaged in gainful occupation* He found, however, that the city
Of these, about dearly for these luxuries.
cooked hedgehog meat as the one food ; in the United States.
“We came to know,” be said, “that it
only, given with grain and with plenty of; 8,000.000 are woman.
“Upon the constant employment of was jnst as hard for the city man to get
water, are getting plenty of egg* and a |
these millions there depends the wellop at 7 o’clock inftbe morning as it was
healthy flock.
being of the average family in this coun- for the country man to get up at 5. Why
Because he must not relax; he is
Bar Harbor'* board of trade it “talking try. The wage-earner is, in four cases out so?
of live, a man, because statistics show ever on duty. He must smile at ,his perop*’ an automobile show for that town.
that about every fifth salaried individual son and that person. He dares not notice
Verily, times do change! It isn't so long
is a woman. As the average man has one anyone’s peculiarities, or oddities, or unago that tbe automobile had no show at
women depending upon him for
reaaomoleness.
The result is be mast
ail in Bar Harbor. Tbe board of trade is or more
find his relaxation in the evening; therealso agitating again the matter of making a more or lea* long time, it is obvious that
bed before
the Mt. Desert toll bridge a free bridge. the question of the permanence of his fore the family rarely gets to
Bar Harbor may count on tbe support of employment is as vital to the fair sex as 10 or 11 o’clock, and 7 In the morning
that of the average working woman.
finds him just as sleepy and far leas reEllsworth in this movement.
“When a woman loses her Job the freshed than 5 found him on the farm.
“We found going to work for somebody
economic loss may aSect her alone; when
The Po*tofHee Primaries*
man loses his Job the ioaa will be apt to
else every day in the year-except Sunday
What may be accepted as a* a demo- a
reach other* beside himself, because the and perhaps a two-weeks vacation—under
cratic view of tbe postoffice primaries insomebody elaeaa manager, didn’t exactly
average American family, according to the •nit our
Senator
Johnson
country spirit of freedom. We
augurated by
appeared
latest census, consists of five persona.'’
came to know that oar friends saved
in the Bar Harbor Times of Dec. 18.
a
scarcely
cent; and, furthermore, one
While the Times is independent in policouldn't exactly eee bow they were exWorst
for flood Roads.
Thing
Sherman
is
a
Editor
true-to-the-line
tics,
travagant. In the city it seems unbeliev“Perhaps the worst thing which could ably hard to separata luxuries from
democrat. This is what he has to say
necessities.”
cause
of
to
the
roads,”
says
happen
good
about post office primaries:
Farm and fVesids, would be the buildHon. Charles F. Johnson. United States
Senator from Maine, is generally acknowl- ing of all those now needed, with no proedged to be one of the most influential vision for keeping them up after their
statesmen in Washington.
He not only has completion. No 'permanent' road is perthe confidence of hia own party, bnt bis hon- manent in the sense of not needing reesty. sincerity and ability is recognized by
pair* and upkeep. A concrete roadway sixall. HU desire not to be called a political
teen feet wide can be kept in condition for
dictator or boss
COINTY

<£Usu)ortt) ^mtrican

Arthur Shut#. oottAfe and «S» Acre* of
lAad, bounded north by Mrs L li
Cushman. went by bAy. east by Mr*
H A Trim, tooth by O W rapley,
Heir* of Ann C Stuart. 75 tcree of land
incladinc buildinga. bounded nor(h
by E P Eemick. tooth by C A Smith,
weat by shore, east by J A Rem cfc
Heirs of Ann C Stuart, a lot of land
containing 190 acres, bounded north
by Whitcomb. Haynea Jk Co.. W’*»t by
shore, south by land of Gertrude
Kicha'deon, east by uoknown,
PC Burri 11.cottage and lot containing
t acres. Shady Nook. Bayside.
F C Borrill, a loi of land containing
12Ht acre*, bounded north by Horace
Mark*, south hy land of McComick.
wes by shore, east by town ro*d.
Est C A Candace. 2»u acres of land situated at Oak PointLaura Candace. 1 acre of land situated
at Oak Point,
Geo Watson, farm and stable, contsiaing 85 acres, bounded north by estate
Ben) Klttredge, south by l*ni of
Charles Biggins, east by State road.
Helra James Lord, wood let containing
40 acres, situated in Trenton wood*.
Nathan Ash, farm containing 425 acre*
including buildings, bounded north
by laDd of C C Young, south Ralph
and lira P C Springer, east by shore,
west unknown.
acre*.
I W Herrick farm containing
north by
with buildings, bound?
land of C 8 Coraon. aonth by land or
Geo Mitch- II, eaat by aborc.
Almon Harden. IS acres of land situated la Bayaide, part of Mrs Susanna
Alley farm.
Heira Russ-11 Hopkins, 40
land inclndlng buildings bounded
north by land of D Bodick A8pn south
and west by land of T J Hopkins, east
by town road.
H.lr- Russell Hopkina. wood lot con»nd
taining *6 acres, bounded north
*
weal by land of Whitcomb, Haynes
unaast
E
J
aonth
Douglass,
Co,

9»

3811

14*
JW

225

93
5®

94 0

llff

hereof

na

l»S acres
oVTaS-ord. farm containing
bounded north

inclndlng buildings,

u
nrd east by town road, south by H
Smith, west unknown.
containing
O J 8 aflord, a lot of land

GjSfaBord.

a

lot of laud

«>»
ii#

containing

s»

G J Stafford,

a

lot of land

containing 4*

(jj

staBord,

a

lot of land

containing 1*

,*

O

Btlr, D H Bppe..< acrw oI land boani«l north hr A..« Parla. »»ut* Or1*"1
ro“'
of B»nJ Jordan, tut by town
iff
went unknown,
T J Horetna, Coll««>
of tuna of th. town of Traaio
_

CHRISTMAS

FESTIVALS

ELECTRIC COM BIBIK.

RiMrtaliimiito la EllsTr(M nnd
worth Sunday Schools.
ot Ellsworth had
Tbe Sundsy schools
tress sad entertainments
th«ir Christmas
and Saturday a renin* of last
churches Sunday was
sreet. »"d >n th*
observed as Christmas Sunday.

Penobscot

Hay Electric Co.,

NATURE IN A BLAZE.
and

Central Maine Power Co.

Negotiations hare been completed at
Bath by Harvey D. Eaton,
president, of
WaterviUe, and Walter 8. Wyman, of
Augusta, treasurer and general manager
of the Central Maine Power
Co., and Hon.
generally
A. H. Shaw, president of the Penobscot
CONOBBOATIOhai. CHURCH.
Electric
Co.
Bay
and Greenville Light A
Tbe t'«n*re*stional Sunday school had Power
Co., for the consolidation of the
and entertainment at
its Christmas tree
above companies, subject to the
the charmapproval
(bc vestry Saturday evening,
of the Public Utilities commission.
“Mother Goose's Christing little cantata,
The Penobscot Bay Electric Co. was orwas presented by children ol
mas Visit,”
grnised in 1907 nnder a special act of the
the school, under tbe direction ot Miss legislature. At
that time it had only its
Berths Giles. The cast of characters was
power plant at East Orland, and its busias follows-'
ness was confined to
Bucksport. It gradHr, Santa Claus..Rachel Haynes ually
expanded until ita wires now cover
Mother Ooose.Eleanor Royal
Orland, Bucksport, Verona, Prospect,
Little Red Riding Hood.Mattie Royal
Sears port, Belfast and NorthLittle Boy Blue.Helen Whitcomb Stockton,
Two cables have been laid acroea
Little Bo-peep.Alice Haynes port.
the Penobscot from Verona to
jack and Jill,
Prospect,
Dorothy Crabtree and Ruth Whiting and its equipment of wires and poles is
of the best, and sufficient to supply more
Old Mother Hubbard.Evelyn Osgood
old Woman In tbe Shoe.Louise Poster
Little Jack Horner.Sarah Foster
Queen of Hearts.Charlotte Whitcomb

ot the entertainment, Santa
himself appeared and distributed

At tbe close
Claus

gifts.

At the Congregational church in the
mornitig tbe pastor, Kev. K. B. Mathews,
delivered a Christmas sermon. There was

speeisl music by the choir, and
Miss

a

solo

by

Bertha Giles.
UNITARIAN CHURCH.

program was given:
Recitation...Catherine Osgood
Solo.Clyde McCarthy
Recitation-..Doris Ward well
Recitation...Bobbie Royal
Butterfly song, Gertrude Jewel, Margaret
Walker, Elisabeth Royal.
Recitation .Margaret Walker
Solo, “In the Candlelight,*’ Louise Alex*
ander, with chorus of eight “Nidnods."—Alice Adams, Edythe Adams,
Bertha Hagerthy. Sylvia Cushman,
Helen Campbell, Virginia Campbell,

to all.
METHODUTT CHURCH.

The Methodist Sunday school had a
Christmas tree and short entertainment

evening.

Sunday

morning, in

place of the usual service, there was a
Christmas concert, with the following
program:

Binging.Choir
Twenty-third Psalm and Lord’s Prayer
Anthem.Choir
Recitation.Marion Haskel
.Dorothy May Wbeeldeu
.Persia Brown
.Alston Wheelden

Exercise -“Christmas Voices,".Ralph
Haskell. Arthur Bonsey, Ralph Moone
Bong.Choir
Recitation.Marcia Willey
.Cecil Bowie
Margaret Saunders
Hester Eomroy
Pauline Austin
Exercise.Primary class
Recitation.Ralph Haskell
Song... .....George Partridge, Florence Reed
Recitation...Phylis Clement
Elwin Bridges

Margaret Partridge
.Eldon Lunt
Exercise—“The Old, Old Story"...Seven girls
Binging.Primary class
Recitation.Arthur Tower

Evangeline B-idges
Earl Pomroy
Ruth Voting
Oeorge Partridge

4*
■“

Singing........Choir
Recitation.James Cushman
Percy Young
Remarks by the pastor.
Recitation ...Arthur Bonsey
Collection
Duet, “Night of the King"
Mrs Bridges and Miss Emery
..Pastor
Benediction.
BAPTIST CHURCH.

The Baptist Sunday school bad its
Christmas tree Friday evening. A short
program ol recitations was given as iollows:
Christmas Greeting. ..Ralph Beal
The Christmas Train.Follett Fickett
libare the Joys of Ohrlstmastl'1 \
Eleanor Killam
Whispered in My Dreams..Alvin Beal
In the Manger.Bernice Bstey
he a Santa Clans Yourself.Everett Beal
The Christ Child.Sylvia Consins
A

A song, “Tie Christmas,” was sung by
the girls and heralded the arrival of
Santa Claus. The committee having the
Miss Winnie
matter in charge
were
Souttards and Mrs. Killam, and they
were assisted by the members of Mrs.
Curtis’ class.
Bunday morning the pastor, Rev. F. A.
A.

Killam, preached

a

sermon

in

Gorgeous Spectacle of tha Midnight Sun
at Karungi.
I was glad I Stopped at Karungi,
Sweden, for I saw the midnight sun—
the almost midnight sun, to be exact,
for although it was noonday bright all
night the sun did make a bluff at set
ting. It went down at twenty minutes
to 12 and rose twenty minutes after 12.
The sun went down blood red, and
the sky was crimsoned almost to the

Mr*. John Aotor Bo*
a War Nuroo.

comoo

It seemed as If all the north
Are. The river burned In the
glow, and the sky took on tints that
ranged from cardinal to pink. Just as
the whole place seemed about to burst
Into Same, the sun dropped out of
sight, and the glaring reds began to
mellow Into softer shades, the river
lost its glow of Are, and the sky dulled
and dimmed until It looked like a great
Inverted dome that had been white
hot and was cooling slowly.
There were no other shades than the
shades of Are—none of the usual maroons and cerises and garnets that
come as the aftermath of mountain
sunsets.
Everything was carmine.
The air quivered redly, and the trees
All
and the grass were rubescent.
this softened gradually Into a glowing
one toned mass of color.
Then, at
twenty minutes past 12, at a point
that seemed not more than half a mile
along the horizon from the place where
the sun disappeared, there came a
golden glory that spread evenly over
the reddened sky. The sun was rising
and soon was above the horizon. It
went down as red as Are. It came up
bright, glittering, gleaming, as If during the forty minutes It had been below the horizon some titanic hand had
polished It for another day's use.
I asked In Stockholm and Christiania:
“When do you sleep?”
“In the winter," they said. "Then
the nights are so long there Is nothing
else to do."—Samuel G. Blythe In Satur
day Evening Post.

The Greenville Light A Power Co. wes
organized originally under the general
law In 19M, with several amendments by
the legislators sinus. Besides its hydraulic plant at Wilson pond it has acquired the properties of the Dover A Foxcroft Light & Heat Co., the Bangervllle
Improvement Co. and the Sebec Power
Co., and built a fine water system at
Greenville, taking its water on Little
Squaw mountain, six miles away. This
system of water works, however, was not
included in this deal.
WEST EDEN.
A play will be given here by Bayside
local talent Thursday evening.
Miss

Carter spent Christmas
week with Mrs. Lorenzo Mayo.
Louise

Mrs. Ida Mayo and sons, Liston and
Marvin, spent the week-end at home.
H.

W. Higgins has sold his place to Q.
W. Mayo, and will leave for Boston soon.

were

keeping

Christmas thought on “The
Crowded Christ,’. In the evening “The
Other Wise Man” was read. The heavy
storm of the day pievsnted a full attendance of the choirs, bat special mnsio
was given at both services.
The interruption in the evening because the lights
went out, abbreviated the program with a
vengeance, bnt with the aid of a flashlight the pastor finished the reading.
with the

“What is your occupation, BaetnsT”
“I’se de manager of a lanndry, sab, an’ I
makes a right oomf able livin.’” “What
the name of your lanndryt" “Hannah
Kwla Johnson, aah.”

MBS.

JOHN ASTOR.

Mrs. John Astor recently went to the
French coast to Join the staff of the
Duchess of Westminster's hospital as
a nurse.
She had Just completed a
course of training at the Charing Cross
hospital in London to fit her for her
duties In the war zone.
At the Charing Cross hospital Mrs.
Astor began work every morning at 8
o'clock and was often there until late
at

night
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Discussion

Interesting
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Company

The

Object of

this

Advertisement
is to inform every reader of The
surance

American, who has need of any kind of inpolicies combine broad protection and prompt settle
lowest possible rates.

that all

ments with the

C.

our

W.

&

L.

F.

ELLSWORTH,
ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

Leroy Haslam and wife,
are

home for

a

MOUNT DESERT.
Richard O. Allen is visiting friends in
AUiston, Mass.

Hallowell,

of

few weeks.

Mrs. B. Jellison and Miss
Jellison are visiting in Bangor.

the winter to take

MASON,
MAINE:

Mark W. Homes left Tuesday for Boston
business college.

Marjorie

to attend
A.

a course

in

a

M.,

C. Fernsld, who is attending U. of
for the holidays.

is at home

Miss Charlotte C. Walker is at borne
from Massachusetts, where she has been
the past year.
Wescott’s orchestra, of Bar Harbor, will
bold a New Year’s ball at Masonic ball
Friday evening, Dec. 31.
F. Reed has moved his family
Bar Harbor, and will occupy
tbe bouse recently purchased by Thurlow
Hanna.
Dec. 27.
Tango.
Lewis

here from

OTIS.
L. Leathers, of Bangor, is visiting at the
Kemick

place.

party composed of E.
Jordan, Henry Salisbury, wife and daughters, Misses Viola and Dorothy, and Ranson
Johnson, of Brewer, came out to
spend Christmas here.
An

automobile

There
| and
town

was a Christmas tree at the school
building last Friday evening.
The teacher, Mrs. Margaret Grover, and
her pupils, gave a pretty and appropriate
Maurice Black acted as Santa
program.
Claus. The affair was enjoyed by all.

Dec. 27.

Davis.

MARINE

LIST.

Hancock

County Porta
West Sullivan—Ar Dec 21, sch Manie Saunders. Northeast Harbor
Sid Dec 24, sch Manie Saunders, Boston
Ar Dec 27, sch Abbie Bowker
Southwest Harbor—Sid Dec 21, schs Black
Hawk, coastwise; Emma F Chase, coastwise
Sid Dec 23, stm Mohawk, coastwise.
In port. Dec 27, sch Manie Saunders, Sullivan lor western

port

BORN.
WILLS—At
Harvey L

busi-

Brooklin, Dec t9, to Mr and Mrs
Wills, a son. [Neil William.J
MARRIED.

AREY— HANEY—At Bucksport Center, Dec
23, by Rev N S Sweezey, Miss Mary F Arey
to Robert S Haney, both of Bucksport.
GRAY—BARNS—At Brewer, Dec 17, by Rev
Benjamin Beatty, Mrs Mabel Gray, of Dedham, to Fred M Barnes, of Bucksport.
HODGKINS—HOYT—At Lamoine. Dec 25. by
Rev William H Rice, Miss Hazel Hodgkins,
of Lamoine. to Ralph W Hoyt, of Warren.
MARSHALL-COFFIN—At Cherryfield, Dec
20, by Rev Clarence M Fogg, Miss Bernice E
Marshall, of Hancock, to Simeon Coffin, of
Bar Harbor.
ROBBINS—STINSON—At Stonington. Dec 20,
by Rev Isaac M Smith, Miss Flora M Robbins to Chauncey N Stinson, of Stonington.
RYDER—BUZZELL-At Franklin, Dec 25, by
Rev G Mayo, Miss Lorene C Ryder, of
Franklin, to Jotham S Buzzell, 2d. of

Between 1865 and 1871 three forts
Mrs. Daniel E. Loweree and infant
were built on the Levis side of the
daughter came from Boston Monday to
or
manned.
not
armed
were
river, but
join her family. Mrs. Loweree’s many
The citadel occupies more than forty friends are
glad to find her recovering
French
of
the
old
No trace
acres.
gradually from her recent serious illness,
fortifications remains.
which has kept her in a hospital several
weeks.
She was acco npanied by Mrs.
Finland One-aavanth Watar.
Thomas Spencer, who returned home on
Cherryfield.
Finland has an area of 144,249 square the night train.
SYLVIA-HODGDON-At St Stephen, Dec
20, by Rev H 8 B Strothard, Margaret M
miles, of which one-seventh is water
Leonard R. Jordan went to Milbridge
Sylvia, of Edmunds, .to Kenneth L Hodgon account of the innumerable lakes in last
week, where he will make some re- j don, of Tremont.
the interior. At the last census its poppairs to the miil of G. R. Strout in prepulation amounted to 3,196,700, divided aration for the winter
DIED.
sawing.
among eight Ians, or governments. Of
The Boys and Girls agricultural club
BROWN—At tsioux Falls, S D, Dec 24, George
the population of the grand duchy less
!
H Brown, aged 92 years, 3 mouths, 24 days.
was represented at Orono last week by
than one-sixth live in the cities, of
CARTER-At Orland, Dec 23, Daniel M CarRev. Henry W. Conley, one of the local
ter, aged 67 years, 10 months.
which there are only fifteen having
and
three members,
Dorothy LOWELL—At Jonesboro, Ark. Dec 16, Carlton
more than 5,000 inhabitants. Helsing- leaders,
W Lowell, formerly of Bucksport, aged 25
Catherine Conley and Richmond
Shackford,
has
a
the
largest
city,
population
fors,
i
years.
Hannaford. All three contestants won LORD—At
of 154,000.—New York Times.
Bangor, Dec 18, Lewis Lord, of
cash prizes at Orono, Miss Shackford for 1
Bucksport, aged 54 years.
canned beans and poultry, Miss Conley
Famous Promises.
for poultry, and Mr. Hannaford for poairocrustmnue
I’ll give this back to you on pay day
tatoes.
We will give $100 to any" one who
can prove that a thorough trial of our
LAKE WOOD.
remedy has brought no relief.
Music furnished for all Occasions
Martin A. Garland and wife returned
Yes, ma'am, if It doesn't fit we'll exS Violin and Mandolin taught by conchange it
Friday from State grange.
servatory method.
No, I won’t whisper It to a soul.—St.
Delmar Garland has purchased of Harold
Louis Post-Dispatch.
Moore a pair of light work horses.
IDA L. SINCLAIR,

busy these days.
address a woman’s club.”
on
“Ah, working on her addressT” “No;
herdreas.”
seems

Prepare Beforehand.
One little woman whose delightful
n
cottage is filled every Sunday with
without
Jolly party seems to entertain
2Ui>ittnscmniic.
the least effort. Everything goes like
Meals are delicious and
clockwork.
perfectly served, and the hostess herself appears to have plenty of time to
play tennis, go to walk and spend long
hours on the golf links.
But the clockwork has been very
The genuine old reliable Hood’s
wound up and oiled before
acid condithe
carefully
corrects
The Needy One*.
Sarsaparilla
the
hand. This same hostess spends hours
Irate Father—It’s astonishing, Blehtion of the blood and builds up
het
but
all
her
guests,
preparing for
whole system. It drives out rheumaard, how much money you need. Son—
preparing Is done on the couch In hei I don’t need It, father; It’s the hotel
tism because it cleanses the blood.
her
and
In
a
for
pencil
pad
sitting room,
It has been successfully used
keepers, the tailors and the taxicab
of
lap. After the last batch of 8unday men.—Boston Transcript
forty years in many thousands
Is
thorthe
house
guests have departed
cases the world over.
skin
oughly cleaned and put In order ao that
There is no better remedy for
What’s the Plural?
of
loss
nothing but dusting and remaking of
for
appediseases,
blood
and
Some day we are going to find out
beds will be necessary on Friday. A
and kidstomach
rheumatism,
what the plural of crux of the situatioi
tite,
and all
complete list of menus for Friday. la
and get it off a number of times with
ney troubles, general debility
and Monday morn
Sunday
Saturday,
impoverfrom
impure,
ills arising
; an effort at easy familiarity.—Ohlc
la made out. and duplicate lists an
tag
blood.
State Journal.
ished, devitalized
btart
typewritten and tacked up in the kltch
It is unnecessary to suffer,
a bottle of | en. Thursday the hostess and her cook
Get
once.
at
treatment
The first sure symptom of a mind in
neargo over the list, and everything thal
Hood’s Sarsaparilla from your
health Is rest of heart and pleasure
will be needed Is ordered from trade*
will be pleased
You
est druggist.
felt at home.—Young.
_

RHEUMATISM GOES

IS USED

|

with the results.

Bar Harbor & Union River Power

for

she is to

HOOjTS

THE PLAN IN BRIEF: We will have an estimate
for wiring made for you, or you may have
your own estimate made, and when price
is agreed upon, we pay the bills for wiring
and fixtures selected by you, and you pay
us in twelve monthly payments.
This is
an opportunity you have been looking for.
For further particulars, telephone or write
our local superintendent, L. H. Cushman,
and he will be glad to call.

iness college.
Quebec’s Fortifications.
The fortifications of Quebec are obsoThe annual Christmas tree under the
lete as fortifications, but remain as auspices of the Sunday school, and in
picturesque additions to the beauty charge of Mrs. E. C. Cochrane’s class, was
and Interest of "the Gibraltar of Amer- held in the vestry Friday evening.
A
ica.” The fortifications standing con- short program preceded the distribution
sist of walls and a citadel built in of gifts. The trees were prettily decorated
1823-32 at a cost of over £7,000,000. and were well laden with gifts.

__

IF

Opportunity to Have Your House
AT SMALL PIKST 0081
Lighted with Electricity

Miss Helen Cook spent Christmas with
Awning Remover* Tako Greater Rieka her
parents, John Cook and wife.
Than Do Steeplejack*.
Everett Stront and wife ^eere home from
a
Steeplejacks have long enjoyed rep- Qardiner from
Friday until Monday.
utation for daring, but It Is a question
Eben and Ruel Whitcomb and Robert
whether they come in the same class
of riskers as the awning removers, Haynes are home from Bowdoin for the
who take down the “sunshades” from holidays.
the fronts of houses all over the city.
Miss Ethel Crocker, of Bangor, spent
These removers do not need or use the {Saturday and Sunday with her mother,
of
Jail
accessories
Mrs. George E. Gray.
rope and block and
Yet they climb to
the steeple men.
Mrs. Gertrude Holden, of Bar Harbor,
what
work
in
places and do their
her
with
spent Christmas afternoon
manner.
seems to be an Impossible
mother, Mrs. Harriet Hastings.
or
two
Starting at the street level,
Winfred B. Joy and wife have returned
three awning removers will strip the
from East Holden, where they spent
entire front of a flat house and never
Christmas with Mrs. Joy’s parents.
go indoors. They are as agile as acroHenry Lord and wife went to South
bats. They reach up to a window sill
and then raise themselves to the win- Portland Friday for a week’s visit with
dow ledge.
Finishing the window their daughter, Mrs. Hubbard C. Newell.
while standing on this ledge, they seize
Dwight Fitzmorris, who joined Mrs.
the top stone of the window, pull them- Fitzmorris and infant daughter here over
reach
selves up to It and from there
Christmas, returned to Boston Monday
again to the window ledge above so as noon.
the
to strip another window. Through
Frank E. Fernald and Misses Mary and
belt they wear runs a line, and with Mildred
Fernald, who are employed in a
as
they shoe
this they lower the nwnings
factory at Norway, were home from
take them down.
Friday until Monday noon.
How they can do their work with so
Lewis I. Gray and Alvah Schoppe left
little to hang on to is more remarkable
with their teams for
than the tasks performed by the struc- Monday morning
tural ironworkers. The Ironworker, 11 Spectacle pond, where they will work this
he slips, has something at hand in the winter for Hollis D. Jordan.
Wesley Rogers, BeDnie Moore, Dalton
way of a beam around which he has a
chance to lock his arms. The awning and Leaman Franklin were home from
remover, when he slips, falls outward Dexter to spend Christmas with their
from the ledge and has nothing to parents. Wesley Rogers will remain at
clutch. Three awning removers on one home this week.
occasion stripped a seven story flat of
Leon G. Flood and Miss Helen Flood
seventy-five windows in the Bronx in came home from Bangor Saturday mornthe remarkable time of three hours, all ing—Mr. Flood for the day and Miss
from the outside.—New York Sun.
Flood for the week, when she will return

_

“Your wife

An

on

DARING WORKMEN.

Before leaving for the coast Mrs.
Astor dispatched an ambulance which
she presented to the hospital and will
also place two other ambulances In
service under her own management
when she officially takes up her new
duties.

About
This
Health Giving Entree.
.Salads are capable of infinite variety, so whe fish and cheese fail vegetables whl h approach animal foods
in nutrition may be served, and either
the oil in the dressing or the fat in
the cream or melted butter of n boiled
dressing may be depended upon to supply the necc'isary oil. Try a bean salBoth primary and high school are
ad.
A pound of this vegetable conMr. Grey, the tains as much protein ns is found in
closed for two weeks.
principal of the high school, is at his home half a pound of lamb chops or half a
in Bluehill.
dozen eggs. Cool freshly boiled limas,
the oven until
| St. Paul’s mission held its annual Christ- also some rice (dried in
the grains separate), salt slightly and
mas tree in the Town Hill ball Thursday
'
evening. A general tree was held in the mix them in equal quantities; fold in
some stiff mayonnaise and serve very
! grange hall Friday evening.
M.
cold In lettuce cups. Peas and lentils,
Dec. 27.
which are so rich in protein, are veryblcksport.
desirable for salads in place of meat.
E. M. 8. C. opens Tuesday for the winCover two cupfuls of cold baked beans
i ter term.
with French dressing and let stand a
with half a
Harry Nevina and wife returned to Bos- half hour; drain, sprinkle
of onion juice, mix with
ton Monday, after spending Christmas teaspoonful
arrange on lettuce
cream dressing,
with relatives here.
leaves and garnish with parsley and
Prof. Carl D. Buck, of Chicago, teft
Lentils combined
hard cooked eggs.
Monday evening, after Bpending Christ- with
onions, peppers and parsley and
mas with his fitber, Edward Buck.
served on cress with French dressing
An interesting concert was held Sunday
make a hearty and tasty salad.
under
evening in the Methodist church,
A fruit salad has the advantage of
the direction of Miss Marian Stover.
being very healthful, for nearly all
At the regular meeting of Riverview
fruits bold acids and salts in solution
the
Kebekab lodge Monday evening,
which are cooling to the blood, and
following officers were elected: N.G., Mrs. there are so many fruits available that
Elizabeth Kennedy; V. G., Mrs. Addie none needs to become tiresome. Pears
Baldwin; secretary, Mrs. Annie Jocylen; ! as a salad, once tried, will appear
treasurer. Miss Maud Newcomb; pianist, ; often this way; Peel large pears, halve
Mrs. Belle Quinn; trustees, Frank Quinn, them, remove the cores and drop them
Mrs. Nora Leach, Mrs. Carrie Webster.
into cold water in which is a tableJDec. 27.
spoonful of vinegar to keep them
white. Fill the core cavity with either
NORTH FRANK UN.
grated cheese or cream cheese balls
with French dressAugustus Jellison is employed at Good- and serve on lettuce
win's Siding.
ing. Purple egg plums may be used
of pears, with lemon Juice subSchool will begin January 3, with same instead
stituted for vinegar in the dressing.
last
term.
as
teacher
The stone cavity of peaches filled with
N. R. Caller is working for Elwyn
chopped nuts and arranged on lettuce
Wilbur in East brook.
with mayonnaise is very tasty. A pretMiss Vida Cousins baa returned to Mil- ty salad can be made from watermelon
with a
bridge, where she is attending school.
or cantaloupe by scooping out
Herbert Caller and Boyd Robertson large spoon pieces from the ripest
in
were home from the woods for the holiparts, draining, chilling and serving
lettuce cups with French dressing.
days.
is used with fruits
Mrs. Everett Tracey has returned from When mayonnaise
and
leave out the mustard and pepper, put
a visit with her son in Waterville,
Mrs. Annie Hooper and granddaughter in a little sugar and use lemon instead
Olive from Winslow.
of vinegar. In no case should a boiled
Dec. 27.
____________
acid dressing be used with fruit salad.

“Yes;

Wire Your House Now

zenith.

than double the present needs. In addition to the above towns, the Penobscot
Bay Electric Co. is authorized by its charter to do business in Winterport, Prankport and Castine, to wbich places its lines
will be extended in the near future.
The main plant at East Orland is a
modern une, and the past season a large
hydraulic development wsb made at Belfast. In addition to this, at Belfast Is a
modern steam plant put in but two years

Mrs T. B. Knowles spent Christmas at
Bernice Watson, Florence Haynes.
Bar Harbor with her daughter, Mrs. Abbie
Recitation.Clyde McCarthy Suminsby.
Cupids drill, Louise Alexander. Margaret
Carl Ingalls, wife, and sons, of Bar HarMoore. Marjorie Hagerthy, Catherine
bor, .were guests of Mr. aud Mrs. M. W.
Osgood, Eleanor Wood, Annie RichHumor over Sunday.
ards. Doris Scribner, Doris Wardwell.
At the close of the program, Santa Clans
Jerome Knowles, of Northeast Harbor,
appeared and distributed gifts from two with two sons, spent Christmas with his
well-laden trees. The entertainment was sister, Mrs. Lelia Tripp.
in charge of Mrs. Linwood
McGown,
Estelle
Mrs.
Lemming will leave
chairman; Meadamea F. L. Kent, Henry Wednesday for Bangor. Her little son
Gould, M. L. Adams, H. H. Higgins and John will stop with Agnes Mayo this
L. F. Giles.
After gifts had been dis- winter.
tributed, ice-cream and cake were served

Friday

Woman’s World

ago.

The I'niUrimn Sunday school had its
Christmas tree and entertainment ChristAn entertainment, “The
mas night.
Tairies Tribunal/* was given by the children. The stage waa set to represent a
throne. All the children of the school
formed in the processional, escorting the
king and queen to the throne, singing the
Christinas carol, “Ring, Ring, Ye ChristCarroll Langley was king,
mas Bells.’4
Eleanor Alexander was queen, Bobbie
Royal and Newell Haynes were pages and
Edwin Koyal waa herald. The following

Sbterttarmmtf

~~

Sinclair’s Orchestra

ELL8W0B^iNH

j

George Quinn, who was operated upon
at the general hospital in Bangor in the
early fall, is now slowly improving.
Christmas

was

observed

chapel by exercises

and

here
a

tree

in
for

the

Telephone 64-11

HOME BANKS FREE
reciate
patrons vho appreciate
“catching” their nickels,dimes,
es, etc.
(or savings deposits. Call or write
for one.
—loaned to

the

children. There was a good attendance,
and the children received many prese nts.
“So,” said the old general, “yon think
you would make a good valet for an old
wreck like me, do you? I have a glass
eye, a wooden leg and a wax arm that
need looking after, not to mention false
teeth, and so forth.” “Oh, that’s all
right, General,” replied the applicant,
enthusiastically I’ve had lots of experience.
I worked six years in the asseraI bling department of a
big motor oar

1

Hancock Co. Savings Bank Ellsworth
sworth

B

B
B

I

Albert N. Cushman

; Electrician and Contractor

I factory.”

Supplies and Fixtures
Ellsworth
Estey Building,
Electric

•

Telephone 88-11

cor STY NEWS.
WfcST FRANK UN.
Miss Ret ha Gordon, of Sullivan, 11 visiting her .not, Hn. Onion Orcatt.
Rowo. Goodwin bn. gono to Portlnnd,
where b« bn employment far tbe winter.
E. E. Coombn, wife end daughter Ben.
•pent Chratnu with relative, in EUawortb.

Lyle Smith, who boa been employed by
tbe Algonquin Kipper Co. in Bangor,
U home.
Mr*. E. S. Coomb, .pent one day laat
week with her aunt, Mr*. Irene Gay, at
Hancock.
Mr*. Emma Morgan is home from Corinna, where she baa been aeveral week*
with relative..

Moving

picture,

schoolhonse here
Richard Hastings.

ware

shown

in

tbe

Thursday evening by

Gerald Mc&ensie and Muriel and Eirena
DeBeck, students at the U. of M., are
borne for tbe

holidays.

Galon Orcatt and 8. S. Scammon attended the dedication exercioea of the Odd
Fellows hall in Bar Harbor.
Howard Hardison, who has been at
home several weeks, has returned to fats
duties ss clerk st the Psge in Bangor.

Lauydou Smith in with hia father at the
pulpwood camp of Clark A Hutchins daring tbe holiday recees of high schooL
Miss Phyllis Stratton, of Hancock, ia
with her grandparents, B. H. Williams
and wife, while her parents are in Boston.
Dorothy Clark is employed in the
family of Capt. Bennis at Sullivan Harbor.
Samuel Hardison is suffering from an
attack of rheumatism.
E. 9. Orcatt

spent Christmas with his

daughter. Edith Orindle.
Hia

at

Backsport.

who teaches at

Hollis,
holidays.

son

Cutler, is

there for the

Athol Smith, who is emoployed
by
Nahum Jordan at township 22, ia home
for Christmas. He reports several inches
of snow in that locality.

John Benson, who has lived in tbe Earl
bouse two years, bss moved his
to Somesville, where he is engineer
in one of tbe Nutting mills.

Bracy
fsmily

Smith,

Charles

who

is

employed

at

Northeast Harbor, and Pearl Coombe and
wife, who are living at Somesville this

winter,

were

home for Cbrismss.

Christmas afternoon at the Baptist
parsonage. Jot ham Buzzell, of Cherryfield. and Mias Lorene Byder, of this place
were married by Bev. G. Mayo.
About 9
in tbe evening some of their friends,
led by a hastily-improvised band, assembled in front of tbe bouse of Alden
Byder, (ether of tbe bride, where tbe
newly-weds were stopping. After music,
fireworks and bonfires, tbe bride and
groom were escorted to the store of
of S. S. Scammon, where Mr. Bazzell ordered a treat for his guests sod Mrs. Buzzed

presented

was

with

a

handsome

Mm. Orcntt ipnl Christmas week in
Brewer.

and

James

spend hit
McKay.

McKay

came

from Bangor to

vacation with hU
•

family, ot Beyside,
Mildred Jordan
family, of Bar Bar* pita I in Bangoc,

Eowe Smith and
bor, spent Christmas with their parents,
Capt. Jefferson Smith and wife.
K. H.
Dec. 27.

and

father, Joseph

home from the hoe-

ie

Hur'i Sunday school held Hi
mum

tm

improved

in

Bertram Band and Burton Rolfe have
returned from a hunting trip at Mooae-

COUNTY NEWS

tto

evening.

Jacobson. who (pent
Min Sigfred
Christmas at home, bat returned to Bar
Harbor high reboot, She war accompanied by her sirter Bath, who will spend
a lew days with ber.
1*15Dee. 27.
_

much

health.

CRANBERRY ISLES.
John Banker and wife left tor Boston
Thursday, tor the winter.

Mrs. Gilbert Stanley let! tor Boston
The basketball team recently played a Thursday, lor an indefinite time.
Leroy Smith and wife spent Christmas return game at Bullivan, which resulted
Charles Halbert and Gladys Yeatoa rehere.
! in a victory for Winter Harbor. Score, 13 turned Saturday to resame teaching.
Tbad Hodgkins attended State grange to 8.
;
Mrs. Cora Richardson, who has been in
at Portland.
Miss Hazel Weston, who is attending Portland some time, is borne tor the winMrs. Caroline Grover spent Christmas Farmington normal
school, spent the ter.
with T. R. Hodgkins.
holidays with her parents, F. B. Wanton
Mrs. Era Salisbury, of Bar Harbor, is
Peter McIntyre, who is working in and wife.
visiting ber mother, Mrs. Hannah BanMedford, was home for Christmas.
A game of basketball Friday night ol ker.
Matthew McIntyre and Mrs. Deborah last week between Isle*ford and Wintei
Mrs. Island, ot Addison, is bate to
Harbor
eras
fast and exciting, re- spend tbs winter with ber daughter, Mrs.
Gilbert spent Christmas in Ellsworth.
Miss Rath Remick is borne from Bangor sulting in a victory for the borne teeam. Lewis Isdd.
Score, 48 to 22.
high school for the Christmas rotation.
Charles Gott and wife, who are spendOfficers of the masonic lodge for the ing the winter at Seal Harbor, spent
Lewis Leland, wife and son Hoghie, of
are
ae
follows:
W.
F.
L
M-,
Christmas at borne.
Umoiae, spent Christ mss with G. P. coming year
H. H. Hanson; J. W.,
Davit; S. W
Stratton and wile.
John Stanley, wits and son Hoyt, ot
Irving Willey; treasarer, E. W. Smith; Otter
George Googine and eon Everett and
Creek, spent the Christman recess
secretary, F. R. Weston; 8. D., F. A. with their daughter, Mrs. Charles Stanley.
wife, of North Hancock, were Christmae
Turner; J. D., A. G. Joy.
guests ot W. L Ford and wife. *
Leonard Sparling, who has been conThe following officers were elected at a
fined to bis bed since December 21 ot last
Miss Pa!mire Wallace is ill of grip st
recent meeting of the Rubie chapter, O.
the horns of Mrs. Annie Remick. There
>eer, was generously remembered on
E. 8.: W. M., Nellie Smallidge; A. M.,
Christmas day.
hse been no ecbooi since last Tuesday.
Etta Grover; C., Julia Grover; A. C.,
Rooskt.
Dec. 27.
Mm. Allie McDonald and foar children, Mattie
Ethel
Sergent; secretary,
Young;
and John Gilpstrick, of Lsmoine, were
Con
Charles
Darts.
treasurer.
HANCOCK.
Goptill; P.,
guests at C. P. Hodgkins for Christmas.
Mrs. Priscilla GuptiU died Tuesday,
Augustas 1. Toes and wife sttende<l
Melvin Wilbur end sou. Master Robert Dec.
21, at the home of her eon Judaou. State grange.
Wilbur, Mrs. Grace Barron, Miss Delia Mrs. Uuptiil had been 111 several years,
C. H. Abbott and wile and Theodore
of
and
Milton
Barron
Lsmoine, for the past ten months being confined to
Barron,
Abbott, of Bangor, were Christmas gueats
spent Christmas with Mrs. Annie Remick her bed in a helpless condition. Services
here.
and family. In the evening there tree a
were held st the Baptist church under the
Mias Gertrude Foss, of Bangor, spent
tree.
of
E.
the
O.
of
which
Mrs.
auspices
8.,
the week-end with her parents, O. W.
Dec. 27.
Akk.
was
an
honored
member,
Guptill
Foes and wife.
Dec. 27.
8.
s
THE FALLS, HANCOCK.
Maurice Lymburner and wife, of Bar
SOUTHWEST HABBOR.
Harbor, were week-end guests o( Mrs.
Min Lena Martin was in Bangor last
C. B. Young and
waek.
Mrs. Jessie Davies hu returned from s Lymburner'a parents,
wife.
visit in Boston.
Allred Tracer, o( Bar Harbor, spent
Mias Ailsa Page, wbo baa been ili several
Christmas with relatives here.
Miss Gladys Msjo is ■ pending her
weeks, was taken to tbe Massachusetts
Lawrence Uafferin went to Bar Harbor Christmas vscstion with her parents.
general hospital, Boston, for treatment
to spend the holidays with bis mother.
Miss Letitis Joy, who has been at J. T
last week. Her mother accompanied her,
Percy Bennett,of Washington Junction, R. Freeman’s two months, went to her returning Monday.
visited Baymond Havey and wife Friday. home in Winter Harbor last week.
Among theyfudenta borne for tbe ChristM. E. Scammon, wife and sons, of Bar
The Episcopal Sunday school had a mas recess are Russell Young, from Beal
Harbor, visited F. P. Goodwin and wife bountiful picnic supper at the banquet business college, Bangor; Horace Stratlast week.
hall Friday night, with a heavily-laden ton, from C. of
M.; Frederick Johnson,
from Bowdoin, and Kenneth Crabtree
Eugene Chamberlain, who was scalded tree.
Mr. and Mrs. James Thompson, with and Orlando W. Foss, jr., from Hebron
by upsetting a teakettle of boiling water
on his legs, is in a critical condition.
little daughter Christina, went to Bnllivan academy.
Dec. 27.
S.
The Christmas concert held in the last week to spend Christmas with relachnrch Christmas evening was well at- tives.
EAST FRANKLIN.
Mr. Mordecai came from
Princeton
tended, and the nsnal good time is reMiss Nora Bunker has returned to East
ported.
Thursday to greet bis many friends here
Machias to resume teaching.
The home of Jarvis Gstcomb and wife with a Christmas sermon. He will return
to his studies early in the new year.
Raymond Blaisdell is borne from 'Bates
was the scene of a happy Christmas gathMiss Millie Milao returned recently college for the Christmas recess.
ering, when all the children with their
families gathered for dinner.
Alonzo Woodworth, of Bar Harbor, is
from Bangor, where she has been under
Dec. 2T7.
G.
treatment at the Eastern Maine general visiting his brother, who is very ill.
heod lake.

MARLBORO.

!

hospital. She

WEST SULLIVAN.
A.

P. Havey

went

to"

Lewiston

last

week.

is much

improved

in

health.

Mrs. Rufus Trundy has been seriously
several weeks, making it necessary for
Mrs. Leon Wilson, who has been boarding
with her since the birth of her little son,
to come back to her home here.
ill

Tbe Christmas entertainment given at
the Methodist ebureb Friday evening was
very interesting and was well attended.

Clla ami Vila ap
tie** la Blaehill.

*tth "Wa-

Mr*

Norri* Qrindle and •oa
FW
•pool Cbrtatmaa witir Mr. and
*"> Ho,
Leach la Auguata.

ORLAND.
O. P. O'Hearn is seriously ill.
Mrs. !knb Simpson spent Christ mss
with her children in Orrington.
Carteton Sawyer and
spent Christtheir daughter, Mrs. Per ley
mas with
Ames.
wile

Cspt. Howard E. Churchill is confined
to the house by an obstinate case of
muscnlsr rheumatism.
There will be s New Year’s dance at the
hall Saturday evening, Jan. 1, with
Qray and Leach as leaders.
town

Seve.-al residences in the village have
been wired for electric lights, and several
on tbe hill are contemplating the same

improvement.
School on the hill begin Monday, Dee.
27, with P. Basel Ames, of Leach’s Point,
teacher. The village school fa under the
direction of C. Valentine Soper.
large crowd attended tbs Christmas
the school house at Crane's Corner
Tbs exercises by the
Friday evening.
children were excellent, end showed tbe
careful training they had received by
their teacher, Mias Bertha Leathers, ofOrA

tree at

nogtoo.
Dec.

Mlaa Nan

Brookl.us,

Grind]*, who trachw
Maaa., It at boro. fw

Cbriatmaa vacation.

Praaton Seller* and wlla, of

Everett Jellison, Hollis Staples and
Hallie Blaisdeil left for Cape Ann Satur-

COKKA.

Mr*. Ira Kelley, of Proapect
Harbor k
Tiaitlac her stepdaughter, Mr. jT
Tracy.
Walter Yoonar, engineer on the
nk.
aionary boat Sunbeam, la home for ts.
"
holiday*.
Joaepb D. Baker, who apent a ws*k>, n.
canon with friend* here, left
Monday f~
Clifton to reanm* teaching.
There waa a fair and aala at Mra. fw
laat week. The proceed*, about
(4Q. wil|
go toward* the new ball being bnilt hm
Dec. 20.
BLL'BHILL PA1XS

Mrs. J. B. Havey returned Friday from
trip to Portland, Wood lords, Lisbon
Falls, 8abattus. Auburn and Gardiner.

a

The Christmas concert at tbe church
The little
Christmas eve was successful.
ones were made glad with gifts from the
tree distributed by Santa Claus.
The community was shocked by the
death of Mrs. Benia man Havey
Mrs. Havey
Sunday evening, Dec. IB.
was taken to Lewiston Tuesday, Dec. 14,
in s critical condition, and underwent a
serious operation.
She teemed to be doiug finely until Saturdey. when she began
to fail and passed quietly out Sunday
sudden

evening.

atnrr.'.&tmni'i.

For Good Looks

must have good
can do her part
by
helping nature to keep the blood
pure, the liver active and the
bowels regular, with the aid of

a

woman

health. She

the mild, vegetable remedy-

BEECHAM’S
PILLS
h IK. W«U.
IOc.. 2S*.

be greatly miaaed by
neighbors, for she bad a
loving heart and kind disposition and was
ever ready and willing to care tor the sick
and assist tbe needy. Much spmpathy it
her

She

visits

Mr*. Roe* Orey. of Roekport,
lpnl
Christmas with her sisters here.
^ec- 2**
( Rt'Mitt,

day night.
Mary Webb, who is employed In Bar
Harbor, is spending her vacation with
relatives here.

.JJ1
^

Tba atorm of laat weak pot
nuny of th
lobatar flabarman out of boainee*.

ben.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

,?*
’*•

W.twwi,.

Saturday and Monday with
parent*, Frank Staple* and wife.
•P«nt

Ur*. Johnston, of Isle, boro. is

27._D.

will

friends and

should have a wholesome,
tender crust that melts into
the filling so perfectly that

telt for tbe bereaved buahand, tbe aged
mother, and tbe four sisters.
Dec. 27.
H.

even

Haynes, of

pieces

are

n

t

milled Ohio Red Winter
wheat flour that makes
evervthing bettrraml g es
farther—the all’round fi ■\'.r
for bread, cake and pastry
known as

Mra. Arthur Higgins tpent last week at
Bar Harbor.
John

two

enough. You can mal^esnrh
pastry with the specially

INDIAN POINT.

Northeast

Harbor,

spent Saturday and Sunday b re.
Bert Dow and wife, of Bernard, spent
Christmas witn Mrs. Dow’s
here.

parent^

_

ban-

quet lamp with appropriate remarks. Tbe
groom is employed by Samuel Johnson, of
Hancock.
The bride ia a graduate of

WINTER HARBOR.

Eben H. Kink he* rone tp Cambridge,
Mem (or a tew waeka.

Weeley Smith

NEW8

COUNTY

at home Christmas with tail mother,
Mm. Jennie Kii|.

wee

George Richards, wbo is employed at
Northeast Harbor, spent tbrislmas with
bis family.

Miss Harriet Blaisdell is home from
Chpt. Leroy Walls is spending the holiSpringfield, Mass., and Miss Florence from days with his niece, Mrs. Kathleen Swan,
a
Townsend, Mass., wbere tbey have been at Northeast Harbor.
Oer graduation, and is
Mrs. H. H. Havey recently entertained
Friends here of Charles Higgins, who
The concert and Christmas tree at the teaching.
Dec. 27.
Echo.
Mrs. Bradbury Smilltand Mrs. C. P. Cook, Methodist Episcopal church was
well
Judson Gordon is home from Halifax, has been so seriously ill at Bar Harbor
of Hancock.
LAMOIHE.
attended, in spite of the counter attrac- called here on account of tbe illness and hospital for many weeks, are glad to know
Armond Joy is at home from the U. of tion of basket-ball game at Masonic hall death of bis little son Hillard, wbo was that he has sufficiently recovered to reHODOKI5B-HOTT.
Id a bower of evergreen and holly, Mias M. and Miss Msrv Mattocks from Port- between Beal Harbor and Southwest Har- accidentally shot in the right arm Dec. 11 turn to bis home at Northeast Harbor.
bor high schools.
and died Dec. 18.
The annual Christmas concert at the
Hazel Hodgkins, of lamoine, only daughland on vacations.
Dec. 27.
Sprat.
Dec. 27.
B.
scboolhouse Friday evening was a great
ter of Capt. and Mrs. Charles H. l.odgSullivan high school basket-ball team
success.
A line program was rendered.
kins, was married to Kalph W. Hoy:, of defeated Hancoca A. A. last Thursday
WEST TREMONT.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
The Misses Walker, of Soinetville, genWarren, at 4 o’clock on the afternoon of evening. Score 42-8.
L. W. Rumill took a party to Ellsworth
Christmas day.
The following resolutions have been
erously contributed to the program by a
Mrs. A. W. Gordon has joined her husSaturday and brought back for tbe holi- duet and instrumental music. The presThe wedding was at the home of ::>e
Rowena He be k ah lodge.
band in Augu-ta, where they have com- adopted by
days Miss Rena Reed, who is teaching In ents from the well-laden tree were disbride's parents, only immediate relatives
MEMORIAL EKSOLCTIONS.
menced housekeeping.
and Miss Miriam Reed, who is tributed
and friends attending.
Mias Mildred
Oar fraternal home has again Brewer,
by Santa Claus, impersonated by
Ithereat.
Dec. 27.
M.
been entered, and oar beloved sister, Jalin living with her sister, Mrs. Ernest Smith, Bloomfield Higgins.
Leland played Mendelssolm’s beautiful
and
the
school
in
Ellsattending
Parker, taken from our midst, therefore
high
Dec. 27.
wedding march for the entrance of the
H.
NORTH
Franklin

high school,

taught since
popular with all.
has

Miss Fanny Y. Thaxter, of Pittsfield, is
guest at B. B. Havey's.

#

bride and groom, who were unattended.
Kev. William H. Rice, of the Lamoine
Baptist church, performed the ceremony,
the double-ring Episcopal service being
used.
The bride was dressed in a travelling
suit of taupe, and carried a bouquet of exqniaitely-tinted roeea. A reception was
held immediately after the ceremony, following which the young couple left by
automobile to catch a late afternoon train
for their honeymoon in Boston.
They
will be at home in Warren after Hew
Tear’s day.
The bride is a graduate of the Melrose,
(Maas.) high school and of Hebron
academy. The groom was in the class of
University of Maine,

“lfiuttne

member

andu>

of the Phi Gamma Delta fra-

HANCOCK.

Charles E. Googins is home from Orono

holidays.
Mrs. Mary Laffin, of Ellsworth, was a
recent guest of George Laffln.
Miss Sadie Malian
recently visited
friends in Bangor and Old Town.
Mrs. Lena Stewart and daughter and
George Googins spent Christmas with Mrs.
for the

W. 8. Ford in Marlboro.
Clarence Stratton and wife and F. H.
Stratton left Friday for Medford, Maas.,
to spend Christmas with Joseph Doyle
and wife.
L. M. Scott, wife and son Lynn, Mrs.
Emma Borke, W. E. Tracy and daughter
Beulah were guests Christmas day of Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Googins.
Dec. 27.
Axon.

worth.

be it.

Resolved,

That while we bow with humble
submission to the will of the Most High, we
do not the less mourn for our sister who has
been taken from ns.
Resolved, That the lodge tenders its heartfelt sympathy to the family and relatives in
this dark hoar of affliction.
That our charter be draped in
Resolved,
mourning for a period of thirty days.
Resolved, That these resolutions be entered upon the records of this lodge, a copy
of them be sent to the bereaved family, and
also one sent to Tub Ambeicam for publicston.
Ida M. Kichaedsok,
Emma C. Noivood,
Maby A. Doluvbk,

Committee.
Resolutions adopted by Jephtba chapter,
O. E.8.:
IfTitreat. It haa pleaaed onr Heavenly
Father to remove from oar chapter Sister
Julia Parker, aad
•Fhereoi, We believe oar loea ia her Cain
aad He who doeth all things well will comfort the sorrowing family; therefore

ternity. He it a valued employee of H. P.
WEST HANCOCK.
Hood A Sons, with headquarters at Warren.
Many valuable wedding gifts of
Sunday school has adjourned until
silver, cut glass and linen testified to the spring.
wide popularity of these young people.
Seeofved. That while we bow In aabmlaaioa
Mrs. Fred E.
Milliken has gone to
to the Divine Will, we would expreea oar siaAmong the guests in attendance were Brockton, Maas., to spend Christmas.
cere aympatby to the bereaved onea; aad farMr. and Mrs. C. O. Cousins and Mias
J. M. Milliken, of Bar Harbor, recently ther,
Louise Cousins, of Bangor; Mias L. C.
visited his parents, Henry C. Milliken and
Remolved, That a copy of theae reaolationa
Leighton, of Stillwater; Miss Mildred E.
wife.

be aeot to the

family,
placed
Leland, of Buckaport; Charles H. Hodgords, and one sent to Tnn Ellswouth AmhoiLucy and Moulton Davis, of Ellsworth, can for
kins, jr., of Philadelphia, Pa.; Joseph B.
also that oar charter be
pablicatiom
Hodgkins and Irving Q. Rouillsrd, Bos- have been visiting their grandmother, draped in mourning for thirty days.
ton; Miss Angie
Bartlett, Waltham, Mrs. Phebe Bridges.
Julia Lsmoitt,
Onnnva Toons,
School oommenoed Monday; Mrs. EmoMaas.; Mias Clara C. Hodgkins, Brockton,
Enan RicnasDaon,
Maas., and Dr. Hathan Hodgkins, Lynn, gene Peaslee, teacher. George B. Bridges
Committee.
Maas.
is conveying the pupils.
Dec. 27.
E. H. 8. *17
Mia* Clu» flodgkina and Dr. N. W.
NOrRHEAST HARBOR.
Hoogkina are at borne from liaaaacbnNORTH LA MOUSE.
aetta.
The Neighborhood house was cloned
Maynard Young and bride returned Christmas day.
Dr. John King, of New Haven, Conn.,
from Boaton Saturday.
The winter term of the local schools
Miss Anna M. Young, teacher at Bryant will
Olteutanfau
begin Monday.
A Stratton school, Boston, is home for a
Harold L. Reed and 8. Orman Smallidge
week’s vacation.
are

home for the

one

on

oar

rec-

Christmas vacation.

Edwin Lopaus and family and Philip
Pervear and wife have moved home from
Moose Island bar, arhege tbey have been
tending the weirs of J. L. Stanley A
Sons. Mr. Pervear baa rented part of
Calvin Gordon’s house, formerly tbe K. B.
Dix home.
Dec. 20.
Thelma.
HANCOCK POINT.
School began Dec. 20.

and other Skin Troubiea

George Bickford has moved home from
Bloehill Palls, where he has been living
this summer.
Mrs. Lizzie Foley, of Stonington, wbo
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. E. B.
Simpson, will keep house for Oapt. M. A.
Eaton this winter.
Dec. 20.
O.

Dr. H. W. Ball and siater Jennie, of
Lioooln, were week-end guests of their
parents.
The many

friends of Henry Ball are
pleased to hear that be is recovering from
his illness.

Capt. Martin
ago, leaving
hauled up for

Dec. 27.

came

home

his vessel
the winder.

a

in

short time
New York,

There was a concert and Christmas tree
at the chapel Chriatmss eve.
Mias Della Cousins, of Brooksville,
working for Mrs. 8. E. Sylvester, Jr.

is

B. E. Sylveeter, sr., and wife and Mias
Kate Sylvester attended State grange.
Dec. 27.
O.
NORTH ORLAND.
Alvertie Gray, returned from Portland

Friday.
A.

PRETTY MARSH.
Adelaide and Lewis Smailidge are spending Christmas at Seal Harbor, with their
grandmother, Mrs. M. H. Snow.

Charlie Saunders, of Buckaport,
James Gibbons’ last week.

was

at

to atop the itching and begin healing
with the lint application or return your
money. Them are lota of akin remedies bat Saxo ia the only one they guarantee like tfaie. Why don't you try It?
A.

rABCUa. DRUGGISTS,

with

wife,

his parents, Leslie R.
Button.

at

Convince

the Greatest

Skeptic In Ellsworth.
Because it's the evidence of
worth

an

Ells-

citiven.

Testimony easily investigated.
The strongest endorsement of merit.
The best proof.

Head it:

J. Clark, Bqrry Road. Ellsworth,
kidsays: **1 was annoyed by enacts of
1 had sharp, sbootin*
neys complaint.
and
serosa the small of
my back
E.

pains
i»
kidney secretions were irrerulsr
o«"
passage. Doan's Kidney Pills bad

the

finally t***"
that they
takinf
me, and I oontinned
them until I fell better in every way.’
Don't aimplj
Price 60c. at all dealers.
Kidask for a kidney remedy-get Doan s
Mr. Cts»
the same that
Pills

Grindle, who has been employed
using them.
in Boston, is visiting his former home
were helping
here.

came

tha

Prank Milan and Mia« Hu by Mona
home (or the holiday*.

HAIR AND SCALP
NEED DAILY CARE

latives here.
Dec. 28.

SWAN’S ISLAND.

B.

are

Mr*. Q. A. Prock 1* (pending a lev
week* at the lighthouse with her aunt.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Wade Grindle, principal of Dexter high
school, is spending his vacation with his

Banker end

bandy.

Coagh* and Colds are Dangerous.
Pew of os realise the danger of coughs and

The senior class of the Oilman high
oolds. We consider them common and harmschool bold a successful Christmas ball in less ailments. Howeser statistics ull a*
tbe Neighborhood house Thursday night. every third person diet of a long ailment.
Dangerous Bronchial and long disease* folWeacott’a orchestra.
| low a ncgieoied cold. As yonr body straggle*
IssT'are blood raas yon down—makes you
against cold germs, no better aid can be had
The
Christmas
concert
and
trae of the than Dr. Kioy'e New Disoorery. its merit
sneaey victim for disease. For pare blood'
sad sound digestion—Burdock Blood Bitters. Federated Monday school wss held in ths has been tested by old and voong. In nee
loser** year*. Set a bottle to-day. Avoid the
At ail drag stores. Price BIAS—Adrt.
Union church Christ mas night.
St. t risk of aertoa* long ailments.
Druggists.

It is the greatest pain killer ever dis8impl> laid on the skin
ne rub
bing required—it drives the pain away, it is
really wonderful.
Berkeley, Cal. writes:
!*«en?o
P
Last Saturday,
aftertramping around the

covered.

—

:-wi««b wci foei,
bone with »i neck eo ttitf Urn

t»rn.

i

I up pi led sionn’e

**at*?J** J°“>

came

couldn't
freelj and

Liniment
net morning
aurpriee, ne*
morning

the atiBneea hnd nlmoet
dlauppeured, four
hoar, niter the aeeoad application I wne ne

March, uth.

At

draiwiale. Me.

of y°tt

If yon value the appearance
hair vou should treat your scalp m?
ten and well as you brush your tee»
and rub into the scalp pores twi

daily

a

little Parisian Sage

TD»

treatment is not a mere “hair tonic.
nsu
It is bottled nourishment for the
vd
roots and it is simply wonderful
its use for even
an

improvement

week will make in the

aipearanc
is

anyone’s hair. It never injures,to
llgntfully cool and pleasant
scalp, and takes out the dull, I'**,
look In the hair, making it soft, flu®*
th
glossy and beautiful. Two or
applications remove every trace
dandruff, and dally use willpreven
the lew
return.

G. A. Parcher and

furn
ing druggists everywhere can
coats but
you with Parisian Sage-it

tride.

]

see

Frank Trendy, of Orland Falls, spent
home from
Christmas here with his grandmother,
holidays with
Mrs. Henrietta Billings.
her parents, 8. J. Leonard and wife.
•
ney
W. P. Dodge and wife and Warren had.’ Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo,
A pleasing entertainment was given at
__
N. Y.
the aahoolbouae Monday evening, after Moore and wits tpent Cbristmaa with F.
which refreshments were served at tbe A. Johnson and wife at Long Pond.
home of Mr. Leonard.
Mra. Bernice Ridley and daughter, Mrs.
The proceeds,
about fl4, are for the organ fund.
Winfield Patterson, and children, are
Dec. 27.
Q.
spending the Christmas vacation with reMias Mary Leonard
Bangor Friday to spend

Cap*. A. B. Holt and wife entertained
Miaa Evelyn Manchester, a student in
their home here on Christmas day. The
Mr. (alio*, of
Bates college, is home tor the holidays.
Qoaldaboro, spent parents.
party consisted of Dr. N. A. Holt and
Christma* here with O. F. Newman and
Arthur Grindle and wife and Augustus
Beginning this week, ths famous Para- wile.
family, of Sullivan; Mrs.Shirley Holt and
family and Miss Basel Kelley, of Bangor. mount pictures will be shown in the
War Upon Pain!
Miae Mabel Lamb, a former teacher
Pastime on Tuesday and Saturday.
Dec. 27.
Y.
Paia
is a visitor to every home
aad
here, i* spending the holiday* her* with
a
senior
in
it
Oilman
oomet
osaallj
Philip Banker,
high friend*.
quite unexpectedly. Bat
BAB HARBOR.
are prepared for every
emergency if you
school, is spending the Christinas vacation
Jou
eep a small bottle of 81oan\
Dec. 27.
Liniment
g.
The basket-ball team from

Hock port Y.
M. C. A. met with an overwhelming defeat at the hands of the Bar Harbor Y. M.
C. A. last Wednesday evening, the scon
being DM.

Should

recommended to ms, and I
I coaid soon

Alton

_

Saxo Sotve

POSITIVE PROOF.

_

Arthur Kief was at home from Seal Harbor for Christmas.

at

3br feczema

SOUTH BLUEHLL.
Schooner J. K. Bod well is here discharging coal for the Farnsworth Packing Co.

_

AMERICAN ADS PAY

]

NEWS

C0UN TY
^

Stomach Catarrh Is

north CA8TINE.

Doc. H.
Dnnber shot a deer
is home from Castlne.
Perkin*
MIM EI1»
nude • business trip to
Seil wardwell
Harbor iMt week.
end daughter
Webeter
Doris
are visiting in Islesboro.
end Merle Werdwell are
Milies Mildred
,he hi*h •choo‘ vao*,l°n'
lor
tome
end wife. Who have been
Ffed Conner
since spring, ere at home,
io Ckstinc
M. W. Grindle end wife spent
,*1)1
wi‘“ »**» ,on QeorK8 in

Very Prevalent
Ta this climate catarrh to a
prevalent disease. Catarrh affects the stomach as often as
any other organ. Perhaps every
third person Is more or lea
troubled with stomach catarrh.
Penma Is extensively used fat
these

Mrs

K*iyn

(jriltn...

PERUNA

FAMILY

REMEDY

haa

who

been

Collector’s Advertisement of 8ale of Lands
Non-Resident Owners.

ployed

Hancock Co. Savings Bank, Ellsworth

21, range 1. 34 acres; land of F H
Curtis and Jos L Emerson, lot 23,
14 44 :
range 1, 2 acres,
J J Coulter, house, barn and land of
Frank A Gray,
5 80
George Coleman, 1 nd formerly Kamuel Ford, lot 18, short, 10 acres,
2 92 ;
George Coleman & Son, lot of land of
Edw R Hart, lot i80, Short, 30 acres.
1 64
Edward E Farnha.K, lot of idnd of M
A Farnham, lot 126, range 5. 25 acres,
7 36 j
Freeman Webber, lot or land foot of
Mud pond. 20 acre s,
1 96
William R Gifford, land of W W Collins. formerly E W Rogers A. R
1 60 !
Stubbs, lot 115, range 2, 20 acres.
Daniel Hoxie, land of Charles Hoxie,
lot 13, range 2. 15 acres; land formerly H S Perkins, lot 18, range 2,
25 acres,
4 20
Thomas G Hewey heirs, homestead
land, lot 138, range 5, 30 acres: lot of
land lot 136, 137. range 5. 125 acres;
land of J L Little, lot 185, short, 8
20 52
acres,
John Hesselword, house," barn and
land formerly Chas S Davis, lot 107,
4 20
range 7,10 acres,
Thomas Kirk, land formerly Benj
8 40
Kingsbury, lot 182, short, 38 acres,
Ansel Libby, land of Mary E Lowell,
4 20
range 1,3 acres,
Percy Moore, land of John IH El5 80
dridge heirs,, lot 64, range4, 50 acres,
Cyrus Rogers, land of John Hnbbard,
5 80
lots 118.119, range 7, 53 acres,
Bertha F Snowman, land of F R Page,
lot 86, range 6, 40 acres,
3 40
Sargent LnmberCo, land of Frederick
6 76
King, lot 185, short, 90 acres,
Harry Wise, or unknown, house,
barn and land of Joseph W Shaw,
lot 7, range 1. 6 acres,
20 20!
Hattie Zlttel, house, barn and land of
Mrs Robert Miles, village,
10 60
Frank F. Smith, Collector
of taxes of the town of Bncksport.
December 18.1915.

tkssst

ILcfl.ii XotirtB.

THE

especially
(Howard

Name of

NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.
Andre Leyneek, of Boston.

To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named:
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the countv of Hancock, on the fifteenth
day of December, a. d. 1915. In vacation.
rilHE following matter having been preX senled for the action thereupon hereinThat
after indicated, it is hereby ordered:
notice thereof be given to a l persons interested. by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in the
published
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, tnat they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the fourth day of
January, a. d. 1916, at ten or the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

Sunday,

cause.

Blithen S. Higgins, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament and
three codicils thereto of said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Albion W. Wallace, the executor
therein named.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of said court.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—E. E. Chase, Register.

aw»miBtnwm»

DON’T SUFFER-LAUGH

AT STOMACH MISERY

■

suLscnber hereDy gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator with the will annexed of the estate of
LINDA €. TRACY, late of SOUTHWEST

THE

_

Among

HARBOR,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate

popular drutf
willing

of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted tkeieto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Lukkb B. Dbasy,
Bar Harbor, Me.
December 14,1915.

dyspepsia

WHEREAS

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix of the last will and testament of
EDWARD H. CARPENTER, late of CA8TINB,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

THE

cheerfully

money.”
*i.An7one
dyspepsia, indiges"hr headaches, dizay feelings
““Wes,

i*fr-

THE

Pascher

i'?,***

complaint

simply

remedy.
longer
digestion.
complete
m®
personal guarantee
I®,“r-

“?*

_

digestion,

mediately.

December

Lillian 8. Cabprmter.

14,1015,

—-

1

:

I

|

Massachusetts, by

April 28, 1914, and recorded in Hancock county, Matte, registry of
deeds, hook 512, page 127, conveyed to James F.
Farmer,of Winthrop in suid commonwealth of
Massachusetts, certain real estate and property hereinafter part cularly described, and
Whereas, the said James F. Farmer by his
assignment, dated December 29. 1914, and -ecorded in said registry of deeds in Dook 514,
page 146, transferred and sold to me, the
undersigned, the said mortgage and debt
secured by said mortgage upon property described as follows, to wit: A certain lot or
parcel of land with the buildings thereon,
situated in Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, bounded and described as follows:
about two hundred square rods of land situated on the shore of Green Lake on the
southern sioe of the road leading to said Lake
and bounded as follows: Beginning at the
shore of the Lake at the Junction of said
road; thence following said road in a generally easterly direction twenty rods; thence
at a right angle southerly ten rods; thence
running to the Lake to a point ten rods from
the point of beginning; thence by the shore
of said Lake ten rods to the point of begin
ning; subject to a mortgage ef one thousand
dollars to the Union Trust Company of said
Ellsworth.
Also four rowboats, two motor boats and all
the furniture
upon the above described
premises belonging to the said|Andre Leyneek
onh e said 28tb day of April 1914.
And whereas the conditions of said mort
gage have been and now are broken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of the conditions thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and give this notice for that purE. Hawks Kkllky.
pose.
Dated this twenty-second day of December,
1915.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
fpHE
X she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
WILLIAM MOtiOWELL, late of BLUE-

HILL,
in the county of Hsncock, deceased, and been
excused from g ving uonds as the law directs.
Ail persons having demand against the estate

of said deceased are aesired :o present the
same tor settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested te make payment immed ately.
Emma Jkan McHowkll.
*
December 7,1915.

uaivtn a. wescott, late or urooksviiie, in
subscriber, Edward C. Pickering, of
said county, deceased. Second account of M.
Cambridge, county of Middlesex, comD. Cbatto. administrator, filed for settlement. monwealth of Massachusetts, hereby gives
Calvin B. Wescott, late of Brooksville, in notice that he has been duly appointed
said county deceased.
Petition filed by M. j executor of the last will and testament and
D. Cbatto, administrator, that an ord r be j codicil thereto of
issued to distribute among tbe heirs at law MARY C.
SPARKS, late of said CAMBRIDGE,
of said deceased, tbe amount remaining in
the hards of said administrator, upon the , deceased, and given bonds as the law directs;
! that be has appointed Edward B. Hears, of 26
settlement of his final account.
Mary H. Lewis, late of Northeast Harbor. Mt. Desert street in the town of Eden, county
town of Mount Desert, in said connty, de- of Hancock and State of Maine, as his agent
ceased. Petition filed by Mary E. Lewis, ex- ; within the said State of Maine, and he does
ecntrix, that the amount of inheritance tax stipulate and agree that the service of any
legal process against him as such executor,
on the estate of said deceased, be determined
such process
the service of any
or that
by the Jndge of Probate.
capacity in any
Emily M. Savage, late of Monnt Desert, in against him in his individual
said county, deceased.
Petition
filed by action founded upon or arising out of any of
shall, if
George A. Savage, administrator, that the his acts or omissions as such executor,
amount of inheritance tax on said estate be made on such agent, have like effect as |if
made on him personally within the said State
determined by the Judge of Probate.
All persons having demands
Sarah J. Somes, late of Mount Desert, in of Maine.
said county, deceased. Petition filed by John against the estate of said deceased, are deA. Somes, administrator, that the amount of sired to present the same for settlement^ and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
the inheritance tax on said estate be deterpayment immediately
mined by the Judge of Probate.
Edward C. Pickering,
Eliza L. Homans, late of Eden, in said
Executor.
Nov. 2,1916.
county, deceased. Petition filed by Robert
Homans and Reginald Foster, praying that
the appointment of said petitioners named as
NOTICK OF FORECLOSURK.
trustees in the last will and testament of said
Warren P. Hooper, of Casdeceased, may be couflrmed'by said court.
tlne, Hancock county, State of Maine,
W.
late
of
winter
Harbor,
George
McKay,
in said county, deceased. Petition filed by by his mortgage deed dated Nov. 16, 1914, reEunice M McKay, widow, for an allowance corded in Hancock registry of deeds, book
618, page 232 (said mortgage being given subout of the personal estate of said deceased.
Herman L. Savage, late of Mount Desert, in ject to a previous one, which 1 also own), consaid county, deceased." Second and final ac- veyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot of
Castine, and
count of H. Mardell Savage, administrator, real estate situated in said
bounded and drscr'bed as follows: Being the
filed lor settlement.
Althea W. Heath, late of Verona, in said satre full" described in said mortgage deed, to
leiertuce is hereby made; and whereas
county, deceased. A certain instrument pur- I which
porting to be the last wil. and testament of the condition of said mortgage has been
said deceased, together with petition for pro- broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach
bate thereof ana tor tbe appointment of of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure
Celia Albxandrr.
Adrian L. Ulmer or some other suitable per- of said mortgage.
Castine, Me.
son administrator with the will annexed,
presented by Roseltha E. Ulmer, daughter of
said deceased.
subscriber Anna E. McLennan, of
Eliza A. Haley, late of Bucksport, in said
Alameda. California, hereby gives notice
that she has been duly appointed adminiscounty, deceased. A certain instrument pur
porting to be the last will and testament of tratrix of the estate of
slid deceased, together with petition for pro- MARAINNETTA HINMAN, late of 8ULLIbate thereof and for tbe appointment of the
VAN,
executux without giving bonds, presented by
Mary E. Smith, the executrix therein nan:ed. in the county of Hancock, deceased, and been
Charles H, Bowden, late of Bucksport, in excused from giving bonds as the law directs;
said county, deceased. First account of Fred and that she has appointed Henry M. Hall, of
R. Page, administrator, filed for settlement.
Ellsworth, in said county, her duly qualified
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of said Court. agent in the State of Maine, according to law.
All persons having demands against the esA true copy of the original.
Attest: E. E. Chasm, Register. tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imSTATE OF MAINE.
Anna E. McLennan.
Collector'll Advertisement of Sale of Lands of mediately.
Dec. 7,1915.
Non-Hesident Owners.
subscriber, Louis de K. Hubbard, of
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of
Slate
of
Orland, in the county of Hancock, for the
Middletown,
Connecticut,
hereby gives notice that he has been duty apyear 1915.
executor of the last will and testafollowing list of taxes on real estate of pointed
ment of
non-resident owners in the town of Orland, Me., aforesaid, for tbe year 1915, com- ELIJAH K. HUBBARD, late of MIDDLEmitted to me for collection for said town on
TOWN,
the 21st day of May, 1916, remains unpaid; and
notice is hereby given that if said taxes with in the county of Middlesex, State of Conintesest and charges are not previously paia, necticut, deceased, and given bonds as the law
that he has appointed H. M.
sotmuch of the real estate taxed as is sufficient directs, and
to pay tbe amount due therefor, including in- Conners, of Eden, his duly qualified agent in
terest and charges, will be sold without the State of Maine according to law. All perfurther notice at public auction at town hall sons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
in said town, on the first Monday in Februfor settlement, and all indebted thereto are
ary, 1916, at 9 o’clock a. m.
requested to make pavment immediately.
Louts dr K. Hubbard.
December 7, 1916.
Name of owner, description of
incld in
and chgs
property.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
R Carlisle, southerly half of lot
she has been duly appointed adminisMyron
No 117, according to plan of Orland,
$ 9 97 tratrix of the estate of
F H Harriman, Rafnel place, bounded
JULIA E. PARKER, late of SOUTHWEST
northerly by land of the heirs of J N

THE

owner,

commonwealth of
WHEREAS,
his mortgage deed dated

fsar

«vli

WHEREAS,

Amt of
description of
tax due
property.
J W Smart, cottage and lot.
$3 50
Heirs of John Bood, ^ mining lot,
180
Geo bob M Hall, Collector
of taxes, Verona, Me., fot 1915,

sixty-ei^ht

spending

Sointed

THE

mothel,

purpose.

A

1

THE

helped

STATIC OF MAINE.

1

tertained

remedy

THE

to be the last will and testament of said deHancock ss.—At a probate court held at
ceased, together with petition for prooate Ellsworth, in and for said
county of Hancock,
thereof, presented by Margaret B. Kief, prin- on the seventh day of December, in the year
cipal beneficiary named in said will, praying of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
that letters testamentary may be iseued to
fifteen.
Henry M. Hall, executor therein named, withCERTAIN instrument purporting to be
out his giving bond.
a copy of the last will and testament of
Elvira J. Colby, late of Hancock, in said
G. CROSWELL. late of NEW YORK,
JAME0
Petition that Frank 8.
county, deceased.
in the county of New York, and state of
Spiller or some other suitable person be apNEW YORK,
administrator
of
the
estate
said
point'd
of
deceased, presented bv Hanford B. Spiller, deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
uncle and heir of said deceased.
county of New York, duly authenticated,
Sarah Colson, late of Castine, in said coun- having been presented to the Judge of proty, deceased. Petition that George K. Par- bate for our said county of Hancock for the
sons or some other suitable person be
of being allowed, filed and recorded
apadministrator of the estate of said fpurpose
n the probate court of our said county of
ecessed, presented by Rose Turner, niece of Hancock.
said deceased.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
Frank P. Gray, late of Penobscot, in said persons interested therein, by publishing a
county, deceased. Petition that G. M. Sts pies' copy of this order three weeks successively
or some other suitable person be appointed
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
administrator ot tbe estate of ssid deceased, printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hanprerented by Clara C. Gray, heir-at-law of cock, prior to the fourth day of January, a. d.
said deceased.
1916, that they may appear at a probate court
Gladys Conary Murch, late of Eden, in said then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for said
Petifc cn that George B. county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the forecounty, deceased
Murch or some other suitable person be apnoon, and show cause, if any they have,
pointed administrator of the estate of said against the same.
deceased, without giving bonds, presented by BERTRAND E. CLARK, Jndg*of Probate.
B.
March, widower of said deceased.
George
A true copy of the original.
Arthur 8hute, late of Ellsworth, in sWd
Attest— E. E. Chase, Register.
Petition that Henry M.
county, deceased.
Hall or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the »state of said
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
deceased, presented by Martyn Hall Shote,
Francis Gasper, late of Surry,
son and one of the heirs-at-law of said deHancock county, Maine, deceased, by
ceased.
James S. Douglass, late of Brooksville, in his mortgage deed, dated F^ruary 22, a. a.
said county, deceased.
Third account of O. 1886, and recorded in Hancocx county, Maine,
registry of deeds, in book 202, page 476, conL. Tapley, executor, filed for settlement.
Austin H. Dority. late of Sedgwick, in said veyed to L. A. Emery, of Ellsworth, in said
a
certain
state,
parcel of
deceased. First and final account of county and
county,
situated in said Surry, and described as,
Lucy F. Dority, administratrix, filed for set- land
on the
‘‘the
east
half
of
lot
(49)
forty-nine
tlement.
L zzie A. Googins, late of Ellsworth, in said plan of said Surry, the same conveyed to me
R. T. Carlisle, by deed of Feby. 2,1886, reby
deceased.
First
of
account
Edmond
county,
corded in the Hancock registry of deeds, vol.
J. Walsh, executor, filed for settlement.
John S. Lynam, late
of Eden, in said 204. folio 282."
And whereas the said L. A. Emery assigned
deceased.
Second
and
final
account
county,
COLLECTOR’S NOTICE OF SALE.
of Fred C. Lynam, administrator, tiled for 8i‘id mortgage to Aubrey Gasper, as appears
by his assignment thereof recorded in said
settlement.
taxes
of
land
situated
in
the
town
of
Unpaid
John Laughlin, late of Great Pond, in said H ancock county registry of deeds in book 413,
Verona, county of Hancock, State of Maine,
275;
for the year 1915.
county, deceased. First and final account of page
And whereas the said Aubrey Gasper asLillian
L. Weston, administratrix, filed for
list
of
taxes
on
real
estate
following
said mortgage and note to me as apsigned
settlement.
pt non-resident owne-s in the town of j Mary Ana Sargent, late of
his alignment dated Dec. 10, a. d.
Verona aforesaid for the year 1915, committed j
Sedgwick, in said pears by
county, deceased. First and final account of 1915;
to me for collection for said town on the 31st
And
whereas
the condition of said mortW.
Sargent, administrator wi.h the
day of July, 1915, r< mains unpaid, and notice Henry
gage has be« n broken, and now remains
is hereby given that if said taxes with inter- 1 will annexed, filed for settlement.
Sarah J. Somes, late ol Mount Desert, in broken, now therefore I claim a foreclosure of
est and charges are not previously paid, so
|
said mortgage for breach of the condition
much of I he real estate taxed as is sufficient' said county, deceased. First ard final acthereof, and hereby give notice of my intento pay the amount due therefor, including in- 1 count of John A. Somes, administrator, filed
tion to foreclose the same.
lor
settlement.
will
terest and charges
he sold without
Charles W. Mason,
Sarah J. Saunders, late of Deer Isle, in arid
further notice at the scboolhouse in school
by Fred L. Mason, his attorney. ^
district No. 1, in said Verona, on the first county, deceased. First and final account of
Dec. 10, 1915.
Ellsworth,
Clara
A.
filed
lor
settleRaynes, executrix,
Monday in February, 1916, at nine (9J o'clock

"p^jajont

parents,

es-

THE

YOUR SPARE CASH

em-

STATS OF MAIFB.
Collector** Advertisement of Bnls of Land* •/
Non-Resident Owner*.
Unpaid taxes on lands sit anted in the town of
Penobscot, in the ooanty of Hanooek. for
the year iilS.
j
following list of taxes on real estate
of non-resident owners, in the town of
Penobscot, aforesaid, for the year 1916, committed to me for collection for said town on
the 17th day of May, 1916, remains unpaid:and
notice is hereby given that if said taxes with
interest and charges are not previously paid,
so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold
without further notice, at public auction, at
town hall in said town, on the first Monday of
February, 1916, at nine o’clock, a. m.
Name ol owner, description of
Amt of
tax due
property.
Deveresux Co. Inc. formerly the
Willard Heath farm and build12 86
ings,
Herbert M Allen, potato house at
South Penobscot,
16;20
4 80
George M Warren. 80 acres lot 80,
I. W. Bovdbn, Collector
of taxes of the town of Penobscot.
Dec. 14,1916.

of At a
probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the seventh
day of December, a. d. 1915.
tbs
in
tam
on
lands
rltoated
town
Unpaid
or Bucksport, in the county of Hancock, for
prerpHE following matters having been
X seated for the aotion thereupon herein
the year 1915.
af:er
indicated, it is hereby ordered: That
following list of taxes on real estate of notice
interbe
to
all
persons
given
thereof
non-resident owners in the town of
ested, by canting a copy of this order to be
Bucksport aforesaid, for the year 1915, comthree weeks successively m the
mitted to me for collection for said town on published
Ellsworth
American, a newspaper published
the 29th day of May, 1915, remains unpaid; and
at Ellsworth, in said ooncty, that they may
notice is hereby given that if said taxes with
at a probate court to be held at EllsInterest and charges are not previously paid, appear
worth in said county, on the fourth day
so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient
to pay tne amount due berelor, including in- of January, a. d. 1916, at ten of the clock in
the forenoon, and be beard thereon if they sec
terest and charge*, will be sold without
cause.
further notice at public auction at the office
Ellen F. Davis, late of Ellsworth, In said
of the selectmen in said town, on the first
county, deceased. A certain instrument purMonday in Febiuary, 19’.6, at 9 o’clock a. m.
to be the last will and testament of
porting
Amt of
said deceased, together with petition for protax due ;
bate thereof, presented by Hollis E. Dav<s,
Names of owners, and descripincld Int
executor named in said will, and Addle F.
tion of property.
& chgs.
Duffee, an heir-at-law of said deceased.
William W Collins, homestead land
Jane H. Graves, late of Franklin, in said
of E W Collins estate, lot i, range 1,
county, deceased, A certain instrument pur25 acres;
land formerly Reuben
porting to be the last will and' tes ament of
Stnbbs heir of E W Collins estate.
said deceased, together with petition for pso« j
Gore, 86 acres; land formerly E W
hate thereof, presented by Frank E. Blaisdell,
Rogers A Ft 8i ubbs heirs of K W Colthe executor therein named.
lins est, lot 115. range 2,40 acres,
$16 20
John Kief, late of Ellsworth, in said connty,
J H Clark, land of Abner Crosby, lot
deceased.
A certain instrument purporting

filr

Name of owner,*anri?descrip'
incld int
tion of property
& chgs
Linwood
or
Cushman,
unknown,
Francis Perkin*,
wood lot, bounded on the northwest
is
home
for
at Holbrook’* island,
isn’t safe anywhere shout vour perby tbe road leading from Burry vilson or borne.
lage to Bucksport read, on the
left with this bank,
tbe winter.
northeast by Furry and Ellsworth
it Is absolutely proteeted, and earnof
Penobscot,
town line, on the south by land of
and
wife,
W 3 Bridge*
ing more dollars all the time!
Eugene Gaspar and others, on the
Edwin
Ordway
Oapt.
west by land of M. R. Milliken heirs
Visited lu-r parent*.
and
Patten's Pond stream, containweek.
last
,nd *ile,
ing TOO acres,
$15 00
Dunbar, a sludent of Bowdoin
Finn, John B.. part of Tim Finn
place, bounded on tbe north and
the Christmas receaa with
H’ent
♦
coUee''.
ast by land of K N Osgood. G H
Isaac Dunbar and wife.
Phillips and Oatley Gray, on the
pis
south hy county road and on the
were enchildren
wife
and
west by land of E N Osgf od and
K<)«? Conner,
A tniirt i>r« p*rAtu« of nwrtL
to cn*i|ic»i.. dandruff.
Oatley Gray, containing 33 acres,
Cbrlatmea at the home of her
more or less,
8 55
For R oitormi Color tnd
at
West
and
Marks
wife,
Noiman, Frederic F and Dunham,
Beavry to Ora y or Faded Hair.
brotber, William
t'-ur. w»* «(LflO at Dnitytau.
Myron K trustees, cottage and
Benobscot.
farm at South Surry bounded on
who attended
the north by land of Gerone and
J. W. Bowden and wife,
Arthur Young, on the east
by
are visiting
at
Portland,
Union River bay, on the south by
ttestate grange
at
Lawland formerly Byron C rter farm,
Daniel
Mrs.
Champion,
her sister,
COI.UCTOR S NOTICK OK WALK.
on tbe west by Bluehill bay, conbefore returning home.
rence, Mass.,
taining 40 acres, more or less. A
Unpaid taxes on land situated in the town of
lot of land formerly Byron Carter
Qonldaboro, in the county of Hancock, for
Mrs. Bert Bowden, with ber daughter
farm, bounded on tbe north by land
the year 1915.
Wardwell
formerly G P Stewart I Alfred
following lint of taxes on real estate
Marion, of Caatine, and Kay
of resident and non*resident owners in
Young place], on the east by Union
,nd daughter, of Harboraide, visited their the town of
River b iy.on the south by land of E
Gonldsooro, for the year 1915.
K. Wardwell and wife, on committed to me
C and Charles P Briggs.on the we9t
Fred
for
for
collection,
said
parents,
town,
on the 14th day of May, 1915. remains
by Bluehill b»y, containing 35
unpa d;
Christ mss.
acres. Joseph Kane farm bounded
and notice is hereby Riven that if said taxes,
on the north by Patten’s bay, on
Interest
and
and
entertainment
tree
are
not
charges
previously paid,
The Christmas
the east by Union River bay, on the
so much of the real estate taxed as i« sufficient
under
the
south by land of Frank Pemberton
at the Dunbar achoolhouae,
to pay the amount due therefor, including inA +
and A Cooary, on the west by lai d
direction of the teacher. Mum Annie L. terest and charges, will be sold at public
Iff 25
of Leslie Kane, containing 57 acres,
auction at town house in saiu town, (the same
to
ali, being the place where the last preceding an- Phillips, Bernice, lot of land, bought
Dnnber, brought much enjoyment
of Alla Lee, bounded on the north
nual town meeting of sa.d town was held) on
the children.
______
by Patten’s bay, on the east by land
the first Monday of February, 1916, at 9 o’clock
of Lt die Kane, on tbe south
by
Gordon and Jbride, who was a. m.
land of I C Anderson, on the west
Names of owners, description of
Tax
Mias Gertrude K. Dodge, came lrum Banby land of Kingley and Urindle,
real estate.
due
45
acres,
Christmas
containing 1
gor last week to^apend the
aasiDBXT.
Stewart, Virginia, lands bought of
James C Young, bounded on the
holidays withl her. parenta, David M. Charles Moore, home lot buildings
south by land of E N Cunningham,
thereon, bounded as follows: On
Dodge and wife. They will leave aoon for
on thejweat by highway? and on the
south by town road, on west, north
New Jersey, wner* tney will reside.
north and east by Union river bay,
and east by land of Francis Ouptill,
Serenus
Icontaining lHl acres.
No
or
acres
value f 190,
Dec. 27.
$4 38
Young lot, bounded on the north
Frank L Ouptill, wood lot, No of acres,
by lai d of J C Young heirs, on the
50, value tllO.
2 54
SEDGWICK.
ra»t by high way, on the south by
Ernest Marshall, land with buildings
land of E N Cunningham, on the
thereon, bounded as follows: Mouth
E. L. Ferguson and wife attended State
m-st by E N Cunningham and J C
land
of
William
by
Seavey. sr. on
6 75
Young heirs..containing 18 acres,
west and north
by land of Alfred*
grange.
E. I). Smith, Collector
Hamilton, on east by tide waters, No
Carl Day came home from Wolcott, N.
town
of
ol
the
of acres 14, value $293,
of taxes
Surry.
4 74
Dec ?C.‘lfl>5
WON- KF-SIDRNT.
1'., Saturday.
SALK.
» ioK'.i,Xullt£ «»*
i;.n
Colon
one lot of timber land,
McKenzie,
Eiti W. Bridges, of Boston, was here
Noot acres 1400, value $1500,
34 60 Unpaid tinea on land situated jn the town of
Homer Brawn, one lot bounced as folfor Christmas.
Tf mont, iu the county of Hancock, for the
lows:
North bv land of Forrest
year 19'. ft.
There will be an extra after the dancing
Young, east and south bv land of
following list of taxes on real estate
npHE
west by town road,
of non resident owners in the town of
F.phratm
Crowley,
JL
next
school
Saturday.
No of acres ‘4. value $ii>.
46 Tremont, for the year 19 5, committed to me
DO&8 B Roduk land on Ro< ick
for collection, for saM town, on the 19th day
A. P. Roberta and wife bare returned
island so called 3ly acres, value $r'60,
15 20 of May, 1916, remains unpaid; and notice is
from a trip to California.
Lewis L Doiliver.one- third of a 300 acre
hereby given that if saia taxes, iutere.-t and
lot undivided, bounded as follows:
charges are not previously paid, so much of
ColuntbU chapter, O. E. S., will hold its
On the west by land or E F Whitaker,
the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
north by Robert Joy est and others,
installation of officers Jan. 7.
amount cue therefor, including interest and
on the east by Aaron Havey est and
charges, will be sold at public auction at
J. Frank Gray and wife spent ChristWillard Tracy, south by county road,
Bernard hall, in said town, (the same being
value of one-third $125,
2 88
the place where the last preceding annual
mas with their daughter in Brookliu.
Asa T Stvvbns, Collector of taxes
town meeting of said town was held) on the
for the town oi Gouldsboro for the year 1915. first Monday of February, 1916, at 9 o’clock
Maynard Douglass, of Caatine, has been
Dec 20, 1915.
visiting bis brother, Edward Douglass.
Name of owner, descrip
Value, of tax.
STATIC OK MAINE.
tion of proDerty,
There waa a tree at the church Saturday
in common of
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town Byron'Boyd,
evening (or the children of the Sunday
of Castine. in the county of Hancock, for the
8»-j acres, per reg deeds, vol
school.
year 1915.
214, p 78. *3 in common of 14
acres, reg deeds, vol 209 p
following list of taxes on real estate
Mias Louise Anderson came from Boston
$250
$ 8 25
506,
of non-resident owners in the town of
SaturiLy to a,.end the holidays with her Castine, for the year 1915, committed to me Homer BrawnJ mountain lot,
2 acres,
on the fourteenth day of May,
collection
for
A. Anderson and wife.
parents,
Frederick Bridgbam. land In
remains unpaid; and notice is hereby given
H.
No 11. ^ undivided 10 acre
D.c. g,\
that if said taxes, interest and charges are
lo*- in common with Levi B
not previously paid, so much of the real
estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount
Wyman, 5 acres
BURRY.
due therefor, including interest and charges, Heirs of Abel B Bartlett, land
and
buildings on west side
at
auction
at
sold
said
on
will
be
town,
Helen Clark went to Bernard Friday.
public
of Goose Cove 7 acres. Land
the first Monday of February, 1916, at, 9
on Tinker’s island, per rest
Lloy 1 Torrey is at borne tor a short o’clock in the forenoon.
deeds, vol 468. page 894, and
Names of owners and.deacrip|Amt of
visit.
vol 424. page 107,
tax due
tlon of property
Clark, marsh in No 5,
Thomas
Miss Fannie Allen returned home last Daniel Johnson, one lot or parcel of
2 acres,
in
bounded
land situated
Castine,
week.
E Harring Dickinson, Wj undion the north by land of R P Gay,
vided 2 acre lot east side of
Una Sperry has gone to Bar Harbor for
on the east by land of Anna WithSeal Cove, 1 acre, formerly
erle. on the south by land of W. A.
the Geo Taney lot,
a wtek.
Walker, and on the west by Main
Sarah Friend, Hodgdon lot
$ 48 40
street.
John Woivin is visiting his
per reg deeds, vol 214, p 620.
Mrs B B Robinson Estate—(1) One
Joy lot per reg deeds, vol
M-. M ny Osgood.
965
31 85
lot or parcel of land situated in
214, p US,
Castine. bounded on the north by
Beni Gott. homestead; at Seal
Mrs. Bernice Phillips and Franoea
Perkins St., on the east by land of
Lot E of road
Cove, 2 acres
J W Veaxie, on the south by harCurtis spent Bnnday at home.
■ear J R Kelley lot in field,
bor, and on the west by land of
ft acres. High Head lot, 39
200 86
Ther- wilt be a masquerade ball in the
Collins heirs,
acres,
(2) One lot or parcel of land situF W Hill, land at Bass Harbor
grange hall, Friday evening, Dec. 31.
ated in Cautine, bounded on the
48 acre lot,
Head h of
north by Court St., on the east bv
bounded on N by land of P
Elsie -perry has gone to Augusta.
land of A C Coombs, on the south
W Richardson and Willis
Wataon. on E by land of
by land of E H Gray, and on the
Among toe departures on Monday, were
881
west by land of Fred Straw estate,
Eliza Fuller and Mary S
Myra nil i.igton, Ethel Lord, Lixzie Gray
(8) One lot or parcel of land situCobb, and 8 and W by lightated in Castine, bounded on the
Ella Jarvis, Alice Coulter and Iva Trehouse lot and the sea,
north by land of T E Hale, on the
Frank S Hamilton, L R Hodgworgy, for Caatine.
east by land«f P C Morgrage, on
don lot per reg deeds, vol 483.
396
the south by Battle Ave., and on
Dec. 27.
p 206. Mountain lot 60 acres,
L.B
the west by land of Castine Water
Wro A Murphy, land and
71
Co.,
building* at Seal Cove 1*«
WEST BURRY.
993
pio
acres,
8. W. Cash, Collector.
land on
Edwin M Moore,
Castine, Me., Dec. 20.1918.
Daniel M. Carter, one of the best-known
Gott’s Island. 8 acres.
citizens o( this community, died ThursPeters A Ober, Aram Ober lot
COLLECTOR’S NOTICE OP SALK.
at Cent er.land and buildings
day, after a long illneas, at the age of
town
of
situated
in
the
on
land
taxes
per reg deeds, vol 430. p 264,
Unpaid
Bloomfield Reed
acres.
will
Mr.
Carter
for
the
2634
long
in
the
of
years.
Hancock,
county
Franklin,
lot in No 12,per regdeeds.vol
be remembered for bia
1915.
kindneighborly
<93. p 451, 7*4 acres. Land at
HE following list of taxes on real estate
ness. He waa married
Center, per reg deeds, vol
of non-resident owners in the town of
forty-eight years
493. p 471,16*2 acres. Land at
‘SO to Lucy A. Baunders, who survives Franklin, for the year 1915. committed to me
Center, per reg deeds, vol
the
on
15th
said
town,
for
day
for
collection,
him.
No children were born to them. of May 1915, remah.a uupa‘d; and notice is
498. p 471,10 acres. Land at
,Center *3 undivided 63* acre
He also leaves two brothers, Simeon and hereby given that if said taxes, interest aud
lot per reg deeds vol 493, p
of
so
much
are
not
previously paid,
Frank, and one sister, Pbebe A. Saun- charges
471, 3J« acres,
the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
undivided
ders. The funeral was held at the school- amount due therefor, iucludii g interest and John A Peters, ^lot
per reg
of C J Thurston
charges, w.ll be sold at public auction at town
house
Rev. Mr. Gaban officiating. house, in taid town, ('he same being the place
deeds, vol 485, p 127, 68 17-40
150 -.YT « 9i
town meetacres,
annual
the
last
where
Dec. 27.
‘preceding
L.
Id) on the first Mon< Andrew E Parker, land at
ing of said town was held
125
1 82
Bernard, 3* acre,
day of February, 1916, at 9 o’clock a. m.
Will Mayo lot H
tax WW Rich,
Names of owners, description of
No 5.
v
property.
Fred Robinson, wood lot No
Samuel Scammon, heirs, land on Mar10, 63* acres,
tin's ridge, bounded on north by land
Edward R Reed, land and
of A C Stewart & Son, and C H Mabuildings at Center, 25 acres.
Lunt lot east of road.‘ 14
comber, east by east line cf FrankSouthern hi of pastlin. south by line of A C Stewart A
seres.
ure west of road, 10 acres.
Son, north by land of C H Macomber
and J D Macomber heirs. 1 acre,
Mountain lot. 40 acres,
® A- l’»rcher Will Return the
$3 56 Flora Stewart, land and buildvalue $50,
Money
340
1122
E G Burnham, No 1, mill lot, bounded
iSgs at Ct nter. 13* acres,
U Ml o-u Does Not Relieve
on north, east and west by land of E
Fred A Tracy, land per deed,
225
7 42
south
county
by
vol
558,
Scammon
heirs,
E
483, p
Dyspeptla.
Frank G Tibbetts, Western
road. 1 acre, value $50
ail the remedies in G. A.
deeded by Benj
Outlook
No 2,
Lauding” bounded on north
2 48
75
rarcher’s
Gott.reg deeds,vol 494. p 466,
store, there are
by county roao, on east by land of 8
60
1 65
few that he is
Qeo D Walls, wood lot, lft acres,
8 Scammon. on south and west by
to sell ou a
W butler, 1 acre, value
Geo
of
taxes
land
of
Collector
Wxtson,
Willis
guarantee to refund the money if they
for the town of Tremont for the year 1916.
uo not cure.
No 8, store lot, bounded on the north
Dec. 17,1916.
by county road, on esst and south by
the famous
rem
weat
on
by
land of Sarah Mullen,
euy, has
NOTICK OP rOKECLOSUMB.
so many of his cus
land of Mary O Austin eat. *3 acre,
“®ers that Mr. Parcher
Charles Lawson, of Brook*
8
value with building 8200,
says: “If
this
lin, in the county oi Hancock and
does not relieve you.
E. W. Hastings, collector of taxes
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated
1915.
the
for
come back to
Franklin
of
year
town
for the
my store and I will
October 6,1813, and recorded in-the registry of
Dec. 20. 1915.
deeds for said county of Hancock, in book 602,
return your
page 218. conveyed to the undersigned, Henry
who has
STATE OK MAINE.
WTSargent, of Sargentville, in said county
or liver
of Hancock. 8tate of Maine, a certain lot or
,
Unpaid Uies on lands situated in the
of
should take advantage of town of Cranberry Isles, in the county of parcel of land situated in said town
Brooklin bounded and described as folHancock.
liWSi
c**»nce to be made well without OBB
of
shore
on
the
Eggelows:
*ny risk of
following lu« on real e.tate ofnon- moggin Beginning
his money to
Reach by land formerly owned T>y
“o
r. aidant owner, la the town of Oranthence
northeasterly
Eaton;
Mi-o-na will relieve you,
year. M14-1# Richard Eaton’s land and land formerly
berry Ielee aloreiald lor the lor
uld town bv said
re8u*»te the
will eu- committed to me lor collection
Lemuel Smith to the head of the
owned
by
*ble you to eat what
le
hereby
(tleen
and notice
thence easterly five rods and
you want. If it remain unpaid;
pre 1 original lot; to land of Alfred Eaton's heirs;
aoes not do all this it will not cost that II aaid taaee with chargee are nottaxed
eleven links
rlonaly paid io muob ol the real ratate
south westerly by said heirs land to
you a cent.
thence
aa la .uIBclent to pay theamoontdaethere.
Reach aforesaid;
sold without the shore of Eagemoggin
five rods eleven
has sold hundreds of lor, including charges, will ho at
town hall thence westerly by said shore
of Mi-o-na and has yet to re- farther notice at public auction in February, | links to the point of beginning. Containing
In said town on the first Monasy
or less; together with all
more
acres
seven
the first
I
from any cus- 1916, at 9 o'clock a. m.
standing thereon; and, whereas
Amt of I buildings
have
marr’““r- Such a record is
said
mortgage
the conditions of
tax due ;
are
and speaks volumes for the
not been fulfilled but have been and now
®erit of the
•fames of owners and descripbroken, now therefore, by reason of said
charges breach of said conditions, the undersigned
tion of pioperty.
®uffer a day
with disf T B Freeman and others, 4\ acres
nr a
Henry W. Sargent, claims a foreclosure of
land on northerly pari Button a
said mortgage and gives this notice for that
If Mi-o-na does
14
Island,
purpose.
Jou
satisfaction you
h»»y W. Sabgbnt.
Chablbs E. Stakluy, Collector
|
Parcher’s
of taxes of the town o! Cranberry Isles.
1816.
to return
1 Dated December;^,
D c. 19,1916.
your money.

Penobscot.

To all persona interested in either of the
tates herein*!ter named:

tTATI or MAINE.

STATE or MAINE.
Collector's Advtrtiaemeni of Sale of Land$ of
Non-Reeident Ownere.
Unpaid taxes on^lands situated In the Town
of Barry, in tne County of Hancock, for the
1915.
HE following list of taxes on real estate of
non-resident owners in the town of
8urry aforesaid, for the year 1916, committed
to me tor collection for said town on the
seventh day of May, 1915, remains anpaid;and
notice is hereby given that if said taxes with
interest and charges are not previously paid,
so much of
the real estate taxed as
Is
sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest .and. charges, will be sold
without further notice; at public auction at
Town house in said town, on the first Monday
in February, 1916, at 9 o’clock a. m.
Amt of

gqpjf ifottas,

ljga:N;na».

Xqjal ITattca,

legal Notice*.

]

WHEREAS,

j

THE

—

THE

THE

THE

Harriman, easterly by hignway,
southerly by cemetery and land of U
8 Gross, westerly by land of U 8

Gross,
310
Dennis D Swazey, land of former homestead, bounded northerly and easterly by Hot Hole brook (so-called),
southerly by lot No 65, westerly by
10 00
range line and Dead river,
Gbo H Show, Collector
of taxes of the town of Orland.
Dec 20,1916.
Hereby gives notice that
X he haa been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
ELMIRA
PEASE, lit* of VbUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persona
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same foi
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make oayment immediately.
Chaklis H. Pbasb.
December 14,1915.
riiuis

subscriber

subscriber

hereby gives
THEshe has been duly
appointed
tratrix of the estate of

notice that
adminis-

MARY C. DiX, late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
Eva M. Stubbs.
December 14, 1915

HARBOR,

In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persors
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Flobbncb Parker Joy.
December 7. 1916.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
MARY H. WHITMORE, late
of MOUNT

THE

DESERT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and been
excused from giving bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested'to make payment
immediately.
Warren H. Whitmore.
December 7.1915.
subsetiber

hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
THE
of the last will and

testament of
GEORGE E. PIERCE, late of LAMOINB,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
beii.g required by the terms o» said will. Al!
persons huving demands against the estate of
said decease are detired io present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are re-

quested

io make

payment immediately.

December 7,1915.

Fbrd L. Mason,
Ellsworth, Mr.

T
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Bannerman’s
Castle

CENTURY Theatre
-BLUEHIIyL
Phoenix Film

-

Corporation Presents

Romance of a Girl Who Became Lost In a Maze.

The Great EUROPEAN WAR
ONE DAY ONLY

SATURDAY, JANUARY 1.

|

COUNTY NEWS
BLUEHILL.
Miss

Lena Hinckley is visiting in Bos-

the steamer Vinalbaven, and
been with bis sister here,
Mrs. 8. A. McDonald, has now gone to
Knox hospital tor treatment.
Nihil.
Dec. 27.

scalded

on

who has since

WEST GOULU8BORO.

Louse McIntyre is spending a few
days with her father, Frank McIntyre.
Miss Edith Chase, of Orono, is spending
her vacation with her mother, Mrs. Mabel
Miss

Chase.

The great
European war pictures,
“Fighting in France,” will be shown at
the Century Saturday night.
The Village improvement association
will meet in the town ball Monday evening, Jan. 10, instead of Jan. 3.
Harry Hayes and wife, of Woodland,
have returned home, after a few days with
George M. Pillsbury and wife.
News was received of the death of Mrs.
George W. Clay in Bangor on Sunday.
Interment will be in Seaside cemetery.
A. B. Clough established a record for
butchering one last week
weighing 613 pounds. Albert S. Hinckley
killed a spring pig weighing 400 pounds.
The newly-elected officers of Jas. A.
Garfield post and the W. K. C. will be insulted Saturday, Jan. 1, at 2 p. m. A picnic dinner will be served at noon. The
husbands of the W. R. C. members and
the wives of the post members are invited.
heavy

hogs,

H.

Dec. 27.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
Beat.

Albert Wood,
improving.

who has been

quite ill,

is

Grant, who is teaching school
here, spent the week-end at Prospect
Harbor.
Miss

Miss Blanche Kingsley, who is teaching
Gouldsboro, spent the week-end at 8.
G. Wood’s.
at

Charles Barker, of Calais, is spending
the holidays with bis brother, Kev. Kalph
Barker.
Miss Margaret Hinckley, of Bliss collage, Lewiston, is visiting her father, E.
F. Hinckley.
Miss Abby Partridge, of Simmons college, Boston, is visiting her parents, W. 1.
Partridge and wife.
Mias Maude Bacon, of West Medford, is
spending her vacation with her sister,
Mrs. Forrest Qrindle.

Warren Shaw, U. 8. N., ia home

tor the holidays.
Miss Frances Atwater ia visiting her
cousin, Mrs. E. W. Bridges.
Mias Alta Grant, a former teacher here,
guest at L. P. Cole’s over Christmas.
Mr. Charles Blanoe was a business visitor in Bar Harbor and Ellsworth last
week.
was a

Capt. and Mrs. Daniel Deaay spent the
holidays with the L. B. Deaays at Bar

Misses Francis and Margaret Wood are
from Orono, Dorothy and Chandler
Noyes from Charleston, and Paaline
Kingsley from Snllivan for the Christmas
vacation.
home

Mrs. Mary A. Shaw died at her home
Dec. 23, after a long and distressing
illness. Mrs. Shaw was one of the community's most respected ladies, loyal and
true to her family and friends. Her work
has been faithfully do e. She is survived
by three children—Charles, of Connectof Old Town, and Mrs. Elliott
icut;
Benson, of Bar Harbor, who has been untiring in he/ care and devotion. She
leaves also one sister, Mrs. Jason Sargent,
of this place. Fnneral services were held
at the home Saturday, Bev. Mr. Miner, of
Winter Harbor, ofBciating.
Dec. 27.
N.
here

i^red,

■

terioas

The new store is nearing completion.
It is to be occupied in early spring.
Mr. Pike, o( Calais,

spend a few days
visiting hers.
Daniel Ham, jr.,

last week to

came

with

his wife, who is

who has been to Bath
had his throat operated upon, iassow
ill of pneumonia.

and

are
in order at the
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Spurling,
baby girl arrived Dec. 20.

Congratulations
borne of
a

Mias Lennie Stanley, who is attending
Chatine normal school, visited her sister,
Mrs. Clarence Spurling, last week.
Mrs. Percy Bunker, with son Winslow,
of Cranberry Isle, spent Christmas with
her mother, Mrs. Archie Spurling.

Boy Bryant last wee I? went to Stonington, where he was married to Miss Elsie
Smith, of that place. They will reside
here. Both have the hearty good wishes
of the community.
Dec. 27.

Harbor.

T.
SUNSET.

Dr. C. C. Larrabae and wile were guests
George H. Bunker’s, Franklin, for
Christmas.

at

Melville Small la home from Orono for
visit.

a

Boy Snowden arrived home from VinalMias Irene Conners, the grammar school haven Saturday.
teacher, went to her home in Bullivan for
Mr. Rica, of Birch Harbor, is the guest

the week-end.

of

to Bar Harbor
Frank L. Wakefield
to spend Christmas with his brother. Dr.
B. W. Wakefield.
went

Gay B. Whitten and John W. Stinson,
Jr., Colby students, are home for the
Christmas

recess.

Mrs. Elisabeth Hamilton

visited

Mrs. Clarence B. Colwell spent Christweek with her parents, L. P. Cole and
wife, Mr. Colwell coming for the weekend.
A Christmas social and sale was held in
JK. of P. hall a few evenings before Christmas fur the benefit of the library associamas

tion.
basket-ball game Wednesday night between the borne team and
Bullivan high, which was clone and interesting. A dance followed.
There

was a

Mrs. Mary Van Ness, of Lancaster. Pa.,
who was delayed here by a sprained
ankle, left Monday to spend the holidays
with her ton. Rev. Thomas Van Ness, of
Boston.
John M. Williams has be:n ill several
weeks, but was sufficiently improved to
spend Criatmas day with the rest of the
family at the home of hia daughter, Mrs.

1. N. Workman.
Dec .2 7.

C.

8TON1NGTON.
H. L. Annie, of Camden, a former resiia liiitint relatives here.
Fred O. Joyce left Thursday tor Hopewell, Va., to work on the buildinf of F. 8.

dent,

Small.
Mias Edith Silver, who baa been away
teaching, ia with her parenta for the holi-

day

Mies Laura Stinson.

Lawrence Sailers, of Boston, is visiting
bis parents, Dudley Sellers and wife.
Martina Small came from Boston Saturday to spsnd t be holidays with her parents, K. S. Small and wife.
Dec. 27.
Saom.

her

daughter, Mrs. C. C. Baker, of Steuben,
during the holidays.

CENTER.
F. L. Hodgdon and wile attended Stats
grrnge.
Mrs. Weston Higgins has gone to Cranberry Isles for the winter.
Miss Lennie Stanley, of
horns home on her vacation.

winter.

M.

Dec. 27.
SOUTH BROOKS V1LLE.

Purl A. vVardwell baa moved bia family
into tbe E. P. Howard bouaa at Buck'a
Harbor.

Harry Anatin, of Lyon, Maaa., ia vial.iox bia mother, who ia critically ill of
Mra. Abby O. Nicholeon, who baa been
viaitiog here and in Sedgwick, will return to her home in Portland to-day.
borne for

a

vacation while bia acbooner tbe
Herbert May, it diecharging cypreaa in
New Haven, Conn.
abort

Dec.

Co. baa taken
Western Grain
mill owned by Capt. F. 8. Oeyer,
and will carry on the bnaineaa.
Jamas G. Tborlow and son, of Peqnot,
Minn., are spending tbe holidays with
Winfield & Thnrlow and family.

27._C.

The Chnatmaa concert at the Eaptiat
church

waa a aucceaa.

All-night aervieee will be held at tbe
Baptiat church Dec. SI, to watch the old
year out and the New Year In.
Mra. Paul gave a free entertainment at
the church Saturday evening, which waa
much enjoyed by all. Retreehmenta ware
carved. Her frienda prevented her with a

Mias Clara Trott, who has spent the
holidsys with her aont, Mrs. Ales MoGriffin, baa returned to Farmington.
rocker.
Mrs. George W. Silver was called to large
B.
Dec. 27.
South Framingham, Maas., by the serious
illness of bar sister, Mrs. Elsie Leith.
OTTER CREEK.
At the Congregational, latter Day and
and wife, who are upending
Iaaac
Tripp
Christmas
Methodist churches there were
the winter in Ellawortb, are home for the
trees and entertainments on Christmas
bolidaya.
eve.
The Chriatmaa tree at tbe chuAh SaturChpt. John Simpson baa rented the
for old
building of Mm. 8. B. Tburlow in the day night waa laden with preeenta
will open a fish mar- and young. The exerciaee by the children
and
office
block,
poet
were enjoyed by all.
ket.
G.
Dec. 27.
L Maynard Bridges, who was badly
__

~

side porch.

paper.

in tbe face.

at

a

soft black eys. She arose Immediately with a charming air of confusion.
“Mr. Bunnerman." she said hastily,
"I most apologize for this Intrusion—1
wandered Into the maze and became
lost—I am waiting for the cat to lead
the way out.
1 am your next door
neighbor, I,ora Matson."
Mr. Bunnerman bowed courteously,
said he was honored at Lora's early
morning call and suggested that he
might escort her outside the maze and
let the white cat ^finish Its slumber.
“It Is a pity to trouble you,” said
Lora glancing at tbe pipe and news-

Mr. and Mrs. Neal Farrell and infant
have gone to Owl’s Head tor the

Capt. Herbert L. Black la

i

slightly parted.
Suddenly Lora's eyes unclosed, and
she looked straight Into the man’s
face.
The color deepened In her cheeks and
there was a strange expression In her

Chatine, is

COREA.

over the

I

daughter

cancer

"You mean In the way to a woman e
heart r he demanded quickly. “X loa*
the way to a woman's heart once, but
I vowed I'd find It-welT- he heel-,
tated and eyed her uncertainly.
Bat Lora bad snatched at her lace

"The gardens are lovely." remarked
Mrs. Matson.
Lora was very silent She was the
drat to leave the table, and her parents watched her as she disappeared
through the glass doors that led on to i

one accord they jumped np and
went to the doors.
By JOT HAM KINGSLEY
"My dear,” breathed Mrs. Matson,
clutching her husband's sleeve, “she Is
actually going down the syrlnga path
When Lora Matson returned from a —and It leads through the wicket gate
j-ear's absence In Europe she plied her into the Bannermnn place."
mother with a hundred questions of !
“1 knew It.
Mr. Matson chuckled.
Before she repersons and events. At last, when Mrs. ! Lora Is an explorer.
turns she will probably discover why
Matson had laughingly refused to anBannermnn Is a woman hater."
swer another inquiry that night, Lora
“The naughty child." sighed Mrs.
barred the door and turned a lovely,
Matson, but there was a smile on her
mischievous face to her.
lips as she returned to her unfinished
"Just one more question, mother,
breakfast.
dear," she pleaded. “T>o tell me what
Lora, charming in a pale pm a linen
has happened to the old Wayne place
frock, with her black hair pulled on
next door. As we drove up this aftertop of her small, shapely head, went
noon I could see that it has been thorslowly down the syrtnga path to the
oughly repaired and painted and that wicket gate in the tall evergreen hedge
a high brick wull has been built around
which divided the two estates.
“It Is odd that he did not bnlld a
the grounds. Did old Colonel Wayne
wall here—at least, he may have lockdie?"
I
ed the gate," mused Lora.
“Yes, shortly after you sailed.
But no; the little gate swung easithought 1 wrote you about It, Lora.
The property was sold three months ly on well oiled hinges, and she passed
ago, and the purchaser has spent a
through into the wonderland of beautismall fortune on restoring it.
They ful gardens.
It was a perfect reproduction of an
say that the interior Is furnished In exquisite taste, thoroughly English in old English garden, and I-ora wonderstyle. Did I tell yon that Mr. Banner- ed bow Mr. Bumiermau had accomman Is an Englishman?"
plished so much in such a abort time.
"Bannerman!" repeated Lora breath- He most he a man of taste, she decidlessly. "Is that the name of the new ed as she wandered enchanted through
owner!"
rose gardens and finally lost herself in
“Yes—Lionel Bannerman. He seems the Intricacies of a well planned maze.
to be a gentleman of wealth and lei“How shall 1 ever get out?" alie
sure."
thought In dismay as she tried first
"How dues he look, mother?”
one and then another path, only to
“I have never seen him. He Is rattier find that it led her back to the same
a recluse.
Your father had occasion to starting point.
call upon him regarding boundary lines
Suddenly a great Persian cat walked
between the estates, and he remarke 1
majestically past her. gravely Intent
that Mr. Bannerman was young and on
the progress of a tiny grasshopper.
He rides past every
very well bred.
“The cat must know the way out!*'
morning. You may catch a glimpse of cried Lora. “1 will follow her.”
His housekeeper told Hanhim. dear
The white cat caught the grasshopnah—this Is gossip of the servants' hall
per swallowed U with some difficulty
and 1 should not rejieat It—the houseand resumed Its promenade.
Urn
keeper said that Mr. Bannerman was
walked beside him. and the two made
of
a
woman
hater
and
that
something
a lovely picture. The Persian appeared
he had shut him sol! up In this house
to know the windings of the maze, for
and hoped to ho free from Intruders.
ho turned here nnd there and finally
That may t>e nonsense."
the heart of the maze—a circle
"Of course It might be." said Lorn pierced
of gravel where there waa a small
soberly, and she quietly kissed her
rustic summer house, in which were a
mother good night and went to lied In
of rethe dear familiar little room which she table, some chairs and evidence
cent occu|»alion.
had occtti led for so many years.
On the table was a man’s soft felt
But she did not go to sleep for many
hat, a meerschaum pipe and a mornhours. She lay awal'e looking out ai
the friendly stars keeping guard above ing newspa[>er. There was also a ge l
matchbox with an Intricate monogram
the treetops.
She wa-> t'linking of a man she bad picked out hi tiny sapphires.
The white cat Jumped upon the table
met abroad- a fine, clean cut Englishman who had falleu In love with her
and curled into a furry ball, aud I-ora
and asked her to lie his wife.
Lora sat dowu In a deep wicker chair and
had refused because she had not been closed her eyes for a moment.
His last words
sure of her own heart.
It was all very peaceful and quiet
rang In her ears now and brought a
there. Birds were singing in the trees
thrill of admiration.
outside the maze; somewhere a thrush
"I'll win you some day, Miss Mat
was making marvelous melody.
Bees
son." he ltnd said quietly. “You know bummed In and out of the trumpet
vines that covered the summer house,
and the summer sunshine waa warm
and pleasant.
Presently l/>ra slept
'And the white eat dept and did not
awake until a man's step sounded on
the path
i'heu the Persian lifted Its
head ana unclosed Its green eyes and
yawned, showing a coral red month
and tongue to the man; then It curled
Into another nap.
The man stood there for some time
looking at the pretty girl asleep In the
deep wicker chair. The thick fringe
of jetty lashes lay npcurled on her
pink cheek, and her perfect Ups were

Baymond Dow, of Owl's Head, spent a
few days reoently with B. B. Higgins.
Robert Higgins and son Weston went to
Rockland last week to begin scallop Ashing.

reoeaa.

The

j

1SLE8FORD.
Mn. J. D. Pbippen it having
time with boils on her inn.

where

tion.”

j

__

ton.

Fred L. Martin and wile, of Pittsburg,
Pa., are guests of Mrs. John W. Kane.

Lon could not lepwue a mirthful
Hugh.
“One don tone the way In maaea
Just aa they do—In otter thing*," aha
managed to say.

By

SHOW

SEVEN-REEL

became ha bant a brick wan
the place and hasn't been especlally cordial to visitors. They eay
an Englishman's borne la Me caetle.
and he seems to Mve op to the tradi-

“Just
j around

tin.in

xmocTiiwuicvti**

“MB. BAlOniBMAN,” 8H> SAID HASTILY. “I
MUST APOLOGIZE FOB THIS UTBOSIOH.*
1*11
We Britons don't give up easily.
lay siege to your heart, and some day
you’ll capitulate. Until then—goodby.
and God bless you!”
So he bad vanished out of her life,
and tonight he had been recalled vividly to her mind by her mother’s recital
Lionel
of the new tenant next door.
Fenwick had been the name of her
lover, and Ur. Bannerman’s name was
It was a strange coincidence
Lionel.
that ahe should return home to find an
Englishman self Immured in a castle
•■most at her own gates.
By morning she had forgotten the
new tenant, and it was at the breakfast table that her father recalled him
to her mind.
“I just passed Bannerman going for
his morning ride.” said Mr. Matson.
”1 suppose his castle is unprotected."
He lnugbed genially.
“His castle!
Why do they call it
that?” wondered Lora.

"Trouble is a pleasure; one can read
and smoke any time." was his answer.
Lora flushed deeper, and a little
frown came between her brows.
She (tlauced up at Lionel BannerOne could And no fault with
man.
that fine, noble face, with its deep blue
eyes, wavy brown hair and well cut
lips that appeared so grave one instant and almost smiling the next
“It is very easy when one knows the
way,” remarked Mr. Bannerman, as
Lora followed him out of the summer
house and into the nearest path. “I
always thtnk a maze is like a woman's
heart—bard to solve the secret—yet
easy if one knows the way."
"And have you discovered the way,
as you have mastered the Intricacies of
the maze?” asked Lora saucily.
“I do not know
yet." he said
—

gravely.
There was silence for a little while
as they went slowly down a short
path, rounded a curve of the clipped
hedge and came upon a blank wall of
evergreen.
Mr. Bannerman stopped and rumpled
his brown bair with a puzzled expression on bis face.
"Confound It all, I believe I’ve lost
the way!" he exclaimed ruefully.

frills and was Intent upon plaiting
them. The black lasbe* swept crimson
cheeks now.
A pair of strong brown bands gently
drew the laces from her grasp, one
band held her own pink Ungers, while
the other hand tilted her dainty chin
so that the man could see the shy,
black eyes.
"Have I found the way. Ix>ra?“ he
asked.
“You ought to know. Lionel.'’ ahe
whispered, and the last word was murmured on his broad shoulder.
"lint you refused to recognize me In
the summer house." ho snkl after

GIGANTIC WAR
**"

BlPu«|g
°* *»*• Air
*«.
“

*oom be Heard From
la the January American w
Merla Cruw.ll tells .oro.
fa*to
aboot iMnada’a new giant
bipl,n„
“D«-rd op to iu
.
armor, ^Md,,
*“* »
„
knuwa as a war destroyer;
in
peace It would be celled an

iJaSTbH

aa aeroplane-de-luxe.
The
,
’M
of tbe planes reaembtos that
ot the
”*'
Inal 'America.' |n other
re.pen. ik.
cbinee have hardly a
family
The 'Amerioa' u .
dying boat ;th«
looks like an armored
or

reee^C
>c.n.£

touring car with
wlngs-provided thst one “

enormous

a touring car
srith a bod, ,ixt
feet long, capable of
carrying two me
two guns and a ton of
explosives
"The upper mug plan. 0,
^

imagine

"

lh,'

along eigMy-Bve lest, eleven |Mt
more thau the •America’s'.
Set midway
of the lower plane fwbicta is
t little
.hotter) end hitched tightly to uprights
is the cabin, or ‘armored
touring car’
Peeking out from It, lore and ail, are
Maxim or lewis aeroplane gun.
which
raos

can fire live
hundred shots a minute
Since the cabin spreads out several teet
on
both sides of the planes, the gun. have
a
full ere of Ore.
each
"On
aide of the cabin,
where
fuselages run back to the rudder, or tail
least a 160-horsepower Curtiss V'
motor. The two motors, which run
withoat vibration, drive the sUuncb
mahogany
propellers to the Inna of.ninety miles an
hoar.
"The ‘Canada's’ wings ere constructed
of selected
woods
end
steel
wire,

type!

eunoingly wrought together; in some*
places they are a loot thick. Tbe ribs are
three-ply, gam wood within and two
tbleknesaea of birch without, all solidly
glued together and reenforced with brass
tacks. When they are hifinished. (the
pluses, like those of ell the new warbirds,
can
absorb; shot >nd >bell with the
immunity, of a | professional sword

awailo* er. |
ar.
“By virtue of tbe Sperry stabilizer,
which baa contributed more to the atabilty ;ollaiif ylai«» than any olhir invention, tbeCpilot, if be wishes, may disregard tbe contrnle end aevote bis lime to
the gentle art of rtrs j j li e ten:)*. The
stabilizer, with its little gyroscopes rotating at 12,000 revolution, a minute, looks
after things during tbe i.„ mbarament.
Tbey claim that e stabilizer makes a

"HAVE

I

F ,UNl>

THE

tORA?" HB

WAT,

AHA BIX

“I should hare thought you
awhile.
would have been surprised at my ap-

'plane ‘tool proof.’
"A bomb-droppiog device is hitched to
tbe stabilizer; and by an intricate mechanical device the speed ol tbe machine,
tbe wind-drift, end tbe exact angle ol the
‘planegfrcm tbe bcneontel are determined with exactness. When the pilot,
looking tbrougb a sighting-glass, sets the
object which be wtebes to hit, be pulls a
bomb drops through tbe
a lever end e
bottom of tbe machine

straight to tbe

mark.'*

pearanoe"—
"I was waiting for you," confessed

WALTHAM.
Celtic

Mra.

Lora.

Willey

attended

State

"Waiting for me? Then you knew
—your parent* bnve told you that I.lou
el liauuernuin Fenwick bad planted

grange.
Min Sadie Hailem ia borne from Ellaworth lor the holiday!.

himself at your gates In order to win
and that I dropped my family
name and"—
Lora's bands closed bis lips.
“They told me that an English ogre,
I.tonel Bannerman, bad immured himself hi a castle and that be bated woSo 1 came through the wicket
men.

Key mono Haalem end wile, of Machine,
•pent Cbrietmaa here.
Chariee, Doria and Ormand Haalem
ware home over Satuiday and Sunday.

you

gate”—
”1 knew you must come some day. so
I left that one open." be interrupted
boldly. “You told me once about the
syrings path, you know."
“So," went on 1,0ra, dimpling with
happiness. “I determined to find out if
my suspicions w'ere well founded—and
1 really got lost In your absurd maze—
and the white eat led me to your hat
and pipe, and your gold match case
with Its familiar monogram—and you
know the rest, air!"
“You mean that I bare found the
way to one woman’a heart?" he whispered, and as Lora was In his anna
her answer must bare been entirely

satisfactory
A Finer* Trick.
Get some one to put down a row of
figures, to add them up and aubtract
the total—thus:
03.314
These figures added together make
18. Subtract this 10 from the original
number and you get 03.106.
Now ask them to crosa out any one
figure, total them up again and tell
Thus, say, they cross
you the total.
out the G. the total liecomes 21.
They
tell you this, and without looking at
the sum you can give the value of the
figure which baa been crossed out.
You do this trick by subtracting the
total from the next multiple of 9. "The
total.” says your friend. "Is 21.” The
nearest multiple of 0 above 21 is 27.
You subtract 21 from 27. and that
leaves 0. To your friend you say in a
dignified tone. “The figure you crossed
•out was 0."
And your wondering
friend believes you to be possessed of
occult powers.
It doesn't matter what figures are
originally put down, the answer always comes correct
Reminiscent.

Thinking of the fngit of tempos,
when bare you read about anybody
being killed by the sudden (Up up of
the folding bed that used to be in
rogue?
Yet again, you don't remember when
you ever read or heard about the old.
stiffened towel that hung In the country printing offlee.
And you never hear any more of the

doaed

after aacceeeful

taught by Mra. Beaeie Wilbur and
Mary Silaby. Mm SUaby ’• ecLool held an

entertainment end Cbrieimae tree Wedoeaday. The achool praaeultd tbe auperintendent, Leon Googina, with a flno

abavlng-ael.
Deo.

H-

27.__
NORTH SEDGWICK.

A good bone trot
maadowa laat wank.

an

held

on

people
place
Treworgy with 122J0 Baa Cbrietmaa gift.
Lealia Friend and ion Walter, of Matof Mrt.
ron, Man., ware week-end gueata
G. M. Allen.

School begina tbia week, taught by
Keolah Bettcll. Margery Maaon. ol Bluebill, teachea in diatrict No. 6.
A °'
Dec. 27.
__

WASHINGTON JUNCTION.
Mra. E. W. Wooater gave a ChriatmaB
tree lor tba children of tbia community
5 to
and their mot here at her he me Item
Mra.
afternoon.
7 o’clock
Sunday
and
Wooater lorniahed bag! of pop-corn
diaand
gifta tor all. After tbe
candy
were
gifta, retieabmenta
trlbution of
to
■erved. All eapieaaed their tbauka
and
Mra. W ocaltr lor bar thoughtfulness

generality.
sUffltlUKJUHlt*.

For Poor Appetite and
Weak Digestion feel

The man who can’t cat doesn’t
much like working, and the ma"*™
t get
n weak atotnach doesn
pleasure out of eating.
health,
is very important to your
don t
and happiness. Don t abuse it,
cau*
neglect it, and when, for one
another, your digestion
n
and you lose appetite, be k 1'tUe
needs is a
your stomach. All it
doctoring
rest, and a few days
Very
"L. F.” Atwood's Medicine.
m
the
soon you will see
the rehsh
your appetite, and with
it.
digest
food, comes the strength to helps
the
For this old family remedy
tt
stomach, bowels, and liver, and
sound diges
news good appetite and
tion.

Y"ur.s‘0^crl£

improvement

■vStttwKsae”
PortUod.
Co,

jr#«*

Times-Dispatch.

42 YEARS’SERVICE

Strictly Osseous.

Jack—Clancy

struck

me

for

two

bones once.

Bill—Wlmt? That rich contractor?
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